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I. GENERAL HfEOBlJCTldH .

The rule of the K’ang Hsi Emperoii (Temple name Shenĝ t&m; 1661- 
1-722) was one of the most important reigns in Ch’ing dynastic history*; 
It -was this emperor who in fact solidified the authority of the Maachus 
over the whole of the territory claimed as the Middle Kingdoito En
throned upon the death of the Shun Chih Emperor in l66l§ when the 
Manchu seizure of the Chinese capital in 1644 was still a fresh memory, 
the young ruler took active control from his regents in 166? at the 
age of fourteen (sui)0 From then until his death in 1722, he personally 
dominated the governmental machinery, of the mst Chinese empire* His 
vigor and foresight in social, economic, political and international 
matters provided a solid foundation for the long Manchu rule in China* 

Even in his youth, the E8ang Hsi Emperor faced threats which
menaced his very existence* After a successful siege with smallpox,
. ' . 1 .his health was secured* Shortly after that illness, he was selected to 
be the heir-apparent by the Shun Chih Emperor, his father, who then lay 
dying of the same disease his son had recently overcome * But when his 
father died, four regents assumed control over the empire, with power 
gradually. re sting in Oboi (d* 1669), a noted Manchu militarist* Upon 
ascending to actual control, the Ktang Hsi Emperor began consolidating 
his personal rule against.Individuals who threatened to assume ex
cessive power* _ Oboi, though removed as regent in 166?, remained a 
challenge to the throne* However, this menace was eliminated with the ,



ail of Sdnggotm: (da' 1703?) s to indttiiiaal of nmch political strength 
himself aiiid an uncle of toe Eiapresse iiito this step there remained no 
single court power strong' enough to challenge the K'ang Hsi .Emperor1s 
authority,, . With the court thusunder his control̂  the Emperor turned 
to national problemso Descendants, of Koxinga (1624=1662) 5 loyal to the 
defunct! ling dyastŷ , were ravaging the southeast coastal area across 
from their fortress on Foziiosae Upon order of the K9ang Hsi Emperor, 
the Fukien province govemor=general organized a force which slowly ; 
pushed back those legionŝ  and by 1683 the coast and Formosa as well 
were secured under Eanchu controle Throughout this operation the 
Emperor constantly encouraged and harassed his aides to clear the area 
so that the more challenging San-fan Rebellion ("Rebellion of the Three 
Feudatories") might be the sole concern of his armies»

The San=fah Rebellion was the greatest single internal chal
lenge to the stability, of the .Manchu dynasty until the mid-nineteenth 
centuryo The rebellion: was led by Wu San-kuei (l6l2-l67S)s a south 
China warlord of great military and economic power« Wu had received a 
vast domain as reward for past services to the Gh!ing dynasty. Allied 
with two other Warlords of strong miliiary powerj, Keng Ghing=ehung 
(d, 1682) and Shang Chih-hsin (d, 1680)he began a revolt in 1673 which 
lasted for eight yearsg until 16810 The E1ang Hsi Emperor utilized the 
Manchu and Mongol banner system of military organization,, which was 
noted for its efficient cavalry and high morale, to put down this re
volt, which at one time enveloped nearly all of south and central China» 
Military conquest, buttressed by increased Chinese support for the new 
dynasty, resulted in toe Emperor* s being able to defeat these challenges



' arii turn to ,other problems of great eoneera to the long-range success 
of the d̂ masty.

Inasmuch as the Manehus were an alien conquering people, it was 
necessary, if the Oh*ing dynasty was to be strengthened, for the K,ang 
Hsi Emperor to take steps which would gain the support and respect of 
the populaqe at large and its governmental representatives, the' 1 - . ' : p I :
scholar-bureaucracy = To gain the backing of the latter group, the 
Emperor continued the traditional Chinese civil service system for 
selecting government bureaucrats» Although the Chinese had to share 
responsibility with Manchus,, they nevertheless had the opportunity for 
usefui participation in the operation of the state machinery« For those 
who refused to serve his dynasty, the Emperor neutralized much of their 
opposition by the establishment of large-scale imperial commissions 
charged with preparing literary works of great magnitude» In this way 
opposition scholars who refused to serve within the government were en
ticed to work on great literary efforts, which left them, no opportunities 
to lead $Eng loyalist movements against the dynasty. The Emperor, who 
personally instituted much of this scholarly activity, constantly showed 
a genuine interest in the work, of these stubborn Gonfucian literati« In 
so doing, he removed a strong area of opposition to his rule and also 
satisfied much Of his own desire for a wider knowledge of Chinese 
thought „ . . '

. The common people were placated by a judicious economic policy 
As a result of good harvests and an increasing population, taxes were 

kept at a nominal rate. Furthermore, irrigation systems were developed, 
land was granted liberally for new settlement, and grain storage for
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harsh times was eneouraged0 As the K'ang Hsi Enperor’s policy toward the 
scholar=bureaueraey was directed at; serving their interestss so were 
strong efforts made to satisfy the legitimate wants and needs, of the 
people„ To assure the success of his policies and show the people that 
he was genuinely concerned with their welfarej, the K8ang Hsi Emperor 
made six tours of the empire and constantly watched the bureaucraey to 
see that the people were treated fairly and justljo

With the conclusion of the internal rebellions in the early 
l6S0?s and the gradual success of his internal policŷ  the K’ang Hsi 
Emperor turned his attention to the revival Of the Chinese position 
in Gehtral Asia» Therei, three challenges menaced the security of the 
Chinese western borders and the superiority of the Middle Kingdom«, . The 
Emperor met these threats by, direct actiong and with vigor and couragec .
' He s'mted a clear knowledge of the problems- involved6 The DsungarSg a 
Western Mongol tribe, continuously threatened the Chinese hegemony in 
Central Asia throughout the Emperor's reign. First attacking Western - 
Mongolss theDsungarsj under their able leader Galdan, £1644 (1632?)-= 
it??} s were finally defeated militarily by an army under the K'ang Hsi 
Emperor's personal leadership in 1696a But Galdan's nephetir5 Tsewang 
Araptan, (1643 1̂747)# took full advantage of his military heritage and 
threatened Manchu stability at the source of all Central Asian political 
controls Tibet,i

As his uncle had relied on Tibetan Buddhist sanctions to some 
extents Tsewang also attempted to fortify his position with support from 
the Dalai Lama of Tibet, • His assumption to political control in that 
state so seriously threatened the Chinese position that the K'ang Hsi



Emperor had to meet the Dsungar challenge directlŷ  Although he had 
hoped to control Tibet without open force prior to a Dsungar invasion̂ , 
it became necessary to intervene with direct military power„ Thus in 
I720 Tibet came forcibly under lanchu political domination and the 
pattern for Central Asian hegemony was beguno

From Russia came a serious challenge to the Chinese northern 
frontiers in the late seventeenth century. The expanding Muscovite 
Kingdom entered Chinese suzerainty areas and caused the Emperor to re
taliate with force against the Siberian advance. But mindful of 
Russo-Bsungar tiesg he carefully satiated the Russian desire for trade 
with Ghha as well as an unmolested situation in eastern Siberia. Thus 
the Russian menace to China’s frontier was alleviated and a Russo- 
Dsungar alliance prevented. In the procesŝ  the pattern for peaceful 
commercial and diplomatic relations between the Russians and Chinese 
was established; although not without some trying occasionss this re
lationship continued virtually unchanged until the mid-nineteenth 
century. •

. fhe desire for knowledge which characterized much of his ac
tivity brought the K’ang Hsi Emperor into contact with Western Euro
peans, Jesuit missionaries stayed at his court and taught the Emperor 
about Western culture/science and religion,, and brought Roman 
Catholicism to the Chinese. Though supported and respected by the 
Emperor whom they taught and served5 the Jesuits fought a losing 
battle against their rival orders. Nevertheless5 they reintroduced 
Christianity into China and also used their influence to engender 
favorable or neutral imperial policy with regard to European trade in



Chinao Storing this period the foundation -was laid for that commercial 
activity in south China,

The position of the emperor within the Chinese governmental dystem 
was theoretically one of great power and prestige. It was the emperor 
whose very personage was the symbol of the greatness and glories of 
Chinese culture, It was the emperor who called on the all-pervading
Heaven (T 8ien) for guidance in and support of his work so that he
might do the things that were necessary to gain and keep the support 
of his people and the scholar-bureaucracy. From a theoretical position of 
awesome power? the emperor had the opportunity and responsibility to run 
the governmental machinery and, in so doing5 formulate an activity 
policy. He had advisors and counsellors and a large bureaucracy of 
civil servants chosen on the basis of their knowledge of the Gonfuciaa 
Classics to assist him in achieving results. But the ultimate re
sponsibility for success or failure rested solely in the hands of the 
emperor. If the people were happy the dynasty's power and the position 
of the emperor were maintained. If they were unhappŷ  the tyranniei- 
dical concept of the Mandate of Heaven could be used to overthrow, the 
dynasty. To prevent this latter action, the Son of Heaven

was expected to carry a heavy administrative burden, day by day, 
to rule as well as reign. All official business of any impor
tance ŵ.s supposed to pass before him. The Son of Heaven , , . 
was indeed expected.to perform a superhuman function, supervising 
the major personnel, the use of funds and military forces, public 
work and ceremonies, on a vast and intricate scale,!

T̂eng Ssu-yu and John K, Eairbank, China's Besponse to the West 
(Cambridge: Harvard University. Press, 1954) , P» 17«. ■ - ■ • -  ..  - ■ • ■



The emperor also had. the responsibility of eonduetihg therela- 
tions of the Middle Kingdom with other states which surrounded his om,: 
which was considered to be the center of the world as it was known to 
China1s neighbors» To yule effectively required great diplomatic 
Ability as well as a strong application of military force when neces™
: sary# . In the end the manifold imperial responsibilities could only be 
fulfilled by an individual with vision̂  foresight and ability. On the 
basis of his successful response to the challenges of the conquered 
Chinese g the Mongols ̂ Tibetanŝ  Russians and Western Europeans5 the 
K’ang Hsi Emperor was the kind of ruler who had those qualities and who 
fully merited the bestowal ef the Mandate of Heaven and the respect 
given traditionally to a good emperor. ' .



■ . : ' . . II o IMTMMIL SEBELLiOMS

lo General latroduction
fhe years preceding and following the enthronement of the K’ang 

Hsi Emperor were marked by several major rebellions against the newly- 
established Manchm authority0 These rebellions were caused in part by 
a persisting desire for power on the part of Ming pretenders to the 
throne and in part by rebel leaders1 ambitions to assume control on 
their ©iim behalf„ These challenges to imperial stability constituted 
the first, major problem faced by the yotmg K'ang Hsi Emperors and it 
was not until he personally overcame, them that he was able to quiet 
growing unrest that had been developing in other areas outside of 
China during the dynastic transition from the Mings to the lanehuSo 

Even in the early years of the reign* the E’aag Hsi Emperor 
was active in developing personal,imperial control» Though only a youth 
when faced by major challenges from within the borders of Chinas the 
Emperor personally moved to meet theme

He was able to gain important bureaucratic support throughout 
the most trying days, of the period under consideration̂  and this was 
an important factor leading to his success» But from the first 
challenge posed— that of an over-active regency— the E* ang Hsi Emperor 
showed that: he had the ability and courage to defend his position by 
his own efforts0

Many of the problems which faced the emperor were in fact
■ . ■■ ' : • ■■ - s . ..., ■ .....
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carried over from the Ming period* especially as regards the threat of 
major rebellions against the established authority. From the beginning 

' of the reign of the Wan Li Emperor (I572"l620) the country had been in=» 
ereasingly impoverished by heavy taxation* partly to pay for increased 
royal luxuries = Taxes were also used for heavy military expenses* par= 
tieularly against the rising Manchus in Southern Manchuriac3- Neverthe
less* there was great difficulty in feeding the armies at the front* 
and there was a gradual disintegration of the. courier post-system be
ginning in 1629o This system had been used not only as a means for 
transmitting official dispatches* but also for conscripting army re
cruits, Removal of this imperial unifying1factor led to am increased 
lack of centralized control, Although some individual uprisings were 
put down* mo real breathing spell was provided for the last emperor's 
government to solidify itself. Rebel chieftains continued to gain 
periodic success and the dynasty's fall was hastened by the Mamchu threat 
from the north* a rebellion of great proportions. The termination of the 
dynasty took place during the reign of the last Hing emperor to live in 
Peking* the ineffective Gh'ung Chen ruler* (1627*1644). who was greatly 
frustrated by disloyal euhuchs,̂  ,;

This problem of internal revolts carried over from Ming times

«| 1 \
Wang Yu-ch'uan* fThe Rise of Land Tax and the Fall of Dynasties'

in Chinese Eistory,!! Pacific Affairs, IX (June 1936)$ 201, .

Lo Bulloch* "The Fall of the Ming Dynasty*" The China Re
view, XFI. (March-April 1888)*..274* 8* .0. Hueker* “The Tmg-lin-Movement 
of the Late Mag Period*11 Chinese Thought: and Institutions <, F , K«, 
Fairbanks ed, (Chicago* University,of.Chicago Press* 1957)* pp«. 135*36.
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Into the reigns of the first two Manchu rulers 5, the Shun Ghih (1644- 
1661) and, K6ang Hsi.\̂ )erorso Largely taking the form of Mmg restoration 
groupsj the rebellious forces were a constant threat to the throne!s su= 
premaey and the country11 s internal stability» In most cases, large 
military expenditure was the only wa,y success could be assured* Hever=- 
theless, that success did not become final until the K'ang Hsi Emperor1s 
f orce s, achieved victories on Fomosa in 16S3* This achieved, the in
ternal stability which provided a strong basis for the development of an 
aggressive Chinese foreign policy*

2o Late Ming Braasty Rebellions
One rebellious threat against the'lings, besides the Manehus, 

was that of Ohang Hsiem-chung, (l60$-l6̂ 7) a young Shensi province 
bandit-leader o Ghang8 s revolt began in the early l630.8 s and was nearly 
a success in the days just prior to the Ming downfall* In its early 
years it was characterized by.much brutality as Chang harassed the popu
lace in his native province by thievery and murder* He moved through 
south China haphazardly, losing periodic battles but continually 
marauding in new locales after recouping strength in the mountains.
Until 1643 Chang led a disorganized rebellion, however wide an area it 
covered*-’ But as Changes military power continued to increase and the 
deteriorating Sing dynasty continued to be ineffective, the rebellion

, ' , :
. James B0 Parsons, "A, Case History of Revolt in China; The Late 

ling iebellion of Chang Hsien-chung.,'1 Qriens Ebcbremus* 111, part 1 ( July 
"1956.), 34 : , /I v,-." - .



' ■ -11

asstmed a dymastic femio Ghang declared himself "Pa-ta-wang11 (“Eighth
■ ■ ■ . . '

, _ -    ' ' .

©reat King”)achieved a semblance of gentry snpport and gained respect 
of t-wo Jesnits» Gabriel de Eagalhaens and Louis Buglio0

1 From this point of strengths Ghang® s position steadily de- .
terioratedj largely beeanse of his weakened position vis-a-vis the 
gentry5 despite the fact that a full-scale bureaucracy had been es
tablished at his capitbX of Ghengtuo ' It is saids perhaps exaggeratedly 
as regards numbers that his men killed n6Q©5GOO souls11 there on order 
from their leaderî  furthermores his soldiers “cut off the heads of in
numerable innocent women, as if they had been mortal enemies", although

■ . ' vmany were actually their wives» These terroristic methods caused 
Ghang1 s support to diminish greatly and in 1647 a Manchu advance party 
on the Shensi-Szechuan border surprised his forces and Ghang ms slaine 
After am additional year of eliminating minor resistance groups, the 
westem areas became less of a threat to internal stability* ? ,

As has been noted, the final years of the Ming dynasty were

■ h ' ",: James Parsons, "Overtone of Eeligion and Superstition in
the Kebellion of Chang Hsien-chung," Sinologiea* IV, Ho* 3 (1955)$ 174=

M̂artin lvIartinius, Bellum Tartarlcum, or the Conquest of the 
Great and Most. Renowned Empire • of China0 fay the ■ Invasion of the -Tartars * 
who in these last Seven years* have wholly subdued that vast Empire 
(Londons John Crook, 1654.j reprinted 1939 - in China), p« 214*

6Ibido. p* 219*

Arthur W* Hummels ed*, Eminent Chinese of the Gh11 ing Period*
(1644-1912) (Washingtons U* S„ Government Printing-Office, 1943)s P« 280
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characterized, by an increasingly disorganised political conditicxi, mth ;. 
which the central government was not strong enough to eope or ahcmt Vnieh 
it was simply unconeemedo The last emperor̂  however interested he may 
have heen in restoring dynastic powery lacked the military personnel 
necessary to achieve continuous military gains against rebelsLi Tzu- 
ch1 eng (1605̂ 1645) arose in Shensi provlnee to take advantage of that 
weaknessa At first a bandit chiefs he became a threat to the Mings al
most as menacing as that of the Manchusj, and more so - than GHang Hsiea-

Li s who actually caused the death of the. last Mag Emperors 
achieved only indifferent success until 1639o Then a d rought in Honan 
province brought thousands of followers to his sideg including two in- ' 
telleetual leaders of some local esteem̂  Li Yen and Miu Ghin-hsing0 

These two urged their new chief to capitalize on the poor economic 
situation of the populace by Mad deeds5 and for several years this , 
policy was generally carried o u t , 9 gy 1644# with his hold on Shensi 
completê , Li established, a "Ta-Shun" kingdom̂  taking the reign title of 
tung-ch8ang01Q By 23 April of that year Peking itself was in his hands . 
and the last enperor. of1 the ffing dynasty was deado But here the ̂ volt 
lost momentum̂  largely because Li returned to his pre-1639 robber- . 
bandit tactics0 By this insinceritŷ  he lost seholar-bureaueraey

%id.# p, a47» ' ' : ' •
: . 9 _ ■ - ■; : • . ' . ' / - " ' . / '

Franz Michael. The Origin of Manchu Rule in Qhina; frontier and 
bureaucracy as interacting■forcesinthe Chinese Ezmlre (Baltimore: The
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: ■-.■■■■. ' /;v; '■■■■;■■ : - . 'support. The Maiaehus on the other hand were careful rrfco cater to that 
' group, - In the end they thus offered seeurity and power to ¥u San-Kuei;, 
a noted' iilng generals ani;he joined them against Li Tzu-Gh8 enge s forces,^ 
The rebels were chased into Hupeh provincê  where; either as a result of 
death or departure to a monastery, Li ceased to offer opposition to the 
Manchus! Gh’ing dynasty,^ As for Wu, this success helped assure for him 
a significant position in the new governmental hierarchy®^
; ’ • , ja.though the last Emperor died in 1644s, one of his descen
dants continued to cause the Eanchus great difHeulty, phu Yu«-lang> a 
grandson of the Wan Li Emperors moved menacingly throughout southern 
China as the independent Brince of Kuel, As late as 1649s he still ap
peared as. a major, threat, but the Maaehus achieved a series of successes 
and Ghu's two aides, Sun K8o-wangand Li 'Sing-kuo, quarreled so much 
that his forces divided into two factions, Li remained loyal,̂ 5 but 
Sun, afterteing defeated by Li, defected to the teaehus,^ ¥u San̂ kuei, 
who had been successful against Li Tzm-ehieng, commanded the army which 
forced Ghu to flee Chinese territory for northern Burma in early 1659=
In April 1662, Ghu Yu=lang8s entourage! including his Christian Empress 
and son, weretfeiivered by the Burmesf to ¥u9̂ *7 and many followers were . : 1 

executed by the f o r m e r G h u  was. strangled to death in June, 1662;^9

^Michael,. .p, I13o ^Ibid, ■> pp, 114-115,
- i%umml, :P=: 492,.;. ' -- i t

^Ibido, p, 490, l6aid,, p, 679=: \ : y :
E, Harvey, History of Burma (Londons Longmans, Green and 

Go3#any, 1925), P= 201, ,,,.. -, ...... ' - '• " y : :
.^%ir J, Go Scott, Burma (Hew Yorks Alfred A, Knopf Inc,,1924),p0I380

l%imm6l, Po :195, ' - /: '' ' V '



he:Md caused a great deal of difficulty in the southwestern provinces 
until his forces were so diminished that his strength became ineffec- 
tualo ' Then the pressing ¥u San-kuei was victorious finallŷ  just one 
year after the young Pang Hsi E®peror ascended the throne under a re- 
.'getiey?  ̂During his long rebellion Chu Tu~lang had provided a stable 
rule for his adherents and the populace under.his control when the 
Ma/nchus; did not press , his forces too stronglŷ  But when adequately 
challenged5 he was no- match for the; military •leadership of ¥u San-kueie 

Thus revolts were a major threat, to early lanchu supremacy0 The 
new rulers of China found in Chu Tu-lang a'significant problem, fOr it 
took virtually twenty years to effect his‘removal completely.from the 
scene: of contemporary politicsG Chang Hsien-chung and Li Tzu-ehdeng . 
represented . shorter though no less threatening .challenges to the future 
of the Ch8ing dynasty^ especially when the two almost joined forces- in., 
I6I4O0 Against these latter twos the Manchus8 brute, force was the - 
means of gaining victory,. There .was; little or no- time to create a ■ 
situation in which they could rely on a. large segment of the Chinese 
population's being favorably Inclined twoard the..hew regime? However? 
against Chu Tu-langthe Manchus had the benefit of using the strong 
Chinese forces of Mu San-kuei to achieye the final victory®

3; The Rebellion of Koxlnga • - - ;: '
In a situation similar to the aforementioned ones the .'Manchus

20lbido., Po 19ho 
: 2^Bull©ehs. p® :269,®



cleared; the soath Ghlma area and Formosa of the last importamt IS.Bg 
' adherent to threaten, the;Ghring dynastGheng Gh8eng=kmag (1624-1662)0 
He is better knpm in the West as Eoxingâ  a derivative of the Amoy 
dialect proBTOciation of his titles "Kok-seng-va"B ' (Mandarins; ■ • ; .
(i Kuô hsing-yeh11, meaning "Lord of the Imperial Surname“v, a title be« 
stowed on him by another Mng pretender̂  Ghu Tu-chienoF̂  The Koxinga 
story begins'with the.life of his fathers takes on its highest impor
tance in the period of his personal leadership > and does not end until 
his grandson in 1683 was finally defeated by powerful Hanehu forces and 
the threat' ended® "vv.-- a ..V -• .■■■ ■ ■ ■,

: Koxinga,s father5 Gheng Ohih-lung, (l6G4“l66l) laid the founda
tion for rebel activity against established authority». He .was a native 
of Fukien province who was baptized by Portuguese employers as Nicholas 
Iquano He went to Nagasakî  Japan, in 1624 and there married a woman of 
low social status 0 5 The r esult of the union was two sons, the elder 
■being the .future KoxLngao In ,1630̂ . Gheng chparted with his first-born ■ 
for Ghina<. la, lahking# Koxinga studied with the iî ortant lling scholar̂  
Oh'iem Gh*ien-i, while his father became wealthy as a pirate preying on 
coastal shipping. In I64I, Koxinga married; his son and heir̂  Gheng 
Ghing> (1642-1681) was born the following year, * ■̂

In, the years #iich followed̂  Gheng Ghih-lung experienced great

otherwise cited the general source for material relating 
to Koxinga is Donald Keenê  The Battles of Coxinga (Londons TavThr»s • 
Foreign Pressg . 195l)o. ,;'v - • r... - ■ ... ,:j : -i: . < % .
• . . Ĵames Murdochg A History of Janan, IX (London? Eoutledge &
Kegan Pauls 1926=1949) s 275,0 ... .. . . . .....
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financial success due to his naval activitieso He built up a large 
pirate fleet with which he was able to control the entire China coast 
from the Yangtze to the Pearl River, , But in 1628 upon the urging of ,a 
brother, Cheng Chih«-lung gave himself up thtithe Hing viceroy of the 
fukieia=Chekiang area, Hsiung ¥en-ts8 an0̂ 4 Is a result of this action, he 
received government position and sanction and took up the Ming cause by 
attacking other pirates and the Dutch, the latter posing a threat against 
the. mainland, although only in control of Formosa<,25 In this new posi= 
tioh" of dynastic allegiance, Cheng gained fame:and prestige'in the de
clining liing court, and he helped to defend Hanking against the Manchus 
after Peking fello He pledged allegiance to and received a title from 
a Ming heir in the Hanking area, Ghu Yu-sung, the Prince' of Pue^ In 
1645a after, the latter rs death, he aided the new pretender, Ghu Yu™ ;
chien̂  in a similar manner and, as a sign of imperial gratitude, his 
son was given the Ming family surnameChu, This marked the high point 
of Koxinga’s father’s enchantment with the- Ming remnantSô ?

' Cheng Chih=limg surrendered in December 1646 to the Gh’ing 
armieŝ  as a result of personal differences with the liing leaders and ' 
enlightenment bfought bn by cdntihued. Manchu victories. He had 
quarreled with a Ming civil leader, Huang Tao-chou, and had become

‘ ̂ Hummel, p, 110®
■^%osea Ballou Morse, The Chronicles of the Bast India Trading 

Company trading to : China« 1635̂ 1834, I (Oxford; . Clarendon Press, 1926),

: . Hummel, po no.' : , • y .. . . . ■ ; ;
27Ibid=
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further disgruntled when Chu Iti-chien failed fo take his adviee militarilŷ  
preferring t© fight on land rather than on sea0 Ghu was captured in 1646 

as a result of this policy, In the end:>; all adverse considerations 
mounted up and the Cheng family split0 Neither Gheng Chih-lung* s brother9 

Gheng Hung-rkueij, nor his so% Koxingas followed him to the new con- 
querors» Gheng Ghih-Iung was scantily rewarded for deserting the 
Mings because he was tied up ironically with his son1s future successes» 
Inevitably, the Manchu court at Peking pressured him to attempt to stop 
his son from continuing his onslaughts, but this failed despite constant 
.requestSo The pressure of certain parties in the court finally caused . 
Cheng’s execution in Peking in-l66l0 But actually KoxLnga’s father had■ 
ceased to be a main charaetef in the story, which developed to a climax 
in the I65O8 s, when he went over to the Manchus in December 16460

The anti-Manchu revolt continued under Koxinga’s successful and 
tight control of the large pirate fleet which; his father had developed<?
In 1647, with everything consolidated, he pledged allegiance to another • 
Ming heir, Ghu Ta-lang, - and was awarded appropriate titles« Neverthe
less, he was forced to retreat to Amoy in 1649?̂  Galled to aid a be
leaguered Ming general in lojl, he had to leave Gheng Hung-kuei to de
fend Amoy. A Manchu attack, spearheaded by Ma fe-kung, (flo I646-I663)
. an ex-Ming general, resulted in the death of Kosdnga8 s uncle <, This , .
death did not further endear the Manchus to the militaristic Kmanga® •

; With lianchu power increasing, the years l65T=55 were marked

' % i d .. Po 559o
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: i)y battle losses by Koxinga to the new dynastŷ  and both the Ming pre
tender and the Manchus offered Koxinga noteworthy court positions and 
titles during this period in exchange for his support« The Manehus • 
used his father as an adjunct to their wooing* although his son re
mained wary of their■words until his. deaths This was so especially 

■ 'after: 1653* when he learned that his father was in virtual house- 
arrest* despite the promises of honor and position which had been made 
: ,earlier to hisn Mindful of this'result * Koxinga did not hesitate to 
'write to his father stating that

t The Manchu Court has already broken faith with you<> How .
• ' ; could I accept your words for the truth? 0 0 » I* your son*

; do not.want to distrust my father6s words* but.it is really
very difficult for me to. do otherwise<,30
Despite his hatred for the Manchus* Koxinga was cautious enough 

to delay them'from all-out attack against him in order to develop the 
kind of military force needed to launch an important and long-planned 
attack himself* against .Nanking <, By 1655 his. organization in Fukien ■ 
province had been prepared and;his supply area extended as far south 

. as Kwangtung province and as far north as the Yangtze River03Y 
, . ̂ ‘ Furthermore* Kosdnga sent four (perhaps five) missions to his
native Japan in an attempt to gain additional manpowr for the invasion 
forces* But the Shogurate was unmoved hy these pleas for support* de- 

' spite a great deal of: popular Japanese sympathy for Koxinga"s cause<,32

> v' ;. 30Keene* p, 480 ; : .. .y'

^Hummel*; p0 109» , ' 'v 'h ' ' ■ ...
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There was no dimnishing of the Seclmsion Decrees of the late 16398 s/ de
spite the eati.se and notwithstanding the probability that the Japanese 
might gain the coveted, island of Formosa should a Koxinga victory ensued 

- Despite this diplomatic setback.? KoxLnga’ s enthusiasm was not 
lessened and Hanking was attacked. Between 1QQSOO0. and 17E)9OO0 men were 
gathered for this great assault? which was carefully planned<, In Septem
ber l6'58? after a temporary return to the Ghu-san Islands was necessitated 
because of a typhoon? Kbxinga risked the battle despite advice from some of 
his generals who were opposed to it034 Although there was a g reat t error in 
Hanking and even in PeMng itself? the forces of Koxinga were weakened 
either by the split in opinions as regards the advisability of the at- 
taek?35 or because of a carousing good time celebrating their leader’s 
birthday the night prior to the battle0 Thesereasons notwithstanding? 
the Manehus were only able to win apparently? because of the tise of a 
large number of cavalry which came south quickly from Peking in time to 
halt, what appeared to be an unstoppable onslaught« "Whatever the reasons? 
the Manehus staved off what could have been a very decisive defeat to 
their forces and Koxinga was forced to retreat? pursued by the-victors0 

Although vanquished on land? Koxinga was an outstanding mariner 
above alio Dsing some 800 vessels? the Manehus began a sea chase from 
Hanking toward the south. But the exhausted men on Koxinga’s 480 ships

-̂ Yoshi Saburo Kuno, Japanese Expansion on the Asiatic gontinent 
II (Berkeley: University of California Press? 1937)?-95o ••: % - -

%̂timmel? p, 41® "
/ ̂ M̂urdoch? p, 276,



were able to defeat the Manehu pursuers overwhelmingly in a naval battle 
off the Amoy coast on 17 June 1660S largely because of their superior skill 
Koxinga would not be a problem any. longer in the norths but the south
east era areas for a long period of time were under his constant harass
ment or actual sugeraintya . ' - ' , v
■ .During these years Koxinga recognized the nominal leadership of
the Ming princes Ghu lu-lango But regardless of how much he might have ' 
wanted to . aid his chiefs the fact that Burma was a long way from the 
Formosa-Fukien area made assistance impossibles particularly as most 
southern areas were under Ch8ing control0^6 Furthermore a by this tim# 
Koxinga had decided that Formosa would be an adequate base for his 
future operations o .Hences Koxinga neglected Ghu Yu-lang and turned to- 

: ward the Dutch fortresses on Formosa« $hat island would be an area 
safe from the Hanchusj, for it was separated from the mainland by the 
seaj, which Kozinga definitely dominated.

The Dutch had assumed control of the island in 1624 after having 
been pointedly advised by the Chinese in Amoy that while the Pescadores, 
of which the Butch were in possession, would be subject to attack, For
mosa would be a permissible basefor trade operationsc37 Mexfc to 
Japan, Formosa in 1649 had represented the most profitable areas of 
Buteh-eontrolled trade in the Far East a38 The Butch hoped to develop

 ̂The control of Wu San-lcuei covered Hunan and Kueiehow provinces 0 
Another war-lord, Keng Ghing-ehung was in Fukien, and. still another,
Shang K‘o-hsi was in KwangtUngo

■ ^%orse, pe 5< \ • ; % - '
^Albert Hyma, A History of the Butch in the Far East; a history. 

of the Butch commercial and ■ colonial.empire (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Go ¥ahr,
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the island into am entrepot of a magnitude equal to Portuguese Macao 
and desired eventually to use it as a base for military attack against 
both laeao and the Spanish PhilippineSê  ̂ Furthermores it whs utilized 
as an intermediary point for trade en route to Japanô ® As Java was not 
yet under Dutch control, the loss of Formosa was to be most damaging 
from both an economic and a military standpointô - Yet the Dutch Fort 
Zeelandia was garrisoned by only ls200 mem̂  despite a warning from 
' Japan through a Jesuit missionary.that, there ought to be a larger 
force thereo Negotiations in 1660 failed to reach an agreement be
tween the Dutch and Baxinga.* These were conducted by a local trader 
who had formerly been in the Dutch services as an interpreter̂  Ho T'ing- 

r pin. The deliberations broke down largely because of ICoxinga’s dis
taste for a lasting peace and Hovs desire for war so as to gain fiaan- 
eially942 Additionallŷ  a split among leading personnel in the Dutch 
Bast India Company caused a large fleet to sail away from Formosa just 
prior to KoxLnga8 s attack. Governor Frederick Goyette was truly un- - 
fortunate in being left to stand off a well-trained, force of 20,000- 
25,000 men with the small garrison under his c o m m a n d .̂ 3
        :

59Hurdochs p. 277o
M„ Panikkar, Asia and Western Dominance (London; George 
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. For Koringa5 control of .Formosa had become almost an absolute 
necessity0 Ib instructions to his generals he noted the large amounts 
of cultivated lands the revenue that could be gained through taxation,, 
and the ship-building facilities availablec This was clearly to be his 
new.base of operations! - ' -

Thus with.the Dutch position weak and Koxinga in command of a 
strong forces the attack began in April l66l. First, Fort.ProY±tia<,
' the smaller of two Dutch arsenals on Formosas was forced to surrender ■ 
rapidly. The attack was then directed at Fort Zeelandiaj. which was on 
a small island off the Formosan coast and manned by 1,140 soldiers. The 
result was never in doubt, but the Dutch refused to accept surrender as 
offered in continual and apparently sincere negotiations by Koxinga, 
Help almost arrived for Governor Goyette in the: fora of a squadron on, 
the way to Japan, but' the Nippon-bound Dutch felt‘the Formosan situa- ; 
tion hopeless and continued toward their destination. On the return 
voyage aid was denied again’, as the admiral in. charge" of the fleet 
sailed for Siam instead of for Fukien,, where he might have gained a 
Hanchu-Dutch alliance against Koxinga,, Hanchu promises of aid from 
Fukien came to naught and an act of treachery by either a German or a 
Frenchman in the Fort Heeiandia garrison caused Koxinga to. learn of a 
desperate lack of supplies within the fort. On 1 February 1662, after 
a struggle of nearly nine months, Koxinga accepted the Dutch surrender 
and permitted part of the remaining force to depart for Batavia, But 
some Dutch soldiers remained in the dungeons until 1683, when Mancha 
troops found them ̂  Koxinga8 s grandson, • ;

Several factors made the victory for. Koxinga a trying one, al-
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though the large forces he commanded had an overwhelming numerical ad~ 
vantage over the Butch, The triunph- was tinged • by the anguish re- 
suiting from his father*s being put to death at Peking in late l66l 
by the Manchus „ This terminated Gheng Ghih-lung8 s long effort to 
bring about an agreement between his Ch*ing masters and his son,44 
But of more important consequence was the fact that the army faced 
supply problems because the Formosa crop-base did not provide as much 
food as was anticipated, Moreover̂  the Ghekiang-Fukien̂ Ewangtung 
area was ravaged by Gh'ing armies. This had been a strongly. prô Ming 
area, and the Manchus quickly recognized the liaison between Koxinga0 s 
forces and the villagers. To prevent the continued supplying of the men 
on Formosa, "All. Chinese who lived near the sea in south China were re- % 
quired to quit their abodes, and take shelter thirty Chinese 1±45 from 
the coast and abandon all navigation. The penalty of disobedience was 
deatb,"4̂  Many of those who were forced to leave their homes escaped 
to. areas far to the south, forming in many instances some of the 
earliest Chinese communities in Southeast Asia .A? Only during the 
reign of the K,ang Hsi Emperor were the lands re-opened to cultivation,4S

' . Pummel, p. Ill, : r’: ’
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: Nevertheless, on Formosa stability was developed, under a eivil
and military organization established by Koxinga, and foregin relations 
were underatken, Koxinga distributed land to his soldiers and adherents 
and sent a Bominical missionary. Father Vittorio Ricci, to the Philip̂  
pines in an attempt to gain suzerainty over that area«̂ 9 The response - 
in the islands was violent to what amounted to a demand for surrender in 
Spanish eyes. Hany Spaniards, deep in debt to the Ghinese-Philippines 
community, demanded instant deahja to the group as a reaction to Koxinga1 s 
letter. The Chinese, understandably.Unnerved, killed two Spanish 
soldiers. Many Chinese fled in fear to the mountains, while others were 
forced to enter the Parian, the Chinese quarter, of Manila.^ There they 
were loaded op junks and'expelled to Formosa. The Spanish Governor and 
Captain-General de Lara did not hesitate to turn down, in a letter, 
Koxinga1s request for suzerainty.
v - ' However, Koxinga: died Without having read the reply. It was
written,in early July and the pirate chieftain died on 23 June 1662.
But the news of the harsh treatment of the Chinese by the Spanish pre
ceded de Lara* s letter and caused the Formosan chief to ''roar like a 
goaded bull11, and he threatened, to . Vcome in person to destroy the 
island of Luzon." Then, while preparing for the onslaught, the pirate

P • "The Life of Koxingh.̂  .The-' China Be View.. XIII - (Hovember- 
Becember 1884), 209. .. - . ... ...

5®C. K. Boxer, "Notes on the late Ming and early Manchu Periods 
compiled from contemporary European Sources (1500-1750)." T’ien Hsia 
Monthly. IX (December 1939). 458. ,



chief caught, a fever, aiad lost all reason̂  and died while '‘making fright- 
fnl faces and movements, 11 Other accounts attribute Koxinga8 s death to 
wild grief at the death of Ohu Yu-langg a disease caused by a colds or 
a state of madness termed "a grave illness, 11 It is also written that he 
'committed suicide«^ But in any event, on 23 June 1662 Koidnga was dead» 

Before the struggle against the Manchus could effectively be con
tinued, Gheng Ghing, . KoDd.nga8s son and successor, had to unify his own 
camp. To do this, he had to defeat his uncle and Koxinga1s younger 

■ brother, Cheng Ghi-hsi5 then he had to overcome Cheng f8 af , anotherebro— . 
ther of Koxinga8 s. Two other relatives, Cheng Mng-chun,.an uncle, and 
Gheng Tsuan-hsu, Gheng T 8ai8s son, fled to the Manchus, . Several 
generals and theif armies also did so, thus considerably detracting 
from the leadership and strength of the rebel forcesc5̂  Nevertheless, 
Cheng Ghing prepared to face the renewed attack from the mainland with 
his forces divested of internal divisions0 Furthermore, he "concluded 
a treaty of amity with the Spaniards" oh the Philippine Islands in 
order to prevent any military threat from that a r e a ,53

Gheng Ghing8 s early years of leadership were marked by several , 
strong threats from the new Gh8 ing dynasty, The Dutch, who were anxious 
to regain their Formosan base, allied with the Manchus against Gheng

' -
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Ghing in 1663 <. He was forced to evacuate the Pescadores, but still was 
able to establish a reorganized Formosan government which lasted until 
1683 o The But eh desire for. the island was thwarted and the Manehus were 
forced to wait nearly twenty years more to achieve the success they 
wished,

4, The Assumption of Power by the l^ang Esi Emperor
Meanwhilê  at the. couzt in Peking, the K’ang Hsi Emperor in 166.7 

terminated the political control of a four̂ -man regency which had ex
isted since the Shun Chih Emperor's death in l66l. The regency consisted 
of four Eanchus vdio had aided the Shun Ghih Emperor in taking personal 
control in l6$l and had become.his strong aides,, The leader of the in
terim governing body was Oboi (d. 1669) , and allied with him %as Ebilum 
(do l674)» They were generally opposed in major policy— particularly
as regards a proposed re-arrangement of Mancha-owned lands— by Soni
(d* 1667)5 and a fourth member, Suksaha (do 1667)» In 166? the K'ahg
Hsi Emperor took over control when Oboi attempted to allocate to his

- followers land that was nominally in charge of another group of
- \ - * ’

Manehus e Though the regency was abolished, Oboi continued to wield con
siderable power654 But in 1669 Soni's son, Songgotu (d, 1703*?), assist
ed the Emperor in. having Oboi arrested i'1 on the charge of conspiring to 
deceive the throne,“55 The ex-regentnwas thrown into prison xdiere he 
soon died'Ĵ  ̂ His lands were confiscated and his allies also suffered,

5%tpaei, p.,,6oo„ ■ . . '' '
. ^̂ Eloise Talcott Hibbert a K11 ang Hsi-Emperor of China (London;
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This series of events #as marked ttfr the personal activity of the emperor 
in nsing his own power to gain the control he desired» Supported hy 
SonggotUj, to whose niece he -was married̂  the K8ang Hsi Emperor firmly 
established control over; the court and thus vas able tp gird the r egiaie -, 
against the threat s which were slowly developing in the south„ A more 
sanguine intra-court-struggle possibly could have so weakened the 
Manchm power that the new rulers of China would have been forced from - 
Pekingo But the emperor moved quickly and highly successfullŷ  and by 
16S9 the domination of the court was hiSo. It was this Manchu Soiidarity 
behind the emperor1s leadership idiieh enabled the Gĥ ing finally to de
feat Kosinga1 s heirs and to meet ¥u Sam-kaei1 s challenge successfully

5<, The Solidification of Internal Contfol by the K1ang Hsi Emperor 
; After taking oyer power from the r egency, the young K8ang Hsi
Emperor began centralizing governmental power in his own hands? ̂7 - 
This imperial control led to a collision between the centralizing forces 
at Peking and the separatist inclinations of southern warlords, who 
raised the standard of revolt in 1675 under the leadership of ¥u San- 
kuei» This challenge to imperial control from Peking occupied the 
energies of the emperor until it was successfully repressed in I68I0

During the ¥u San-kuei rebellion, Keng Ghing-ehung, one of ¥u* s ■ 
generals, sought Cheng Ghing3 s aid in 1674 and promised him certain 
cities in the heretofdree quiet Fukien area.in.return for military 
support0 Landing from Formosa, Gheng quickly realized that Keng would ' 

not keep his word and seized several .cities in retaliation^However,

^mchael, p. 9$, : >■ ■



Wu Saa-lmei brought about a truce between the two rebels and Cheng then 
turned to Kwangfcimg to ravage ̂ while Keng aoved northward into Chekiang e 
fhere he was defeated in 1676 by the Mahchu militarist-diploaat, 8-iyeauâ  ̂
Cheng was more successful and continued to be a menace to the south until 
.16800 Then his forces were dislodged from Jbnoy, and forced to retreat to 
Formosa o 59 Coincident ally j, the defeat was inflicted by the same Giyesu 
who had defeated Keng Ghing-chungo The mainland was once again in solid 
Ch’ing controls freed of both the Cheng family and of the remnants of 
Wu 5an=kuei!s rebellions by 1681« V

After the loss in southeastern Chinas the fortunes of. Koxinga’s 
descendants declined steadily. On 17 Sareti I68I3 Cheng Ghing died, His 
elder sen and the one he trusted most implicitly, Cheng K1 o«=*tsangs quick
ly gained control of the island administration. However3 Feng Hsi-jans 
a supposedly loyal generals recognised his new chief's unpopularitys which 
was caused by his cruelty to the populace and his illegitimate birth. 
Therefore) Feng had Cheng K'o-tsang removed from.the scene) either by 
suicide^ or killing,^. The second son of Cheng Ghing) Cheng K'o- 
shudng) ascended t© control largely because of Feng's support and that 
of a rebel naval chief) Liu Euo-hsuan, This internal dissent did not 
help to strengthen the rebel forces) particularly in the face,of im=

5%ummel) p, 4l6« .

7  •. .. .;59m ^ :;:Pf 'V' 7. ■: ^:''7v>7: :7. . ' ■ ' 7-:-. v 7  ■
^John McGowan, The Imperial History of China (Shanghait Ameri=

can Presbyterian lEssipn..Press) .1906):) :Po 533o ,
Pummel) p. Ill,



. minent GMing attack, Yao Gh’i-sheng, Govermor-Geaeral of Fukien, had 
long desired to gather a strong naval and land force for use against the 
Formosan fortresso^

Thus a strong power on the mainland was carefully prepared to 
make the final onslaught against the considerably weakened island forces. 
Hoping to take advantage of the demoralizing effect of internal feuding ; 
in the rebel camp, the E'ang Hsi Emperor caused Yao to appoint Shih-lang, 
an outstanding military tactician, his Commander-in-chief in 1681«>̂ 3 

After extensive preparation, the attack began in 1683, Using 300 ward
ships and 26,000 men, Shih=>lang first recovered the Pescadores from Liu
Kuo-hsuan, who then fled to Formosa,^4 With the enemy approaching,
Gheng K8d~shuang sued'for peace, and on 3 October 1683 Cheng, Liu and
Feng Hsid-jaa surrehderede . /' :: :

. Thus," the' resistance of theCheng family which had orb ended
through four genbrationsR The participants in
the last major military enterprise for Eanehu mainland control were 
variously rewarded, Ghengs Liu and Feng were sent to Peking, where the 
E!ang Hsi Emperor made Gheng a duke and the latter two earlsFormosa

libido, P, 899,
^G, Wilfred Allan, The Makers of Cathay (Shanghai; The Presby

terian Mission Presf ̂. IfÔ l,. p» -1S9, - . v  ̂ , ■ ' ' ■ •
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was made part, of Fukien province, being divided into one prefecture and 
three hsienâ  Shih-lang,. though not the originator of the project for 
Foradsa1 s capture, was made' a marquis and, despite accusations of ar
rogance, continued to dominate activities in Fukien until his death in 
1696. Yao Oh'i-sheng did not receive full credit for the victory— or 
as much.as he should have— and thus died broken-hearted in 1684.

Despite the duration of the Cheng opposition, -the San-fan Re™ ■ 
bellioh, which began in late lo73? was the most intense internal chal
lenge to the success of the K'ang Hsi rule. For though the Cheng up
rising lasted for a longer period of time, there were many factors in. 
this revolt that augured more seriously for success than in the former 
case. Is has been noted, the fortunes of Cheng Ching after 1674 were 
linked with those of Mu San-kuei, and Cheng1s own failure was fore
doomed when Wu San-kuei1s decline became apparent. Additionally, the . 
prestige of ¥u and his allies was so high in south China at the time 
the r evolt began that some degree of success could be assured for the 
uprising, , ' y : ■

Mu' s great personal reputation • evolved out of his role in the 
collapse of the Ming dynasty. The Manchus conquered Peking largely as a 
result of Mu's,disagreement with.li:Tzu-ch1eng over personal matters.
Mu chased Li from the Peking environs, while Dorgon, the.Manchu eihr 
statesman, and his army moved in from the Shanhaikuan Pass in southern 
Manchuria, Mu made no attempt to restore the broken Ming dynasty but

^%cCowan, p, 533/' ' i - i ;■ -r
; ' p, 653.
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accepted a Manehm commission to exterminate Id.s tiaich he suceessftxlly did 

b y :   ̂v::;;:; : ■ .
7 ' Following this trimnpĥ , ¥u San-=kaei turned against the ffing pre=
tenderGhu Yû lanĝ  joining with K * nng Tu-tê  Shang K8 o~hsi and Keng 
Ghtmg-mingj. all ex-Ming generalss to effeet Ghu8s final defeat in ■
Yunnano Then Wu crossed into Burma and forced the Burmese protectors 
of the last ffing heir. to. surrender hinio'̂  .

For his efforts, the new dynasty in 1662 made Wu San=kuei a 
“prince of the blood" (ch8in wang) and awarded him governmental control , 
of Kueichow and Yunnan provinces * The other former. Ming leaders were 
also amply rewarded3 .politiea.ll3r and economicallŷ  by the new Manchu 
rulers o Shang K8o-=hsi and Keng Ching-=ehmg51 a grandson of Keng Chung- ,
mings wereseleeted as governors in Kwangtung and Fukien provinces r@= 
spectively0 K3ung Yu-te" s son-in-law,. Sun Yen=lings received similar 
power in Kwangsio 7 -

Thus four generals who had forsaken the Mings for the Mamchus, 
either directly or through members of their imeediate families j, held 
near-absolute feudal control over southern China from Fukien to Yunnan 
in the early Oh’ing years, ¥u was the most powerful| the upkeep.of his 
army cost the hatlonal treasury more than 9sQ00̂ GOO taels^ .per annum in 
1660,, Wu9s activity extended into several phases of economic control, 
while the prestige of his bureaucracy speedily rose as a result of its

v69^ « > :p,: 8780... . . ■■ ; :
^%aroid G0 Hinton, China ̂s Relations with Burma and Vietnam Clew 

York: Institute of Pacific Eelationss 1958)s.p 0 31» , . 7 .
^One tael is approximately an ounce of silverc
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liigh quality of efficiency and learning. His power of appointment was 
supremê  and his tacit control exbended into Humrij, Szechmn^ Shensi 
and Kansu pro"vinces.o BSsp$*e his petition to he permitted to resign in 
16675 the court acceded to the pleas of the Hunan-Kueichow scholar- 
bureaucracy and retained him as governor.72

It was necessary for the Manchus to limit the power of the . 
southern feudal lords rigidly if they were to establish a strong central 
authority over the whole of China. Two Eanchm bureaucratSj, !i®gju and 
Mshan, particularly, supported this polity before the emperor. Mishan 
(1632-167$) served as President of the Board of Revenue after 1669 and 
Mingju (1635=1675)' in 1671 achieved the presidency of the Board of War. 
Both argued that the treasury could support a ten-year struggle against 
the war-lords/ if necessary.73

■ The first effort to break the feudal domination came in I67I when 
Shang K’o-hsi submitted his resignation as governor of Kwangtung. He re
quested that his son® Shang Ghih-hsinj be appointed as a replacement$ but 
the emperors desirous of eliminating the war-lord power, declined.
Shang K'o-hsi personally was unaffected by this action, inasmuch as he 
realized that this son was noted for his improper behavior. In fact, 
when Shang Ghih-hsin was later granted some of his father's personal 
lands and began to abuse them, Shang K'o-hsi petitioned to have them re
assigned to his other son, Shang Chih-hsiao, and this was approved. But 
in the other feudatories the action of the K'ang Isi Emperor was correctly

72HtHBmel5 p0 $79°
. 73Ibid.. P. 581.
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interpreted as a pattern for fntmre action against the feudal chief tains e 
Challenged hy this action of the courts, Wu San-kuei and Keng 

Ghing-=chung sent in their resignations in 1673« After serious argumen
tation in Peking against accepting the resignations,, the K'ang Hsi 
Emperor met the menace of the southern leaders. He overruled the counsel 
of Songgotu, took the advice of the' two other Hanehns, Mshan and Eing|us 
and accepted the resignations. The feudatorieŝ  their suspicions con̂  
firmedg promptly rose in rebellionc

As the military campaign developed>, it became apparent that de
spite Wu8 s exceptional military ability the revolt was doomed almost from 
the beginning« ¥u had hesitated to challenge the Manchus until 1673 be
cause his son9,¥m Ting-hsiuhgs was. being held as a hostage in Peking= 
Moreoveralthough he quickly assumed military control over Kueichow and 
Hunan provinces by early 1674s Wu withheld a northward advance s still 
hoping to arrange a settlement with the emperor«, But Wu8s son assumed 
leadership, of a palace slave-uprising5 which was discovered and Wu Ting- 
hslung was forthwith executed by the Emperors?̂ ' By lingering in Hunan 
instead of rapidly moving northward, Wu San-kuei unwillingly pemitted 
the slowly-organising Manchus to shift their forces farther south and 
west. Thus, when Wu"moved into Hupeh province in 1674s the Manchus 
were so strongly concentrated there that they turned back his advance 
on the north bank of the Yangtze River, From then on, the .Manchu mill- . ' 
tary might began to be felt,

Nevertheless, the rebel leadership in the early years of the re-

%ibbert, p, 102, ' , ,
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volt was an indication of the. movement ’s strength. At first ¥m was' 
joined by Keng Ghing-chung and several; antî Manchu generals in Szeehwan> 
Kwangsi and Fukien. In l6?6 Shang Chih=hsin came over to his side. 
Furthermoreg Sun Yen-lingg the governor of Kwangsi provinces also ,, 
anxious to gain independence from the imperial governments joined in 
l676a , v,'/V:; ' - . . ; , . .: :

Howeverj, the K’ang Hsi Emperor rallied all his forces and. 
vigorously caused armies to he brought into the field which soon divide 
ed the rebel strength a "' 9 In 1676 Wang Fu-eh’en̂  a leading rebel general 
was vanquished in Kansuj a similar f ate was met by Keng Ching-ehung in 
Fukien, who then went over to the Manchus. Sun Yen~ling was only using 
his support of Wu San=kuei to better his own political position, irres
pective of Wu. The latter became suspicious of his ally and had him 
killed in 1677, . V >y; ■'/ ' - v: - : ' - ' - r "

Wm’s: fortunes suffered further when Shang Ghih-hsin became dis
satisfied with his own shareof spoils and joined the Manchus in 1677.. 
His brother. Shang, Ghih”hslao9 remained a -devoted and sincere follower 
of the Emperor throughout the war.

. With his forces, thus steadily dwindling# Wu San-kuei was slowly 
forced to retreat into southern Hunan. There hebeeame infected with 
dysentery and died in 1678..The leadership of the dynasty he had pro- 
claimed, called Chou, was assumed in lunnanfu by his eldest grandson,
Wu Shih-fan. But the revolt was extinguished as the last pockets of .

7%. Joseph D’Orleans and hicolaas Wit sen. History of the Two 
Tartar Conquerors of .China. Earl of Ellesmere, trans. (Londons - -Hakluyt 
Society, 1854)# p. 59. ' ' / ■ ' ■
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rebel resistance were destroyed, in Kwangsi in 1679s Szechwan, in 168@S and
Kmeiebow in 1681»
• The strength of the new I'ianchu dynasty had been fully t axed by
the Sam-fan Rebellion̂  as most of the southern and central provinces fell 
under rebel control at one time or anothera Also, Ghahar (Ghakhar) Mon- 
gbls on the northwest border of. China revolted soon after Wu did5 but 
were quickly defeatedo7̂  The K’ang Hsi Emperor was most fortunate in ■ 
that he had the fullb acking of his Hanehu supporters, even those who had 
feared the show-down against ¥u San-kuei<. To meet the cost of the war, 
the Emperor had to compromise his principles by permitting certain 
offices to be sold* This brought added revenues into the treasury when 
they were most needed* 77 But if many Chinese had not failed to support 
Wu in Manchu-controlled areas, the rebellion quite possibly would have > 
been a success, despite the other considerations*

Thus in the earliest years of his active rule, the K'ang Hsi 
Emperor took vigorous action against,the challenges to his supremacy0 
In getting rid of the regent Oboi, he suppressed a trend which might 
have divided the SEanehu imperial court at a time when such division 
could have been fatal* When !m San-kuei threatened to continue his 
personal rule at the expense of the central government power, the K!ang

76' -John F* Baddeley* Russia* Mongolia* China* II (London; Mae-
millan and Company, Ltd*, 1919), 218o ••■ , : : -

7%* H* Parker* ”Sale of Office in. China*11 Journal of the lorth 
China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society* XXII (1887) / ISO* - - • • • • •
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Hsi Emperor personally met the challenge posed by gathering his support
and fighting back stronglyi Also he did not hesitate to use strong

■ ' ' ' ' " . ■ ' ’ ■ ' ■' ' < force against the House of Cheng in order to achieve internal stability*
which he must have realized was necessary if both the Hanchus and
Chinese were truly to prosper« Thus against all of these challenges
the K6ang Hsi Emperor courageously directed the policy of his government*
though at the very beginning of his active rule <>



: 1 • III . NQM - HLI'TARY RELATIONS WITH THE CHINESE - v

I. Early fenchu Folleles im the Chinese Tradition
The Manchu eatry into. Ghina was the exalmlnation of long military 

activity against the ffiLng dynasty. The Manchus had originated in Man- ' 
ehurias particularly centering their activity in Kirin province. Under 
the leadership of a dynamid, chieftain̂  M'urhaci (l559-=l629) s they had 
taken advantage of Chinese political and military weakness to establish 
11 a strong border state which proceeded,to conquer piecemeal, the agri= 
cultural lands of the Chinese in Eanehuriao'1̂  Though periodically 
thwarting the Manchu advancesj, the Hings were limited in their attacks 
by internal weakness 0 The Manchus further threatened the Ming supremacy 
by gaining support over subject peopleŝ  particularly the Chahar Mon- 

golso^ In 1637s the traditional Chinese vassalage over Korea passed 
over to the Manchus«,3 In l644» the Manchus entered China and success-- 
fully capitalized on Li Tzu-eh®eng8s overthrow of the Ming emperor to 
establish their own dynasty5 which they named Ch'inĝ , meaning "Pure.’*

: ■■ tPrana Michael^; “Prom the Fall of T8 ang to the Fall of Oh® lag 
(906=1912)„“ China. ed 0. Barley Farnsworth MaeMair (Berkeley: University
of California PresSj, 194i)>:P9 106, ' • : i

- ■ ’ %ummels p. 216e -, , ; - ' ' ; i ,

¥0 Bockhill. China® s Intercourse with Korea from the XFth 
Century to 1895 (tendon: lutac #d Co^amyg l#5)a p. '25. ...



Although an alien people of fungus origin.* the Manchus were m- 
like previous conquerors of.China in that they had certain advantages in 
key areas of governmental, activityo Because they had established a dy
nasty on the traditional Chinese' model a decade prior to their success
ful entry into ChinaA and generally emulated. Chinese customs and adminis
trative procedure s the Manchus were in a position to appeal to the 
Chinese people and the sehblar-bureaucraey for support„ Additionally* 
the Manchusj, being on the fringe of. China and living in a semi-agrieul-.
. tural communitŷ  were knowledgeable in Chinese advanced farming methodsa5 
ThuSj, unlike the Mongolss who had been nomadic upon entry into Chinaj, 
the Manchus could readily; adapt to Chinese agricultural society. This 
was highly important? because it enabled the Manchus to treat Chinese 
agricultural problems with marked effectiveness and hence gain the sup
port of the populace at largeo

20 The K8ang Hsi Emperor's literary and Civil Service Policies
The K'ang Hsi Emperor8s policy in general was directed at pre

serving as much of the conqueror11 s position politicallŷ  socially and v ! 
eeonomLcaliy as was possiblê  yet allowing to the Chinese certain con
cessions in order to gain their support for the new dynasty* In the ful
fillment of this general principle, the role of the Ksang Hsi Emperor

Ajohn King Fairbanks Trade and Diplomacy on the China Coast. I 
(Cambridge.s Harvard University Pres#̂  1953) s 40« > . . ,

A»' Wittf ogelj, “Chinese Society and the Dynasties of 
Conquest o '! China* ed« Harley Farnsworth MacMair (Berkeley; University 
of California Press* i946)s Pa: 120* .
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was crucialo In f'act, it ms his leadership particularly which gained 
a strong position of respect for the Manehu government in the eyes of 
the conquered Chinese«

Chinese traditions and customs were given general respect and ‘ 
even encouraged by the Emperor„ This was seen particularly in the Sacred 
Ediets issued in 1670s in which the Emperor gave strong support to Con- 
fucian moralmlness particularly filial piety^ in an effort to gain a 
favorable response to his rule. This Edict was to he proclaimed “through” 
out the empire c . . on the first and fifteenth of every moon/* before 
a.gathering of all local civil and military officials.? By the Edict’s 
provision to 11 reject heresies in order to uphold the orthodox learning/1̂  
the Emperor Indicated his strong personal approval of the Gonfueian 
virtues and gained the support of many Ghinese Gonfueians against the 
Buddhists, who had become very powerful during; his father's rule.9 
Taoists came in for attack, too, not only for their “silly, super” 
stitious charms,” but also because Taoist secret societies were centers 
of organized anti-Manchu feeling in the early days of the dynasty.^

Êarl Ho Pritchard, Anglo-Ghinese Relations During the Seven
teenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Wrbanas University of Illinois, 1929),
P  O • # ■ • • • : •     .* ̂ _

%ev. Eilliam mine. "The Sacred Edict," The 
(December,. 1932), 298.

Pao°chao. The Government of China (l644”19Il) (Baltimore: 
The Johns, Hopkins Press, 1925) , p. 148.

%ummel, p. ,257*
. S. H. Ward and W. G. Stirling, The Hung Society or The Society 

of Heaven and Earth. I (Londons ■ The BaskervHle Press, Ltd., 1925), 3°



Although the fullmlue of the Edict did not develop for some time. it a© 
doubt gave the new Emperor an increased aura of respectability aad legi
timacy in the conflict against Wm San-kuei, which began, shortly after 
its issuanceê3. ■;■■■. : ; ;

fhe Emperor1 s personal eohduet supported the vie^oints ex
pressed in the. Sacred Ediet o If it had hot been such as to inculcate 
respect from his subjects3 the Edict doubtlessly would have lost mean
ing = But the K’ang Hsi Enperor in his personal actions showed that he 
was trying in aU respects to be the kind of emperor that the Chinese 
people would venerate and respect0 The Emperor’s grandmothers the 
Dowager Empress Hsiao-ehuang, had been a source of ghidances love and 
financial support for him; on the occasion of her death in 1688j, the 
:K9ang Hsi Emperor "past fsicl whole Nights without sleepingj, in be
wailing the loss of her. 0 «• and his courts in accord with the Chinese 
traditions was ordered to observe three years of mourning out of respect 
t o her memory

The Emperor showed a Chinese-like respect for elders on several 
occasions during his reigm0 In 1687j, he issued an edict which provided 
that - ‘

1„ Those individual over 70 receive food allotments and be.11 ex- 
. empted from CgovernmentJ service;1 '

^For full provisions of the Sacred Edicts see Appendix A»
10 - ' ' • ‘Joachim Bouvet , quoted in Evert Ysbrandsgoon Ides, Three Years

Travels from Moscow Over-Land to China (Londons if6 Famman, etc®, 1706),
P® ITS 6 . : , ' ' ,
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, 2„ Those over 80 receive !a pieee of' silk5 a catty of cotton^ 
a stone of ricej, 14 andL.ten catties of. meatj 1

3<> Those over 90 receive double the rest.
Over 350,000. individuals benefitted from this liberal grant made on the 
grounds of respect to e l d e r s O n  the occasion of the sixtieth year of
his r eign (l621), the K1 arig Hsi Emperor R summoned an assembly of old men
selected from the different orders: of state, and in his palace gave them 
a solemn feast at which he presided „ „ , all the princes, grandees, and 
high'ministers fyassistedj at in ill' court dr ess,11 J"° This was a “distin
guished action ■which , , ... minfestfed} his tenderness towards his sub«=

/ jects."47% ' ■ ■

: The K'ang Hsi Emperor realised that it was particularly important to 
cultivate the support and interest of the scholar-bureaucraey. >Jhen the 
lanchus took over control, the Shun Ghih Emperor had particularly favored , 
Ghinese participation in the government, but under the regency Manchus had , 
succeeded in eliminating much Chinese participation. The K’ang Hsi Em
peror generallŷ reverted to his father’s policy of sharing administrative 
authority with Ghinese, by appointing one Chinese and one Mancha to a ■ 
single post or having two. Chinese governors serving under a Manchu

%ne c atty equals approximately 133 pounds.
"**4one stone is approximately a bushel.
45»An account of two festivals given to the old men of China by 

the emperors Kanghe and Keenlung,’1 The Chinese Repository, IX (September
1840), 259= ' - - ' ;"v, vx.. ; ; -x; ;:;x

"x l6lbld.. p. 260.. ’ ; : N .-.X. x .pX; .
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governor-general in the bureaucracy hierarchy,̂ ® By this practices the 
Hanchu conquerors shared governmental operation with the Ghlnese and 
hence gained their participation in and support of the new dynasty0 
Bespite this policy of sharing government control̂ , many Chinese bureau
crats vfroia the defunct. Ming dynasty were completely unwilling to serve 
the ManchuSo In face of this boycott; the K’ang Hsi Emperor became 
aware early in his rule that the situation had to be remedied by peace
ful methods. It was not enough to retain the traditional Chinese system 

' of district5 prefect; provincial and imperial examinations which per
mitted Chinese to enter the civil serviceInstead; definite stimu
lation from the emperor himself was necessary to encourage participation 
from those Chinese who were unwilling to support the Hanchu conquerors*
Of particular importance was the r e-establishment of the literary dis
tinction of no-hsueh hung-iav and an examination given to candidates for 
that degree in I679o This examination had been used infrequently by several 
preceding dynasties to recognize superior scholars, in and out of the 
bureaucracyo In the K8ang Hsi period, there.was much cleavage between 
scholars who were serving and were not serving the Manchus„ Generally, 
those in the bureaucracy lacked -the intellectual brilliance of the anti- 
dynastic scholars, and the latter in turn were abused by the bureaucrats 
for their disloyalty to the new regime* This bitterness threatened in a 
very real sense to undermine the authority of the bureaucracy* In an 
effort to heal the breach, the po-hsueh hung-ju examinations were

,\ ■;-- . V ^ :
"̂̂ Eairbank, p* 40

• . ^%aul E* Eckel* The Far East Since 15.00 (Hew forks Harcourts 
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announced in Febrmary, 16780^  : : '
The response to the examination was disappointing<> The examina=- 

tion was'called for at a time -when Ghina;under the lanchus was being 
restored to political stability as the Wu San-kuei and Cheng family re-, ,. 
volts drew to a close. Pro-Ming scholars had not rallied to Wm San- 
kueis idiom they recognized as being solely interested in his own well- 
being. .But they were concerned with “the defense of their cultural .v 
traditions against what they regarded as barbarism^which in this 
case referred to the Mancha's -as well as to Wu, San-kdei. Hences the 
r espohse to the E’ang fisi Emperor8 s call for recommendations of indivi
duals to take the examination was not heavy. Moreover̂  of those suggested 
many declined to participate. Some were.forced to do so by the Emperor$ 
but nonethelessa among those selected for high administrative positions . 
in consequence of the examination/ there were few individuals of wide 
reputation. "The mostrenowned scholars . . . had openly defied an im
perial command and only a few had been brought in by pressures and 
: force, But in so doing they had shown, the Emperor whom he could 
count On for support. And he could also determine a policy for use to
ward those whose support he lacked.

. The K’ang Hsi Emperor reacted sagaciously to this virtual boy
cott. 'Sapitalizing on the strong literati sympathies for the defunct

( Helmut Wilhelm,, T̂he Po-hsueh Hung-Ju Examination of 167%8 
.Imirhal of the American Oriental Society.' LXXI (Jaauary-3Sarehs 1951) >60. ■



Ming dynasty,, and following a hallowed Chinese precedent „ he invited 
leading scholars in and out of the bureataeraey to participate in the com.™ 
pilation̂  under government sponsorships of the official history of the 
Ming .dynastyg Ming^shiho . P”eng Sun-yû  xdio had won first place in the -.y 
po=hsneh hung°°.iu examination, was named chief editorOne famous 
scholar5 Huang Tsung-hsî  who had r efused to participate in the @caio±na=» 
tions similarly declined all invitations to contribute to the history} 
hut at least fifty-seven other Chinese did participate,» as principal 
compilerss in various stages of the historiographic work; which did not 
terminate until 1739= Thus» although they might not be tainted by 
rendering political service to the alien dynasty, they at least were dis
tract edfrom possible anti-Manchu activitiess ' y y t

The Emperor8 s policy of utilizing Chinese literatî  friendly or 
otherwises to work on scholarly endeavors was applied to other projects 
besides the compilation, of the Mng-shiho. Editorial boards of hundreds 
of compilers were organized under.imperial auspices to prepare diction
aries ̂ encyclopedias j, and other reference works that remain basic for 
Chinese scholarship even todayo Among their achievements were s ;

10 Than Chien LelHan, a classified dictionary published in 
1701 This and the Ku Chin T{u Shu Chi Gh8eng (see number 8 below) have 
been called “the two most comprehensive encyclopedias still in existence0K

^Luther Carrington Goodrich j, The Literary Inquisition of Gh8ien
(Baltimore: Waverly Press, Inc«, 1935)? P« 200 - 

^̂ Hummelj, p=. 831=
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2P P8ei Men ,Chal 8hm Hua Pu, an elaborate work on calligraphy 
and printing with a preface written by the Emperor himself3 which ap= 
peared in 1708ô

3® Ch8uan fang Shih. a comprehensive collection of T’ang dy=-
nasty.ppetry^ ; :

ii.d P8ei Men Ynn Fua a voltaminous phrase dictionary completed in 
1711^;'v -. . .  j: :v; ̂-y:. , ■ , ' , : . . . ,

5® Inn Fm Shih I« a supplement to the above, published in 172Q0̂  
60 Ghn Izm Oh8nan Shu® the complete works of the eminent lecr- 

Gonfucian philosopher Chu Hsi with a preface by the Emperors pmblished 
is I714o30 ’ : . ^  ■ ' : '■ :

7® K8ang Hsi Tan Tien, the famous "K8ang Hsi Dictionary" upon 
which all subsequent Ghinese dictionaries have been based, published in 
1716.31' '' - \ 'i ':/ ;;

So Ku Ghin f8u Shu Ghi Gh8eng® "the largest and most useful en
cyclopedia*1 ever printed in the Ghinese language, ordered by the K8ang 
Hsi Emperor but published posthumously.3^

9» P8 ien Tzu lei Pien, a dictionary of literary allusionŝ  or
dered by the K’ang Hsi Emperor but also published posthumously.̂ 3

The Emperor thus fostered a strong resurgence of interest in

^%ummel^ p. .#44® : Ibid. ® p ® 741
Ibido 9 p. 66 ^%eng & Biggerstaff s p. 132

3%umaels p. 474 31f eng & Bigger staff 5 p. 179
3Z ' ' ' ■ ' ■.:;V , ' . . ' :
Ibid.. P. 127® 3Hummel, p. 414®



seliolarly and literary pursuits among the Chinese literati. In so doings 
he satisfied Mis own personal desire for an increased emphasis on Chinese 
classical studiesj, to be sure. But he also succeeded in bringing dis- 
gruntled literati into the Gh’ing government̂  and their support was of 
great -value to him in many of his subsequent endeavors 0

The K̂ .ang Hsi Emperor appeased Chinese literati in still 
another way. He tried hard to curb attacks made by his own adherents 
in the bureaucracy upon inactive Ming loyalists among the literati» 
Manchusofficials were even sent on tour throughout the empire to guard 
against such disturbances«, After the Es^eror assumed active control of 
the court in 166? there was only one recorded incident of an anti-Manchu 
scholar’s beingeceeuted. This was the ease of Tai Ming-shiĥ  who was 
decapitated in 1713 for once having used Mag loyalist nien-hao (reign , 
titles) instead of the proper Gh8 ing mien̂ hao— a patently treasonable 
action ̂ And Tal was further vulnerable because he had been associated 
with the great r ebel Wu. San"kuei034 ih general̂  the Emperor’s policy - 
toward Ghinese literati was very tolerants and it led to “a degree of 
social harmony and economic prosperity that within the context of Ghinese 
history must be considered outstanding.88̂

3. The rang Hsi Emperor8s Economic Policies
As the E’ang Hsi Emperor strove to develop a strong attachment 

for his rule by catering to the natural interests of the scholar-

3AGoodrich) p. 20® 
^̂ Wilhelni) p. 66=
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bureaueraey,, so dS he devise a policy toward the agriculturally-based 
Ghiaese peoplp that drew them closer to him. Using the bureaucracy as 
a main source of impetus for his aimŝ  the Enperor continued the policy 
of his predecessor by spurring flood and drought relief as well as ,
waste-land settlement , Tax-exemptions were granted in" times of economic 
hardshipj, and landlords were c arefully watched to see that they passed 
these benefits on to the tenant farmers,^ Granaries were built in 
many areas.of the country to provide storage-placed for surplus crops 
that would be saved for less prosperous times,37 fhis latter measure 
generally eliminated drought-caused starvation̂  which had been a major 
problem in the early part of the reign, so much so that as time passed 
"no more &jas]) heard in the reports of starvation Over a vast area since 
the government took quick action to meet!, the crisis in every instance,1!^ .

Gn numerous occasions the Emperor reedgnized that direct im
perial action needed to be taken against famine threats caused by 
droughts and floods. In I67S the K'ang Hsi Emperor decreed̂  in light , 
of the fact that there was famine and rebellion in Shensi province5 
that "the people there w ere exempted from: part of the taxes in the :
15th year [1677] according to their conditions, In l68ls when ■ .
people were coming to Peking for drought relief, the Emperor counseled 
that "the government ought to devise some means to make all these

^6»ang. Pacific Affairs. XX CJune 1936)1201, . : ;

'. MaM. Ping-hua Lee, The Economic History Of China (New York: .
Columbia Nniversity^ 1921} j, p, 112,  ̂ ... . ., .

: 3aibid,, m  114, ' 3%bid,, p, 408,'



people go baek to their original places, and let theni have some means of „ 
making their living <, All the local officers are ordered to relieve and 
help the Poor in each place, so as not to let them •wander away and desert ' 
their h o m e s Officialŝ  even in times of poor economic conditions, 
still attempted to levy taxes,, although the Emperor decreed otherwise6 
In dealing with this problem, the1 Emperor stated in 1689 that "not only 
these said officers and collectors will be punished, but also the 
governors of the said provinces xdll be punished severely<,11 ̂  Once a 
period of natural disaster endedg, attempts were made to re-settle the 
populace, <, The Emperor commented on the problems of Shensi province by 
noting that the government would "transport grains (millet) to these 
places, and » <, „ exempt them from taxes« It has also tried to comfort 
and collect the wandering and moving people, and to give oxen and seed 
to them. Thus all the wandering people in the four corners have gradu
ally come back to their native p l a c e s By these actions, the K'ang 
Hsi Emperor clearly took strong personal action to alleviate the suf
ferings of his pefile in calamitous times 0

The Emperor recognized that land to the Chinese peasants was . 
valueless Unless appropriate measures were taken to make the earth pro
ductive. Hence, "a general plan for drainage and irrigation" was 
adopted Furthermore, farming in underdeveloped areas was stimulated

; ^Ibid., p. 409o (Italics are lee's).
• ; ^Ibld., P. 41©. ' 'V ~ : : V ■ . '

^Ibid., p. 411o (italics are Lee's)o



in am imperial decree which ordered that v . /
People and officers- expert on farming affairs are to he 
chosen and sent outside of the borders {[northern]) ̂ along 

" with seeds, plows, other implements, oxen, etc.'....to open 
and enltivate new fields. The four kinds of crops: 
milleta big wheat, oil wheat and spring wheat, may be 
planted there aij But more millet and less spring wheat ought . 
to be plantedô T ,

This strong interest in crop protection and land development had begun 
during the period when the:change-over in dynasties had caused a "large ; 
part of the country11 to. be "laid waste, and a considerable portion of 
the population destroyed»,l ̂  To further implement the program, magis
trates in the bureaucracy, were promoted rapidly if they worked diligently 
to put more land into production. On the other hand, an officer was 
punished if he "allowed land to lie waste which was under cultivation 
during the tenure of office of his predecessor,"^

The whole program of assisting the Chinese peasant’s was net 
done simply to create in the eyes of the people the image of a divine 
and benevolent Emperor, whose every act was solely in their interest,^ 
Eor the policy of creating a. tranquil agricultural populace brought

11 - ■ ;
Ibido, p, 406. (Italics are Lee’s),

^%uang Han-liang, The Land Tax in China (Hew York; Longmans 
Green & C©-o, 191S) / p, 58, . ..

. . . . , ■ -  -  - ' \
1 Imperial decree cited in Ibid,, p, 62,
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many benefits to the ruler and. his Manehus0 The laud had to be pro=
duetive if adequate taxes were to be collected to run the ever-
expanding civil and military branches of the government. Taxes were
"paid partly in silver and partly in produce 5,"^ and they were highest
in years of high agricultural production» This was so because if pro»
■ duetion was good the farmer would have less trouble than was normally
the ease in meeting the tax ..levy. In addition to the land taxj, a poll
tax was charged on family heads among "the urban people* the country
people* the rich people* the tenants and the immigrants from other lo~
calities<,"49 tax was a major source of revenue* yet in 1713# par=
tially as aresult of inaccurate census=taking to determine the poll-
tax rate* the number of heads to be taxed was fixed at the. 1711 f i g u r e , 50

In issuing a decree to Wat effect* the Krang Hsi Emperdr also noted
that the number of taxable heads had greatly increasedo ■

It would be unjust for us to increase our tax in proportion ;
to the increases of people* for our land from which the 
people obtain their income is a fixture and does not increase 
with the increase of population» Let it therefore be decreed 
that the number of heads liable to the poll tax* as shown in 

. the last census* shall not be increased or decreased in the
future* and that people born after this day Shall be exempted 
from the taXo Our treasury is now very rich « „ <, Our revenue 
will be always sufficient

^Ghen Shao~kwan«- The System of Taxation in China in the fsing 
Dynastyo 1661-1911 (New York: Longmans*. Green & Goo* lfl4) s P<> 51o

: : '" y v - : r ';

-̂ According to Huang* the number of taxable heads increased 
from a total of 23*411*488 in 1686 to 24*621*334 in 1712c (p. 97*.f.
n» 3o) ' . . y- : y ' : V v-  ̂ ^

: - ^̂ "Huang* p« 98= v' - : '



. ' Successful transportation was necessary if an ample amount of grain
tribute would reach the capital. Rice was shipped to Peking from the 
southern and central parts of China via the Grand Ganals “which served as 
the chief link between north and south » «, . One of the main problems
Which could have limited the success, of the Canal* thus restricting grain 
supplies in the north* was an unruly Yellow River* which was noted for 
disastrous floods. Instead of permitting the Yellow River to be a menace 
to the dynasty3 the K’ang Hsi Emperor caused “the engineering potential 
of the state" to complete "such gigantic projects as the construction of 
the Chuag»ho in 1686s the dredging of the Yellow Hiver mouth in 1688* and 
the strengthening of the all important embankment of Eao=yen* Kiangsu9 
in 1699 « » o“53 xnis noteworthy system “of large-scale water con- ‘ -
servaney projects , , > ushered in an era of approximately sixty years 
without a disastrous flood , ,,“54 Although in order to obtain grain 
there .were always the alternatives of Utilising sea-transport or de- : . 
yeloping irrigation in the eapitol areâ  these two systems were consider
ed revolutionary, and impracticalo Additionally * abandonment of the large 
bureaucracy needed to keep the Grand Canal operative would have reduced 
the omnipresence of the central government bureaucracy in the southern 
part, of China,^

5%u Gh'ang-tUj “The Yellow River Administration in the Ch'ing 
Dynasty, “ Far Eastern Quarterly, XI? (August 1955) * 506, .. •



.̂ he Emperor acted to eliminate certain conflicts which had 
arisen between Chinese and .Eanehms as aiesult of,his father's actions®

, Large sections of Ghjnese=owned land had been confiscated by the I4an-=- 
chns| althoxigh. the Chinese tsre given grants in other sections of the 
realms 'the quality of their hew lands did mot equal that of the 
territory previously owned „ Additionallŷ , antagonism had been created 
between the Chinese tenants already on the newly-granted land and 
their recently relocated landlords0 But as time passed the Eanchus 
developed their own rental system® Furthermorê  they found full-scale 
farming distasteful and generally abandoned the "enclosed" or confis
cated lands® In 1685 the court forbade such enclosures®̂  ' With re
gard-. to trade activity, Manchus had previously monopolized commercial 
dealings in lumber,.ginseng and salt. But as a result of an edict of 
I679, the K'ang Hsi Emperor authorized that "persons who monopolized 
businesses and encroached bn others were £to .be3 punished with imme
diate executiono"

The K'ang Hsi Emperor in his personal attitudes and actions 
may have emulated the Confucian virtues and encouraged the populace 
to do so also® le also made the yearly traditional sacrifices to 
T'ien (Seaven)- for a good crop® But in addition to these acts, a 
strong imperial policy which recognized that economic desires had to

. Ma Feng-ch'en, "Manehu-Chinese Social and Economic Conflicts 
in Early Ch'ing," Chinese . Social Historyg trams, E-Tu Zen Sun and John 
•de Francis (Washington, D,.G,: American Council of. Learned Societies,
1956), p» 349* : - - , , . . ,

; 57Ibid„ pV .J- , /'



tee satisfied, definitely strengthened̂  the support that the K'ang Hsi 
Emperor received irom the Ghinese people«, ■ On several occasions the 
Saperor took tonrs of large sections of China to see how his subjects 
were living, The responses he received from the populace at large in
dicated the personal veneration that the people had for the Emperor®
On visiting Soochow in 1689 "rich silks and carpets" were

laid down » 0 » along the streets through which the royal 
train was to pass— a mark of respect that was highly 
pleasing to the Emperors who, instead of riding over them 
as was ecpeeted, dismounted at the gate of the city and 
o o o preceded on foot to the palace. This little mark of 
consideration probably did âucĥ  towards raising the monarch 
in the public estimation , , ,
Despite his strong desire for a harmonious relationship with the 

Chinese, the K’ang Hsi Emperor continued, several policies begun by his 
predecessors which served to alienate the Ghinese in some degree while 
drawing the Maachhs closer together« This was particularly so when 
stress appeared in the bureaucracy, between Manchus and Chinese or when 
the populace at large faced economic distress. From the beginning of 
the K8ang Hsi reign, Manchuria was closed to Ghinese immigration in 
order to preserve the Manchu monopoly over ginseng, a supposed remedy 
for old age, as well as to keep Ghinese from hunting in the area. 
Moreover, the Manchus failed to extend full trust to Ghinese in the 
military service, particularly in the early years of the dynasty,
Manchu forces were used almost exclusively, with Ghinese soldiers being 
utilized only in local' skirmishes where their loyalty to the Gh'ing

■ ■ 5%hina— Pictorial, ̂ Descriptive and Historical (London: Henry
G© Bohn, 1853T,-p, ■ 109© *, • ■ • • - ■ *-  ̂  ̂ .̂. • ■ ■ . - - .. - ...
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would hot. be strongly tempted» Thus Manehus made up the bulk of the 
forees which were used against the rebellion of Wu San-kuel„59 por 
another thingj, Chinese were forced to wear the queue and trim their . :
■■hair,, as an outward sign indicating their, subservience to the.Manehus0 
To preserve. Hanchu racial purity, intermarriage was forbiddenYet 
by the.end of the K1ang. Hsi Emperor8 s r eign, it was necessary to recog
nize that this policy could not be effectively carried out0 As a re
sult, Manehus who did marry Chinese “were obliged to bring up their 
children according to the customs of the Mongalls ftlel „ »
Primogehiture— the Chinese traditional principle of determining 
royal succession—-was not used by the ljanchus for choosing future 
• -rulerSo Instead, a system evolved whereby the emperor named his sue- 
cesser on his deathbed or left a secret will to be opened' shortly 
after death Occurredo • This was done to prevent any Chinese threats to 
overthrow the government should Manchu court strife occur* The K'ang 
Hsi Emperor “made the attempt twice Q>£ naming one of his sons as heir 
to the. thronej arid abandoned it twice e o » witnessing the quarrels of 
his sons and the uhfortunate results of having ah heir apparento11 To

, • 59pang Ghao-ying,. “A Technique for Estimating the Numerical 
Strength of the Early Manchu Military Forces, “ Harvard Journal of 
Asiatic Studies * XIII (June 1%0), 201 * . ',■•■••

, ^%alrbpih,, . ■ ■
: , ■Laurence de Lange, Journal of the Residence of Mr* De Langê

. Agent of His Imperial Majesty ,of all the Russias, Peter the -First, at : ’ • 
the Court, of Pekin, during the years 1721 and 1722;in John Bell, Travels 
from St* Petersburg in Eussia to Various Parts of Asia. 'II .(Edinburgh. • 
William.Creechj, 1788), 251 * - •' ■■•■ • • ; ■ ■ ■ •>.- - - -
• ' %sieh. The Government of China (16A4-I911) * p* 34*



further limit causes for internecine strife# members of the Imperial elan 
were kept out of power*  ̂ Thus the K8 ang Hsi Emperor took action to pre» 
serve the Manchus from their own folly, in the same thoughtful manner by 
which he developed strong relations with the Chinese*

Despite these differencesg the result of the Emperor8s policy 
was directed at serving the greater interests of the Chinese populace*
The bureaucracy was ordered to enforce his policy and, united with the 
Emperor5, stimulated great economic growth during the period under study* 
Though the Manchus may have been the conquerors of the Chinese and after-= 
wards were

occupied constantly with the completion of their conquest5 yet 
within sixty years from the beginning of their dynasty they had 
restored prosperity and contentment to the realm, and wanderers 
had been rounded up and peacefully settled, and Kanghi Esicl 
ruled a contented people actively engaged in peaceful pursuits*®̂

By his policies the. Emperor developed a general attitude towards the
Chinese which preserved the Mandate of Heaven for the Manchus until
the early years of the present century* :



IV. ' SIMO»MOMGGLIM BELATHMS OF THE K'iMG'HSI. 1MPEEOR

1. General Introduction '
.... The Central Asian area represented the most important source of 

external challenges to the new I&inchn dynasty during the early years of 
its existence* This was so because there was always the possibility that 
a strong confederation of semi-nomadic Mongol tribes in Central Asia ,
could successfully approach, China from the west and subdue the more 
sedentary forces in the Middle Kingdom. The Manchus remained fully cognizant 
of this menacej, for they realized that their own action in capturing poli=> 
tical control over China was ̂ in fact j, a nomad victory from a strong. mili
tary base:outside of China., The Manchus had even achieved their triumph 
with the support of certain Mongol tribes in the Eastern Mongolian area*
The threat from the west, despite weakening inter-tribal Mongol struggles, . 
was still a constant menace. Recognizing this, the K9ang Hsi Emperor 
effected a policy whereby Chinese western borderlands would remain un
scathed by outside invasion.
. The Mongol tribes were by no means unified under any central
political control. Bespite the similarities of. a common language stock' 
and Tibetan Buddhism, the nomadic life of Central Asia tended to work 
against any meaningful centralization. By 1682, the Eastern Mongols 
(Khalkas) had divided into two main branches, one led by the Jasaktu 
Khan and the other by the Tushetu Khan. This divided arrangement per- v
mitted any outside power— Chinese or Western Mongol—=to utilize that



internal weakness to its advantage0̂  Inasmuch' as the Manchus had strong 
pre-dynastie roots in this general area which were strengthened by the 
Ghsing dynasty establishments Chinese political hegemony was strong al
most from the beginning of the. E'ang Hsi Emperor’s rules thanks in part 
to the Khalkas9 division* . v,

. h The Western Mongols ( variably called KalmukSs Kalmyks$ EleuthSs 
or Oelots) were divided into several major groupingso . In the.whole 
period of the Emperor8 s rules the strongest tribe militarily was that .. 
of the Bsungars (SungarSj, Dzungars)̂  whose center of activity was 111, 
north of the Tien Shan Mountains? near the Kirghiz Steppes« In the mid- 
17th century5 this groupings tinder a strong chieftaihs Khotdkhotsins 
took over lands claimed by the Turguts and the Khoshotes (Khbspts*
Qosots) s ca,using the former to move westward into! the Volga River area 
and the latter into the Kukunor (Kokonor) region of northern Tibet *
The differences between tribal•leaders and their followers among the 
Western Mongols caused clashes which led to major conflictinvolving : 
the Tibetans s Russians and Ghineses as we;ll as other Mongols«, ;

By the late 17th century,, the Mongol tribes had already 
passed under strong Tibetan Buddhist religious influences, but in turn 
had come to exercise varying shades of political control within Tibet 
itself» Tibetan Buddhism had long teen-practiced in the Mongolian 
area. Its influence had been encouraged by .the Chinese of the early 
Ming periods in order to soften the Mongols by pacifistj other-worldly

•̂ Michell B« Pavlovsky, Chinese-Rtisslan Relations (lew Yorks 
Philosophical Libraryj, 1949) s P° 14= ■ ■ : •



doctrines inherent in thereligion0 The nomadic elements had indeed been 
somewhat quiet5 and their interests had turned partially away from mili
tary and pasturing pursaits in the direction of agriculture and com
mercial trade, Buddhism had been brought to Mongolia by lamas* who

: ' ' ■ ■ '  ̂ ' • • ' ■ '■ 2 ;; ' needed temples and lamaseries in which to worship and live® The wide
scale introduction of these institutions tended to cause t ribal groups 
to gather around these land-based centers of actl"vity.0 This in turn 
lessened the desires for full-scale raiding* and caused the Mongol 
tribes to tend to join together in regional locales* instead of rang
ing over wide areas of the Mongolian deserts<, By becoming somewhat 
sedentary and attached to one area* Mongols tended to place a greater 
value on land than previously» To protect that land* these tribes often 
did not hesitate to go outside the Mongol areas to get military support 
and protection=3

Tibetan Buddhism had undergone major changes in standards as 
a r esult of doctrinal strife. When the original sect* the "Bed Hat" 
branch* became more decadent as time passed* it had been challenged in 
the mid-14th century by a reform sect* the "Yellow Hat" group. Because 
many Mongols were Buddhist* they were inevitably involved in the con
flict which ensued The strong need for some type of purification in

%wen Lattimore. Inner Asian Frontiers of China (Mew York: 
American Geographical Society* 1940)* p« 89»•;- .

%bid.. p. 9i« : . \ •

Ĵohn F. Baddeley* Bussia. Mongolia. China« I* Ixxv.
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the excessively; ritualistic and. sometimes immorally-led "Bed Hat"
Buddhism was Brought out by the f avorable response accorded the leaders ; . 
of the new sect* Hences by the beginning of the 17th centurys "Yellow , 
Lamaism f̂ ibetan BuddhisaQ completed its conquest of both £lasternf 
Mongols and Kalmuks, whô  especially the latter, became henceforth 
,its.zealous, not to say fanatical supporters,"5 Major Eastern and 
Western Mongol tribes even joined together under a religious code in 
1640 as areaction to the impending Mancha threat to their homelands,
But,e vents within Tibet shortly thereafter,indicated the futility of any 
attempt to negate the personal differences which frustrated the desires - 
for leadership, of various chieftains within the various Mongol tribes,

■ As a result of a long conflict between the Red and Yellow Hat 
Buddhists for political and secular control over Tibet, the head of the 
Yellow Hats, the Fifth Dalai Lama, appealed for assistance to the chief 
of the Khoshotes, Gushi fQian (d, 1656-?), Allied, with other Mongols, he 
swept into Central Tibet in 1643 and killed the head of the Red Hat sect. 
This act brought the Dalai Lama into full control over Tibetan civil and 
religious affairs,. But Gushi Khan assumed temporal control of the
country actually, inasmuch as he was responsible for the Dalai Lama's

6 " . • ■ ■. success,0 With his religious power secure, the Dalai Lama went to
Peking where the newly-installed Hanchus treated him most honorably,

. ■ . . %bida, p, Ixxvii, ,
° Hummel, p» 265» (Gushi Khan was succeeded in l6$6 by his 

son, Dyan Khan, vftio in turn was followed by his son, Dalai Khan, In 
1700, the fourth in the line, Latzan Khan, became temporal ruler of Tibet,)



hoping to use the Tibetan pontiff "in order to establish Manehu rule 
among the people of Mongolia7 Thus a .ground-work already had been 
laid for strong Mongolia influence In Tibetan affairs, yetai the same 
time traditional Chinese suzerainty under the new Oh1 ing dynasty was for
mally preserved,. Additionally, the Dalai Lama recognized a situation in 
which political control did not rest in his handss passing it on to his 
chief ministers Sangs-rgyas-rgya-mtsho# who resented Khoshote and Chi
nese domination of Tibetan political events.̂  , . . •

2. ■Pre°Kllang Hsi Period Slno-Mongolian Eelations
For China there was ample reason for keen interest in the Cen

tral Asian area. Trade was not of major concern# although the Chinese :
recognized that there was some •value in continuing commercial enter
prises 9 particularly as an outlet for silk exports.” Throughout her 
history China had generally been able to fend off external pressureŝ
although there w ere several instances in which Mongolia-based barbarians
conquered large segments of the Middle Kingdome The Mongols of Kublai 
Khan went so far as to assume control ever the whole of China, but were 
thrown out in the general upheaval which followed the general Eurasian 
disintegration of the Mongol Empire 0 In face of these threats* the 
Manehus were particularly Cognizant of the impressive amount of Mongol

• ^Charles Alfred.Bell* Tibet Fast and Present (London? , Oxford 
University Press^ .1927)*. p®. 36® . ;:..;

%ummel3 p. 267.
" 9John King Fairbank and S. I. Teng* "On the Gh,ing Tributary

System," Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, .VI (June 194I)«.



military might in Central Asia. Prior to their entry into China„ they 
had been forced to subdue neighboring Mongol tribes bordering on their 
own lands in Manchuria, Of major importance <, hegemony had been secured 
over the Chahar (Ghakhar), Mongols after several battles* to the east of 
Manchuria* in 163$.^ : : : / " / .

The Manchu rulers recogniaed the important position that their 
new kingdom held within the whole range of Inner Asian power politics® 
This situation developed hot simply because the Chinese military power. 
was always a force which had to be reckoned with. Though Chinese agri- 
culturally=based culture never spread as heavily into the Mongolian 
steppe as it did in East Asia* there was always a full and awesome re= 
Spect for China and the Chinese civilization.^ This respect had been 
formulized by an elaborate system of tributary relations* in lAich 
barbarian groups in Central Asia* as well as elsewhere* recognized the 
Cultural and political superiority of the Middle Kingdom, China in 
times of greatness, was truly deserving of being the center of the world 
and life as it was known to many of her neighbors. The Gh'ing Dynasty 
in its total organization purposely emulated traditional Chinese 
attitudes toward subject peoples even before assuming the reins of 
government over the whole of China. Hence* the new rulers fully ex
pected to assume the same kind of political and cultural hegemony over

^D. Pokotilov. History of the Eastern Mongols during the Ming 
Dynasty from 1368 to 1634., trans. - Rudolf EowemWi^^%Chengtu* China: • 
West China ¥nioa Seminary* 1947)» p. ,148. • .

11 ■■■'■• " ' %John King Pairbank. Trade and Diplomacy on the China Coast, I
(Cambridge: Harvard .University Press* 1953) * 24. • • - , • . : . . . .. . . . .



.•fcribute-paying nations as the Mng Dynasty previously did at its height*
The system had great value for both bearers and recipients of the 

tribute* Chinese motivations essentially were hob-materialiSticP inas
much as most tribute missions ended up being more costly to the throne 
than they were to the submissive princes* But this was. a small price to 
payg for with it came acknowledged subservience to the Middle Kingdom 
and particularly the Son of HeavenTribute-payment also brought a 
lessening of border strife which could threaten the Chinese populace, 
particularly in provinces bordering on Central Asia, hence affecting 
general internal stability* Furthermore, as conditions became settled 
in the frontier area, Chinese military forces could be reduced, the 
soldiers released and put to work farming* This produced taxes for the 
imperial government which easily over-balanced expenses for tribute 

m i s s i o n s * ^  Thus, there were noteworthy material benefits for China, 
in addition to having her cultural supremacy over the world-order being 
acknowledged in ceremonies which humbled even the most haughty foreign 
ambassador* The system furthermore permitted Chinese to go to other 
nations ostensibly on ceremonial visits, but actually to investigate 
changing conditions in a subject area*

For the submissive states there were advantages also* Although 
certain areas were coerced militarily into paying tribute, as a rule 
this was not.the case* Neighboring states willingly accepted Chinese 
suzerainty for several reasons* First, tribute missions which went to

^%airbank, p, 30*
%uang, p* 62* ' ■ • ; . •
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Chlaa ild so with the expresseddssire and permission to indulge, in trade s 
Inasniueh as the tribute presented was Usually o£ nominal valuej, most if 

, not all expenses of the missions while in Pekings and generally to and 
from the capital as welly were- paid by the Chinese court j the; whole ■ 
operation was hot costly to the subject states<, Secondlys suzerainty 
implied that Chinese military aid would be sent to an attacked vassal”
;state:-whenever possible® : : ,v;, :

' Tributary relations between the Banehus and the Mongols, had de= 
veloped in the p%=l644 ora and continued into the dynastic period, To 
handle relations With the Mongols a special Mongolian office (li Fan 
Yuan) was added to the Manehu administrative core in 1636c^ Regulations 
were carefully enforced against wide-scale mobilitŷ  which could possibly ' 
lead to Mongol unity,, To keep the Mongols under control, leading nobles 
in the post-K’ang Hsi era were even given emoluments of varying degree, 
depending on their;ibsitionf in the, early years1 of the K8ang Hsi 1 .
period̂  thenumber of Mongol missions toChina had decreased from the . 
total of the period of the Shun Chih Emperor* s .rule

3o The Russian Threat to Chinese Superiority
Sot only was -the Chinese position in Central Asia challenged -: 

during the rule of the Kaang- Hsi Emperor by the Mongols; the latter be- 
. came an even mbre menacing threat to the Chinese when almost supported 
by the Russians in their aimse The Muscovites had decisively moved

"̂̂ Fairbank and Teng, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies <, VI (June
1941) 5,1560 ; ■ -

■ . . 15Ibidoc pe 193 o  ̂ : ' v. - - -"-l'



across the Asiatic laSd-znass beginning in the 3.6th century and by mid- 
17th century had appeared on the borders of China and had begun sending 
embassies to Peking'® ' Some Russians had been drawn east for pure adventure5, 
and in the wastes and small towns of Siberia this was not lacking» But 
the main cause for the drive eastward was the lure of riches to be se
cured from fur-trading„ Though private traders generally out-paced govern
ment control* Moscow quickly recognised the potential in tribute that 
could be gained from furs and hence a bureaucracy quickly followed the

- traders along Siberian rivers and across portages® The Russian and 
general European demand for Asiatic furs was exceptionally high, and 
this caused trappers to move continually onward, once furs in a given 
area were depleted® As Russian financial interests had to be protected 
if not increased, it became necessary for the Czarist government to de
velop a policy whereby the possibility of Mongol political encroachment 
on Siberian lands would be eliminated» while at the same time trade with 
the Mongols and the Chinese would be possible and could increase as time 
went on® " ;: -

The Russians did not realise these desires by mere wishful 
thinking® Although a European power geographically, Russia had come”out.
of her experience with the Mongols highly knowledgeable in dealing with
■ ■■ . ... u  ■■ . ' ' • .  ' .. .. ■Asiatics® She appreciated and understood the formalities of inter
national relations in the area under nominal Ghinese suzerainty® Para-' 
lleling the Chinese, though on a lesser scale, Russians had also gained

■̂ George Vernadsky, The Mongols and Russia (Mew Haven; Yale Uni
versity Press, 195h),' P® 3#®;.- : j ' -. .. - - - - .. ;. . ;:'r ■ ■ ;
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suzerainty over certain Mongol tribal groups <, An important factor in 
aehieving this result was the fact that some Mongols were willing to 
accept the Russian Czar as a legitimate successor to the 13th century 
Genghis Khan0 Moscow did not fail to take advantage of the. strong. '  ̂  ̂ ' ' ■ ' -V ' ,
psychological value of this position̂  lu 1634# Altyn Khan5 an influen
tial Khalka princes “acknowledged himself to be a subject of the Tsar0lŝ 7 
Though later tempted to transfer his allegiance to the Chinese> the 
Mongol leader remained loyal to the Russians and in the early days of 
Sino=Russian contact served as an important intermediary between the two 
powers. Though this family line failed to continue as a major: ally be- , 
yend Altyn Khan’s sm, it had been a useful basis for Russian infiltra
tion into Mongol areas. The Russians intrigued next to gain ah alliance 
with, the Tushetu Khan# after the latter broke with the Jasaktu■Khan, 
causing a wide split between the major forces of the Khalkas, But while 
intriguing with this former Khans the Russians were also lending some 
strong support to the.chief of the Dsmgars during this periods Galdan0̂ ® 

However much lack of central control and unsatisfactory com- 
munications often weakened the impact of Russian action* various other ’ 
moves made in concert with anti-Chinese Mongol groups as well as against 
the Chinese themselves indicate one thing» Russia Mad extremely valuable 
terests in Asia; China and certain.Mongols were possible threats to those
interests; alliances particularly with Mongols opposed to China would have

•̂ Pavlovsky* p, 10= 

18Ibid,<, p. 13*
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great value for the Russianso In order to prevent antagonizing the 
Shine865, any agreements that were made should be secret5 if at all pos
sible, The lussians furthermore did not hesitate to deal with both 
sides. Hence, though they were giving military support to certain 
anti-Chinese Mongols, Russia protected her position by treating with 
the Chinese at Sefchinsk, This duality of purpose, sometimes recognized 
by the Chinese and sometimes not, served the Russians adequately, Rus
sian liaisons with the'Mongols played an important role in the safe- * 
guarding of Russian interests| only prompt action of the K,ang Hsi 
Emperor in fact caused the Russb-Dsungar unity to decrease and thus per
mitted the Chinese 1to preserve their political control in the northern 
reaches of Central Asia,

4, Early Years of Westem-Mongol-Chinese Conflict during the K*ang Hsi
1 ' v ' * 1 V  ̂ r ' 1 ", - -r « *  ̂ * . 1 - ‘  ̂ ^

Although fortified by vaiyihg degrees of inherited control in 
Inner Asia, the K’ang Hsi Enperor was not permitted to maintain that 
suzerainty without the use of very.strong action. His empire was threat
ened at the beginning of ¥u San-kuei’sxevolt by an uprising of the Chahar 
Mongols in northwest China, Satchar, the Khan of the tribe, led a re
volt in the hope of capitalizing on the internal problems of China, But 
he failed to get support from other Mongol tribes, and was defeated and 
killed by the Manchus as the K’ang Hsi Emperor personally directed that 
a military expedition be sent against the Mongol tribesmen. With the 
Emperorr s defeat of the Chahars he established secure control for the • 
Manchus over Eastern Mongolia,^ ,:

l%eme Grousset, The Rise and Splendor of the Chinese Empire,



The Dsungars under their exceptionally able military chieftai% 
Gaidars«, provided the first real threat to the Chinese western frontiers 
from his hase of operations in Western Mongolia, Galdaâ s early aetions 
indicated hostility toward the. Khalkas to the, east and the Zuslims: t© the 
west in the Yarkand and Kashgar area of East Turkestan0 His victories 
there caused Chinese border garrisons to Warn the Emperor of the threat 
developing far •to■the west at the time of Wm San-knei* s rebellioB in 
somth Chinae But only with the smeeessfnl CQupletion of that rebellion 
was the Chinese Emperor able to make his military and diplomatic forces 
available and thus challenge Galdan8s advances toward the Ghinese iron-

Galdan8 s power was. drawn from a strong military operation begun 
by his Dsimgar=ehieftain father̂  Khotokhotsin (do l653 or 1665)$ while 
Galdan himself was studying in-Lhasa as a lama under the Fifth Dalai 
Lama 6 The Dsxmgar chieftain had brought certain lands previously under 
Turgmt and Khoshote control under his own rule0 He formed a loose 
confederation of conquered Hongols which theoretically was strong but 
in practice failed to obliterate major differences between various 
grpupse y He also dealt with the Russianŝ  and obtained,. their friend" ; 
ship as well as 11 firearms s armorers and livestoeko 'I Khotokhotsin! s

transo Anthony Vatson-=Gandy and Terence Gordon (Berkeley: Uni
versity of California 'PresSg 1953)s P= 284=

20 ' ■ " , : . - ' -V« Yo Bartholds "History of the SemireohyeJV in Four Studies
on the History of Central. Asia., trahSo ¥0 and T= Minor sky 5 I .(Leiden:

■ -Eo -J, Brill, 1956), V ; \  ; v. : ;: ;
^^Ummels p. 266« ' . ,



military policy had caused general hardship among the captured peoples 
'as well as a healthy dislike for the Dsuagarso But with his death, the 
militarist tradition was continued by his son, although not without over
coming certain problems e

Galdan first had to surmount a bitter family battle0 Upon his 
father's death, an elder son, Tsetsen̂ ,. killed Sengas whop although 
younger than Tsetsens had succeeded his father as tribal chiefs Inas
much as Senga was bora of1 the same mother as Qaldans the latter re
turned from his Tibetan studies and quickly thereafter avenged Senga•s 
death by killing T set sen in 1671

Then Galdan began his series of military successes in Central 
Asia which resulted in causing great alarm to the Chinese„ His early 
triumphs were rapid and sanguinary„ Upon returning to the Irtish ; 
Valley3 the Dsungar population center̂  Galdan took over his father's 
position in 16760 Because he returned as a lama, Galdan was able to use 
his religiohs prestige to overcome the disadvantage of having been ab
sent for several yearSo^ Galdan attacked the Khoshotes in 1677s 
killing his father-in-law, who ;was an important tribal leader, and 
adding further Khoshote lands to the Dsungar realm. This caused more 
Khoshotes to migrate into northern Tibet, and increased the dislike of 
the Dstmgarso In 1678 Galdan reached the peak of his power by assuming 
political domination of the Muslim trade centers in the East Turkestan
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cities of Kashgars Yarkand and Hamio
The Ghinese government failed to react quickly to these triumphŝ  

though not without good reason* As some Khoshotes were reported ap
proaching the Kansu-Tibetan borderj, the Ghinese guards in the area 
made adequate reports to the Emperor* But with his existence peri
lously threatened by Mu. San-Kuei1 s San-faa rebellion̂  the K8ang Hsi 
Emperor had all he could do to contain the southern challenge and 
simply had the border-guard strengthened as a def ensive measure * H© 
plans were made at that time to limit Galdan in the east* Only with the end 
of the San-fan rebellion could the new master of China hope to deal ef
fectively with that menacing threat to China's internal security and in
ternational prestige*

Mancha relations with Galdan during the following years were 
calm on the surf ace, belying a growing hostility between the Bsungar 
leader and the K'ang Hsi Emperor* Galdan was confirmed in his position 
as chieftain by the Emperor in 16790 Sa 16S2 when the K'ang Hsi Em
peror ordered a mission to travel to the various Khalka tribes to present, 
gifts to princes there and'also attempt to unify them* the ministers also 
paid a cordial visit for the same purpose to see Galdan, There was more 
meaning in the trip than simple gift-bearingj with internal conditions 
in China indicating steadily strengthening support from which to develop 
an energetic foreign policy in Central Asiaj, some reconnaissance had to 

be taken, ̂  But Galdan was not pacified^ nor were the Khalkas unified j 
the situation in the area remained unsettled, Galdan proceeded to in-

^%oworthj, p, 625,
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trigue carefully witja the Russians^ #io>. though interested in securing 
a Mongol ally of notes were' not anxious to do so at: the cost of com
pletely alienating the Chinese*:

The sithatioh ia Tibet during this period also had relevance to . 
the problems that the K’ang Hsi Emperor faeed xvith regard to the Mon
gols,, Theres the Fifth Dalai Lamâ , a Khoshote partisan5, had died in 
l682» Even before his death the position of political leader of the - 
Tibetans had-been assumed by the 1Pontiff8s natural son, Sangs-rgyas- ' 
rgya-mtsho. The Dalai Lama had retired to meditation and could mot, ■
■ rule| hence, his son became regent (Pipaa TiPa or sDe-srid)« In order 
to fully preserve his own powers the regent continued to rule in his 
father's name after the latter1s death» This development became signi
ficant to the Chinese5 for the regent was favorable and,encouraging to 
anti-Manchu force Sj, particularly Galdauo Even prior to that he had , 
given some moral encouragement to and had reciprocated Wu San-kuei8 s 
"friendly relations" during the early years of the San-fan rebellions^ 
This regent provided an important spiritual support for Galdan8 s position 
and with that supports the Tatterms able to enhance his prestige before 
fellow Mongols in the conflict with the fang Hsi Emperor, There were 
.several occasions on which the regent 5, upon issuing replies in the Dalai 
Lama8 s name to requests of the Emperors caused the latter much diffi
culty y particularly as regards his relations: with the .Mongols e

In. an attempt to solidify his support against Galdan and the 
Tibetan Regent s the E8 ang Hsi: Emperor hoped to unite the divided -

■ ¥0 Rockhillj, "The Dalai Lamas of Lhasa and Their delations
with the Manehu Enperors of Ghihâ  1644-1908," T'oung Pao, X (1910)̂  19,



KhalkaSe Thuŝ  he called a conference in lS86 of the f ending Jasaktu and 
. Tushetu Khans| a representative of the Dalai Lama also attended as did 
Galdano Though a peace was reached* the conflicting parties once again 
began to quarrel= For* inasmuch.as the Dalai Lama1s representative had been 
improperly seated at the conferences Galdan sent a messenger t© complain 
abomt this to, the Tushetn Khan* who was cruelly treated by the latter and 
then sent back to his master

Thus* with general lines drawn between the combatants* actual 
conflict broke out in Eastern Mongolia in early 1688* when the Tushetu 
Khan killed the Jasaktu Khan and Galdan1 s brother,,̂  Despite strong, 
efforts of the K'ang Hsi Emperor to avoid an internal division of the 
Khalkas* the Tushetu Khan apparently gained an advantage over his op
ponent in both religious and political matters and then attacked0 11=
though Galdan had been carefully treated by the Emperor since his aseen-. 
daney to power* the Dsungar chieftain had pledged support to the Jasaktu 
: Khan, In consideration of that factor* he moved a large body of men into 
Eastern Mongolia to aid the adherents of his deceased ally. Impressed 
by force* many, erstwhile supporters of the Tushetu Khan deserted to 
Galdan*s, side. As a result* .the Chinese-supported group was quickly 
routed and many Khalkas fled to the Chinese borders.

In face of this entrance* the IC’ang Hsi Emperor ordered material 
assistance to be given the refugees* hoping to strengthen traditional 
ties with his neighbors. The Khalka tribesmen were allowed to settle

KHoworth* pp, 476-477» .
^Hummel* p, 266,
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on the frontierj, and the Chinese supplied them with cattle and. increased 
military protection.,. The Tushetu Khan and his brothers the Mongolian 
Laiaas Ghept sm Damba Khutukhtas accepted Chinese vassalage. Though the 
K’ang Hsi Emperor granted these leaders asylum̂  he rebuked them for 
theii* role ih killing Galdan's brother and the Khan. But3' although - 
Galdan demanded their surrender because of that crime ̂ the K̂ ang Hsi : 
Emperor reeoghized certain advantages in keeping these leaders and re
fused to accede to Galdan9s desireso2̂  let Galdan was not attacked, as 
the Emperor hoped to bring him under tributary agreement and thus 
neutralize his threat0

' ■ Galdan1s strength from this point began to decline, as a result
of several events which combined to work greatly agaimt him, Galdan5 s 
nephew and son of Senga, T sewang Araptan, found himself denied leader
ship in the new Mongol unified movement which Galdan had been molding 
with much success«, So Tsewaag, further, aggravated because his wife had 
been captured by Galdan, met his uncle's forces in armed conflict and de
feated him in 1689« Wien Galdan demanded unsuccessfully once again to 
have the Tushetu Khan and. his brother returned, the. K'ang Hsi Emperor's 
position had been in fact strengthened by the loss suffered by the Dsungar 
chieftain in his own camp o With, the Dsungar forces seriously divided $ 
the K'ang Hsi Emperor did not hesitate to widen further the breach 
by offering support to Tsewang against his uncle,,Galdan9 s strength 
was still assessed as being immense5 hence, the Khalka areas were re- '

2%oworth, Pa 626s 
2%ummel, pa 758„
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inforeed mth Ghimese troops as a precautionary measure6

Galdan was further weakened by the outcome of negotiations between 
his envoys and the Russians,, The latter during the 1680, s had been as 
friendly with Galdan as they had been with his father* and trade had been 
carried out on a profitable level „ In 16M an embassy from Galdan, heaicl* 
ed by his envoy, Darkham Saissam, went to the city of Irkutsk in Eastern 
Siberia to arrange for a military assistance treaty with the Russians*
But the latter were more interested, in gaining a treaty with'the 
Chinese,during this period and consequently turned down Galdan’s request 
for the assistance of Gossack soldiers and eannom0'3®

In late 1688 the Chinese Emperor applied strong pressure to draw 
recalcitrant Khalka chieftains to his side. Hence, Irani, the president 
of the Li Fan Yuan, was sent to the Tushetu Khan’s brother prior to a 
meeting of Khalkas chieftains who were gathering to determine a unified po
licy, The latter group was still afraid of Galdan and unsure of Chinese 
support and had thus been reluctant to do combat with their fellow Mon
gol, Galdan,, But as a result of Aram’s trip, the Khalkas princes were 
assured by the Lama that the Chinese would protect them ostensibly for 
the sake' of the Yelloy Hat :Seet ,31 " i

Galdan had been outmaneuvered on major fronts, yet he redoubled 
his efforts successfully against the Khalkas, Prior to the Sino-Russian 
negotiations over the Imur boundary in 1689, Khalka tribesmen had at
tacked Russian positions at Selenginsk and Udinsk in Sib e r i a,32 But

3%oworth, p, 628, ^Pavlovsky, p, 15,
' 3%bid, ’■ - : :
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Galdan* S attack again in the IChalka area caused these raiders to return* 
Furthermorê  the Chinese mission en route to.Selenginsks the original site 
of treaty negotiationŝ  was forced to return to Peking in late 1688„ This 
gave the Emperor, much consternationj, but in 1689 a new delegation wa,s sent, 
to HereMnsk, the new site,^ and a treaty whs signed in August of 1689v^1' 

. In 1690g Galdan suffered his first major military defeat at the 
hands of the Chinese= Moving into eastern Mongolia and threatening even 
Pekingj, the Dsungar chieftain met a strong Chinese force under the 
generalship Of Fu*ch8nan/ the Emperor! s brother, and was partially de
feated at Glan-butungo^ The Emperor at first had wanted to command the 
army,, but at the insistence of his councillors5 finally decided that he 
ought not do so»36 The results of the battle were greater for the Chi
nese than the actual defeat inflicted upon Galdan. In reality, the 
battle was a draw,, although inasmuch as Galdan was forced to retreat, Fu- 
ch'uan claimed a victory«, The Emperor resented thisa5? But the defeat 
proved disastrous to Galdan. The K'ang Hsi Emperor, although cognizant . 
of the fact.that his enemy was not fully vanquished, followed up the 
triumph with an important psychological victory in May 1691=-̂  The .

^Ibid», p.-I8.0

34see Chapter 6 for discussion regarding- Sino-Russian relationse
^%ockhlll, T'oung Pao, X (1910). 24. '
 ̂Howorth, p.. 629o

v - t ; 3 % afi3aeT, p» 2511

2%rousset, p. 285«,
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Khalkas acknowledged the suzerainty ©£ China as the Tushetu Khan and the 
Mongolian Lama, his brother, were installed by the K^ng Hsi Emperor at 
Dohonor "in a solemn ceremony » . before many Mongol chieftainsc“39 

The Emperor passed out nnmeroms titles among Mongol chieftains and 
pledged to support Tibetan Buddhism also in the area0 At this time, 
the K’ang Hsi Emperor also berated the Dalai Lama, of whose death he , 
had not yet been informed,^ and the Tibetan regent for their support of 

> G-aldan» This meeting marked the full solidification of Chinese control 
over the Khalkas s The K'ang Hsi Emperor continued to develop his posi
tion in Central Asia and succeeded during the next few years in solidifying 
his hold as well as preparing to vanquish fully his main enemy, Galdan0

5» Final Years of WesternJfe>ngol-Ghinese Conflict During the K'ang Hsi

' The years between 1691 - and 1695. were marked by increased activity 
on Galdan’s part which both helped and weakened his cause0 After retreat
ing from his defeat at the hands' of the Chinese in 1691, he attempted to 
rebuild his forces and gather new Mongol allies under Bsungar leadership» 
By supporting Islam, he gained some Turk and Kazakh allies from Turkestan, 
and the Kirghiz Khalkas came over to Balden1s side on the grounds that the 
K’ang Hsi Emperor was supporting the Tushetu Khan’s brother as an alternate 

to the Dalai Lama«41 Though this intriguing was bothersome to the Manchus, 
the K’ang Hsi Emperor counteracted it particularly by allying with Balden1 s

■ 1 ^̂ Paylovsky, p»-190

4%ummel, p. 26?*
^Howorth, p0 630o V ’ >

: ,/ v- . ; , , ;■ : , - ■  .. . . .
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nepheWj, Tsewajag»: Qaldani wa$ ̂alsb fra.strat.ed ■when the K,ang Hsi Emperor 
did not aecede to his demands to return the Tushetu Khan and his brother«,
In addition to these troubles5 the Dstingars suffered economically from a 
sevens famine in l694o^ Despite these adversitieŝ  Galdan began what 
was to be his final advance against the Khalkas in 1695 and moved rapid
ly eastward as far as the Kermlun river»

As a result of this aggressions, the K'ang Hsi Emperor personally 
led Chinese retaliatory action. After -warning Galdan against Ms ad=- , 
vanees to no avails war preparations began under the direction of 
Fiyanggu (1645-1701) s an able Eanchu general« ■ IMle an army led by Sabsu , 
(d« ea0 1700)s another Manchu general of long serviee> guarded the Chi
nese northwestern borders against Dsungar invasions, two other forces 
moved westward along a more northerly routeo One of these was commanded 
by Fiyanggu and assisted by Sun Ssu-klb (1628-1700) 5 a Chinese general in ,
: the Manchu serviceand a second.- eon'sisting of 37$.000 mem, was led by the 
E’ang Hsi Emperor himselfs who left?eking with the forces in April l69S»43 
The Emperor’s array moved rapidly north toward the Kerulun river̂  and the - 
ruler fully shovjed M s  abilities to lead his forcese Maintaining good 
orders,.; - -r' ■ v ' , -

he always insisted on seeing his men encamped before going to 
, M s  own tent o The march across the country which had always ' 

been poor, which at that time was ravaged by war̂  imposed 
terrible hardships on the army® •The emperor took his share 
of these and scornfully rejected the entreaties of the man- 
darins vho besought him to expose himself no longer0 His 
vigorous attitude gave new courage, to the troops®44 \

r ' v .
Ĥuramely p® 267® , ;
^Howorth p ® 631 ®
^%ean' |rancois Gerbilionj, quoted in Grousset, p® 286®
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While the K*ang Hsi Emperor moved directly against 'Galdans Fiyanggu!s 
force struck toward tke Tola river, la order to remove the possibility 
of any retreat oa Galdaa* s p a r t ■

Various inimors reached the Ghinese forces as they marched against 
Galdan0 Deserters informed the Emperor that Galdan had only 6,000 troops 
remainiag and, moreover, was being attacked continuously by Tsewaago^ 

But another report iadiGated that 60,000 Russians were allied with 

Galdan0̂-7 Fortunately for the Baperbr, the former information was more 
'; accurate than the latter®

Despite adverse traveling conditions and these rumors, the two 
Ghinese armies reached their destinations, although their total forces 
were greatly reducedo galdan, hoping that the desert would destroy his 
opponent s,> had not expected any arrivals and was forced to retreat from 
his forward position® Inasmuch as Chinese strategy fully: anticipated 
this maneuver, Galdan suffered a complete defeat at Jao Modo on the Tola 
river, 12 June 1696® The Manehu forces commanded by Fiyanggu arid Sun 
Ssu-k’©, taking full advantage of their musketry and artillery weapons, 
crushed,Galdan1s forces. Galdan1s wife ms killed and he was forced to 
flee into near-by mountains. As. an immediate result of the battle, the 
Ghinese troops gained large,, food supplies which were used to replace 
their own depleted rations.^

A%oworth, p. 631 o .

^Howorth,- p. 632.



The role of the Emperor in causing Salda&'s final removal, from 
the Eastern Mongol tribal area cannot be underestimated. His deliberate 
actions in the late 1680*s solidified Khalka 'support behind the lanchns 
in face of Bswgar opposition. The Emperor1 s domestic policy toward the 
Chinese strengthened his position when dealing with the Mongols? for he 
could count on strong backing from civil and military officials, The 
Emperor stimulated military preparation on the borderlands5 Correctly 
perceiving that Galdan would remain unsatisfied until he challenged the 
Manchu dynasty directly,. Finallŷ  the Emperor provided the personal 
leadership important to the success Of the policy toward the Mongols 
He inspired Eastern Mongols' confidence in his,ability and willingness 
to enforce Chinese suzerainty and the peace that went with it against 
external challengeso

The Tibetan situation was further clarified by what happened in 
Mongolia, The K® ang Hsi Emperor learned from prisoners taken at Jao 
Modo that the Fifth Dalai Lama was indeed dead and that the regent had 
been giving support to the Dsungars in the deceased pontiff's name. The 
Emperor strongly rebuked the regent, despite the letter's suddenly sub
missive attitude. But the r egent quickly legitimatized his position by 
enthroning a fifteen-year bid youth as the new Dalai Lama 6 The youth, 
being of weak character, rapidly fell under the regent's complete eon= 
trolô -9 Thus,, although the -menace of Galdan and his Dsungars was re
moved, the situation in Tibet remained to be clarified to the satisfac
tion of the K'ang Hsi Emperor, Nevertheless, as Galdan fled still

% bid,. p, 522,



further westward, the K'ang Hsi Emperor returned to Peking in triumph

Galdan was continually forced to retreat as Sabsu and Fiyanggu 
led their armies after himo Mongol chieftains were a diaom.shed by1 the 
K11 ang Hsi Emperor to assist in the mpture of Galdan. Fearing that he 
might escape to friendly Tibet, the Emperor proclaimed to his now 
strongly™=loyal allies: . "to make search for, Galdan, and if he should 
happen to have gone westward "(among you), to seise him = » c pnd] all 
Galdan1 s followers » . d , fand̂  hand them .over,,1'51 %% response the

Eastern Mongols particularly assisted the Chinese armies in the pursuit 0 
Galdan was still promised pardon and rewards for submission by the, K1ang 
Hsi Emperor, but the Dsungar chieftain refused to accept them and the 

Chinese pressed onwarde^ Galdan1 s troops numbered only 1,000, and his 
retreat was impeded by their hating to travel with 3,000 women. Also, he 
was weakened by continued desertions to both the Chinese and to his
nephew, Tsewang Araptans Dismayed by all of these adversities, Galdan
died in the Altai Mountains on 3 lay l697o 53

' Depite the fact that the Chinese had assumed clear control over 
the Eastern Mongol area and had gained important allegiances in Western 
Mongolia, there still remained serious problems for the Keang Hsi Em- . 
peror in Central Asia. Though Tsewang Araptan had supported the K8ang 
Hsi Emperor against his uncle, this was done more for personal gain than

5%%»p%sset, P« 287»
^̂ Tung^hua Gh8uam-lu, E'ane-hsi LIX* 18b„ Quoted in Eockhill.

tT»otuig:Pao,-r̂  ' 1.
. 5%oworth, p. 636,
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out of respect for the Chinese« Tsewang took over quick control of 
OaMan’ s lands and rapidly eentraliaed power of weaker neighboring .
princes in his own hands» Kazakhs and Turguts both suffered defeats
■ '' . ■ ' ■ ■ % ■ ■ ' ■■ ■1 - ■ / - ■ - < ■ 
before Tsewang^but the Klang Hsi Emperor found it expedient to treat
Tsewang gently for the time bding, although exercising some influence 
over his actionso Liberal trade rights in Chinese areas were granted to 
him in an effort to quiet Dsungar demands for commerce,55 During the 
first years of the 18th century the new Dsungar chieftain tacitly sup~ 
ported the K11 ang Hsi Emperor's policy of non-recognition toward the 
Sixth Dalai Lama in Tibet „ This was done only to avoid conflict because 
the Dsungars were not prepared to dispute the Emperor’s ascendancy in 
Central Asia at the time;6 But in 1717y Tsewang broke the xmeasy peace 
that had existed between himself and the Khoshote temporal ruler of 
TibetLatzan Khans and attempted to take over control of the mountain 
kingdom̂  In the last years of his reignthe K* ang Hsi Emperor ex
hibited diplomatic and military skill which Ted to a new Chinese posi
tion within'Tibet and further domination of the Western Mongolia a r e a 656

The Eastern Mongols remained peaceful under Chinese suzerainty 
during most of the remainder of the GhTng dynasty. Impressed by Sanchu 
military strengths they willingly submitted and paid tribute to the Em
peror, The pattern also developed during this period whereby titles of 
Ehalka chieftains were bestowed in Peking directly5, a strong indication

%oworth, pi 643 o
55gô.ôt]]î p, 643,
56por full treatment of this entire problem, see chapter $,
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of. Chiaese suzerainty in the area.57' Mongols wre also used in the 
Manchu-dominated. aragr. and added important military strength to the 
Chinese forces <,5°

By acting strongly and forcefully* the IC'ang Hsi Emperor had 
secured full control over Eastern Mongolia for the new dynasty» Yet 
there remained other problems in Central Asia, It remained for the 
K8ang Hsi Emperor to augment Eastern Mongol domination by subduing the 
Tibetans, Moreover* the Western Mongols were not conquered* however 
much they were contained* both in Tibet and Eastern Mongolia, Only in 
the years which followed were Manchu forces able to advance far from 
China's western ,frontier and successfully-conquer the Dsungar homeland,. 
In addition to being protected by geographic position* the Bsungars had 
. gained much directly and indirectly from the Russians, They benefitted 
from a flourishing trade* as well as from Swedish military advisors* taken 
when a Russian force Surrendered in 171o, Thus" fortified* the Bsungars 
were a;dynamic opponent for even the strongest Chinese force® Neverthe
less* during the K1ang Hsi Emperor's rule a forceful policy of anti- 
Dsungar activity had been formulated by the Super or | thus China's western 
borders were generally secured from hostile Mongol attack.

^Hummel* p= 754, 
58Ibid,
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1» (Senegal Introduction
Geiacera with Tibetan internal affairs had long been considered 

an important aspect of Chinese foreign policy for several reasons? Be— 
ligiomslyj, there had developed a strong tie between many Chinese 
Buddhists and fibet* the Central Asian center of Buddhist activityv 
Furthermore, fibetan Buddhism, often referred to as Lamaism, had become 
an important factor in Inner Asian Mongolian affairs during the late 
16th century. Politically, the Chinese realized that what occurred in 
Tibet would have a marked effect on the success or failure Of Chinese 
policy toward the Mongols who accepted Tibetan religious leadership and, 
with it, a certain amount of political dictation as well, ‘ When Tibetan 
and Chinese aims were in concert with one another, particularly as re
gards the Mongols, there were few problems between-the two areas. But 
during the reign of the K8 ang Hsi Emperor,, wide differences often be- 
curred. Hence, it became clear td the Mahehu Emperor that there was need 
to have the influence of the Dalai Lama, the head of most Tibetan 
Buddhists, as an adjunct to Chinese foreign policy. Without control over, - 

, Tibet this situation could not occur, and in the early 18th century the 
Manchms were s trong enough militarily to- gain that dominationô - Thus, 
when it became apparent to the Emperor that his problems with the "

"3ell, Tibet Past and Present, p, 209,
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Western Mongols eould be advantageomsly settled oaly by direet military- 
intervention in Tibetan affairss Chinese forces were ordered to Lhasa 
in 1719 and 17204

2, Pre-Manchu Sino-Tibetan Relationsn
Ohina’s religious interest in Tibet3 though strong prior to the 

Mongol dynasty of Kublai Khans was re=einphasized. during that periods 
Kublai Khan8s desires were only manifested in order to "tame the wild 
tribesmen of Tibet# and. as: it fLamaisinf had already secured a firm foot
hold there5, the .project was by no means an impractical one0M̂  Lamaism 
under the Mongols received strong support and toleration# yet under those 
conditionsj, China exercised a dominant position politically over Tibet s 
without using force or, establishing colonies in the country®^

During the early days of the Ming dynastys the first Ejjperor̂
Ming T8ai®=tsus was a Buddhist and utilized this common factor as a basis 
f or summoning Tibetan Buddhist leaders to Pekingj in impressive cere- 
monieSj they were confirmed in their positions® With this act, Chinese 
ascendancy over Tibetan affairs was retained by the Ming dynasty, again 
with the use of slight military force04 Tributary missions continued to 
comeiegularly from Tibet, although in the last years of the dynasty, fewer
came than-normally® 5

%d Tieh-tseng, The Historical Status of Tibet (Mew Yorks King's 
Crown Press,, 1956), p« 19® - -

^Ibido <, p® 21 o ' :

^Ibido o Po 27= ' ' '
: F̂airbank and Tens, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, ¥1 (June
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During the Ming Period*: the Chinese court reacted slowly to the 
rising influence of the Yellow Hat Buddhistsc As a partial result of 
this laxity* the chief- of the Ihoshote Mongols came to the support of 
the "Yellow Hat" Buddhists and enthroned "the Fifth Dalai Lama the ha« 
disputed spiritual ruler of Tibet

Mongol and Tibetan relations prior to the Manchu dynasty indi
cated a steady development of reciprocal friendship. In 1580* the Third 
Dalai Lama went to live in Mongolia for eight years. His successor as 
Dalai Lama was chosen from a princely Mongol tribe,̂  In answer to 
Khalka request* a permanent Buddhist patriarch was appointed from Lhasa* 
the Tibetan eapital;*r to preside over Eastern Mongol religious affairs. 
Another result of the Khoshote assistance was that the family of Sushi 
Khan* the Khoshote leader*.established itself as the political ruling 
house of Tibet,

Sino-Tibetan Eolations
In 1644 the Manchus overthrew the Mings and soon began to ex

hibit keen interest in Central Asian affairs. During the first years of 
dynastic control the Dalai Lama came to Peking* where he was treated as 
an independent soverign; This action helped to. add to the new prestige 
which the Lama had r eeently gained as head of the Yellow Hat Church* to 
the great disadvantage of the Red Hat remnants? The Manchus did this in

6Li* p, .31

L̂attimore* p, 88,
%i* p, 31, V" %ell* Tibet Past and Present, p, 37«
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order to try to utilize the Tibetans for their own aims in the west <,
There were few lasting results of that treatment of the Dalai Lamas how= 
evere Foryithin Tibet, the Pontiff soon transferred most of his power 
to a regent 5 who was also his sonand "a mam of remarkable talents o'1-*-0 :,
Power remained in the hands of the regent* Sanĝ rgyaŝ rgyâ mtsh©* after 
the Dalai Lama’ s (bath in 16825 although the Chinese were not informed of V 
this occurrence= The regent gave his support to Galdan and throughout 
the letter’s long conflict with the Chinese* remained a strong ally of 
the Dsungar ' ehieftaino , But the regent1 s power was w eakened considerably. ; 
with Galdan’s death in 1697a ■

The Ehoshotes did not po.se a. serious .threat to the Dsuagars during 
this period because of several factors« The descendants of Gushi Khan 
lacked his organizing ability| thus only in 1700* when Latzan Khan (Lab- 
zam khan* Singhes Khang* King of Tibet) came into control upon the death 1 

of his father* Dalai Khan* did the Khoshotes’ potential power become 
meaningful once again. The family position had also been weakened by 
internal strife between Kukunor Khoshotes and those who had settled in 
central Tibeto- Galdan on several occasions had been able to use his 
military strength to defeat the divided Khoshotes. Furthermore* although ; 
the Khoshotes were traditionally allies of China* that relationship could 
be activated only by the Manchus upon the achievement of internal sta=> 
bility and the removal of Galdan. .

4. Sino-Tibetan Relations of the Early K’ana Hsi Period
The K’ang Hsi feperdr had ample reason for displeasure with



Tibet| for that eomtry had been a main source of anti-Gh’ing elements 
for some time®. The regent had supported Vs. San-kuei in the..latter8 s 
. great rebellion in south China,He had lent the full prestige of 
■ the Dalai Lama to Q-aldan? s caused After the latter rs deaths conde
scending acts made by the regent were .suspiciously viewed by the Klang 
Hsi Emperor ,, , This ms e specially so*,, because a new 15-year-old Dalai 
Lama was quickly selected in December 1697, after Galdan had died and 
hi s supportyas thus removed from the regent« The latter headed the 
regency .established for the Pontiff and thus preserved his power

The threats of both ¥u Sdn-kuei and Saldan were major 
challenges to dyaastic security. Hence it was not difficult to under
stand why the E1 ang Hsi Emperor viewed a hostile challenge from Tibet 
with much concern» Thuŝ  with Galdan removed and a tranquil domestic 
situation behind him,-; the K8ang Hsi Emperor began to concern his dynasty 
intensely with Tibetan affairs as the 17th century came to a close*

The Emperor's pdieies in China indicated thoughtful 
preparation for a Struggle to gain control in Tibet,, The Shun Ghih 
Emperor8 s order of l657>; which required some members of each military 
unit oh the Tibetan border to learn the Tibetan language was revived<,̂3 
This was an additional way to prepare Manchu armies for action within 
Tibet itself. By the Emperor8 s Sacred Edicts the Chinese population 
was psychologically conditioned against Buddhism̂  for in-it only the

- %ockhlll. T'oung Pao, X (1910), 19*
* ^^ummeli p»: W  ' * ,'% .

^Schuyler Gammann* Trade Through the Himalayas (Princeton: 
Princeton University Pressg 1951)g,P= ,14« ■ • ■ : .



Gonfucian virtues were emphasizedj, to the degxifdation of the alread̂ n- 
unpopular Buddhism0̂ ^ In 170©# military reinforcement s were strategies. 
ally placed at Tra~chien=lu# the gateway on the road from western 
Szechwan province to Lhasa„ Communications between T8a-chien-lu and 
Gheng=»tUj the capital of Szechwan# were also improved<,̂5 Furthermore# 
a small portion of eastern Tibet was annexed to China as a buffer

s  ̂
Within Tibet9 a reaction led by a Tibetan Khoshote chief was 

developing against the regent for his past actions® Lstzan Khan# 
great-grandson of Gushi Khan# who had@tablished the Fifth Dalai Lama 
as religious leader of Tibet# ■ was anxious to regain the political aM • 
military control Of his ancestor® Furthermore.# the actions of the new 
■ Dalai Lama were repulsive to the ,aseetieally-inclin#d Tibetan Khoshotes0 

The method of selection of the new Dalai Lama# T shangs-dbyangs- 
rgya-mtsho# caused him continued difficulty until the time of his death 
in 1706c Because he was chosen by the generally-discredited regent# the 
new Pontiff faced almost immediate opposition from the main forces hos- 
: tile to that regent: the K3ang Hsi Emperor and his Khoshote allies# in 
addition to Galdan’s nephew# Tsewang Araptan® A council of lamas and 
augurers to determine the youth ® s legitimacy was called by Mongol chief
tains at the instigation of the K" ang Hsi Emperor0 Though that meeting 
cleared the Dalai Lama1s "created and impeccable soul#" the K5ang ISi

^%ell# Tibet Past and Present® p» 39® 
l6Rockhill# T’onng Pao, I (1910) # 33.
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Btnperorj, Latzan Khaa,. Tsewang and other Mongol chieftains refused to 
r’eeognize the Pontiff's legitiinaeyâ  ̂.

Ill these rulers ohjSSted to the new Pontiff's dehauched and 
lieentious :.chaf,acter$ as well as the method of his selection* His ex
cessive drinking and merrymaking were highly objectionablej, as was his 
highly erotic poetryê  Furthermore5 "no girl or married woman or 
good-looking person of either sex was safe from his unbridled lieen- 
tiousness« The opposition continually pointed out these character 
deficiencies/ although it was b elieved in some circles that the regent 
had encouraged this laxity in order to help or preserve his own posi
tions^® Yet the fact did remain that the new Dalai Lama remained im
moral and was under the complete domination of his regent e

After several years of uneasy peace > Latsan. Khan moved in Jrae 
1705 to assert his power as leader of the pro-Ghinese Tibetan Khoshotes 
against the regent and the Sixth Dalai Lama0 Since 1700  ̂he had been '
further embittered at the regent because the latter, master-minded two 
unsuccessful attempts to poison him and his chief minister̂  K'an-c'en- 
nas (Targum-treescij)o21 Thus with the approval of the K'ang Hsi Em-

^%oworth^ p, %
^%uciano Peteehs China ahd Tibet in the Early 18th Century 

(Leiden; E, J0 Brill3.. 1950)s P.o; 9= . • • • ■ - . . .
^%ilippo de Fillippj (ed0), An Account of Tibet--The Travels of 

Ippolito Desiderl of Pistoia, S, Jo c, 1712-1727 (London; Qeorge Routledge ' 
&  S o n s g  L t d ^ j ,  1 9 3 7 ) 3  p «  " ' ' - '.....

20' . ' ■ i,
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22T3e Fillippi, p. 148.



peror^^ Latzan Khan inarched into Lhasa, defeated the regent, and cap
tured the Dalai L a m a 6 23 The former fled to a monastery west of Lhasa 
and there he surrendered, deceived by a false order from the Dalai 
Lama which Latgan Khan had prepared. On 6 September 1705, Sangs- 
rgyas-rgya-mtshe was put to deatho A. hew regent was named by Latzan 
Khan, but within a year he was removed and replaced by the Khan him- 
selfo% ■ ■ - • v : • . . , ■
,. , The K8ang Hsi Emperor found it advantageous to support this 
action for several reasonsLatzan had inherited a- legitimate claim 
to temporal control in Tibet, and furthermore, he had acknowledged.his 
loyalty to the Kf ang Hsi Emperor„ But, hnlike the other major Mongol 
•power in Central Asia at the time, Tsewang, the Khan ruled a divided 
tribe and hence was not strong enough to challenge the Chinese himself„ 
Inasmuch as Tsewang had already shown signs of disrespedt, the K'ang 
Hsi Emperor was fortunate in having a friendly power in control of 
Tibeto Thus, Tsewang was denied any opportunity at this time to assume 
domination of Tibetan .affairs« Shortly after Latzan Khan's formal ascension 
to power, the K'ang Hsi Emperor sent his personal representative, Hsi- 
chu, a Manchu lieutenant-colonel, to Lhasa to confer the title of "re
ligious and devoted Khan"-upon the new Tibetan leader„ For the time 
being the Manchu Emperor: had solidified his suzerainty oVer the fountain- 
head of Lumaism, and thus strengthened his position in Central Asia6̂ 5

2%eteeh, po 10= 23Howorth, p= 522=

%etech, p= 10= : : %bid=, p= 11= "
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Latzaja KJaaa’ s first. major a etion after assvunlng control was to 
complete the purificatioia of the BMihist faith by permanently elimi
nating the Sixth Dalai Lama= Inasmuch as certain Mongols still-aC” 
knowledged the latter's legitimacŷ  Latzan Khan attempted, to effect 
his removal in such a way that those forces favorable to the Dalai 
Lama would not haw sufficient justification for attracting a large •
• opposition to whatever the Khan dido The K’ang Hsi Emperor ordered 
that the Dalai Lama be sent toPeking under arrest and he departed from : 
his fortress, the Potala, on 11 June 1706 under Khoshots, guard. After 
two attacks on the caravan by monks favorable to the Lama, the second 
Of which succeeded in freeing him, Lat zan Khan's troops finally gained 
control over the Pontiff on 29 June and the journey c o m m e n c e d T  

fshangS'-dbyarigs-=-rgya=mtshd never reached Peking, According to :
Chinese sdurees, he died of dropsy on 14 November 1706 en route to the 
Chinese capital,̂ 7 . But it was widely charged at the time that Latzan 
Khan had the Dalai Lama killed to suit his own ends>^ fhe K8 ang Hsi 
Emperor did not hide his distaste for the Pontiff; he ordered the 
corpse to be thrown away-̂ a deliberate and deep insult which denied the 
dead man the ftneral honors befitting hiŝ .rt

. Latzah Khan shortly thereafter appointed a new Dalai Lama to lead

- ■ : ;::26Peteeh, ::p» .,13o;'::? .''V: '■ v'vf:' f . ';V: . _ ’
• ; 27Roekhilli, T'oung Pao, X (1910), 34* ''. 'v.; ' . f.
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Tibetan Budibism in the person of a monks Hag-dban-yê ses-rgya-mts * o e30 „ 
Thongh recognized nominally by Tibetan lamass the., new Pontiff actually never 
gained either their confidence or-that of tb@ populace at large»

Latzan Khan's position was. strongly challenged by Khoshotes in 
the Kukunbr region of northern Tibet| however$ the K'ang Hsi Emperor by 
direct action, for some time was able to quiet this threat<, In 170? 
la-tu-hu% a, sub̂ chancellor of the Grand Secretariats was sent to the :
Kukunor. Khoshotes to investigate the problem. The enfoy reported the 
unrest to the Emperor 3 and as a re suit Ho-shou,, Vice-Pre sident of the 
Grand Secretariats was sent to Lhasa "to support Labzhan Khan (Latzan 
Khan) against the disaffected and to finish putting order among the Lama . 
partisans of the sDe-srid |regent3 el?51 Inasmuch as troops were not seat 
to Tibet to enforce the Chinese resident' s actions, he had to rely on 
Latzan Khan for. support* In 1710. the K'ang Hsi Emperor ordered that the 
Dalai Lama finally be officially installed and granted "him a sealed 
document of investiture* .

Thus for the first time a Chinese envoy had been sent to Lhasa 
with escplieit powers to intervene in Tibetan affairs* Although Ho-shou 
Remained only a limited-period of time in Tibet and his authority was . 
limited because of lack of military support, his appointment keynoted 
continued Gh'ing dynasty entrance into internal Tibetan affairs* Never
theless, at this time, the position of the pro-Chinese ruler of Tibet

- ̂ %ereaffer referred to as ibises* - 
3-kPetech, p. 15*
^Ibldo* f* n= 3»



was not greatly enhanced by the actions of his suzerain,33.-X
Tibetans resented Latzan Khan's heavy-banded removal of the ; 

Sixth Dalai Lama and their feelings against the Khan were accentuated 
by an event which took place in Eastern Tibet several years after the 
late Lama's death„ In a poem written shortly before that event̂
T shangs-dbyangs-rgya-mt sho had promised to return to his people as a 
result of a reincarnation (hubll'ban) in Southeastern Tibet<>34 in • 
September 1708s a son was bom to a former lama at Li-T'ang in the 
area east of Lhasa and was recognized shortly thereafter as the true 
reincarnation of the Sixth Dalai Lama by two Kukunor Khoshete princes6 

This challenge to the authority of Latzan Khan was greeted by 
varyingreactioms within Tibet„ The populace was generally highly 
pleased with the alternative to a Chinese-dominated Dalai Lama. Hence 
Latzan Khan saw his position undermined by this threat and attempted 
to discredit the rival to his own chdce as Dalai Lama, The Tibetan 
people soon forgot that Tshangs-dbyangs-rgya-mtsho was weak and immorale 
Instead they began to venerate his memory and quietly began to organise 
their forces inorder to overthrow Latzan.Khan̂  his puppet Dalai Lama, 
and the Ohine se - overlords c s

The K'aug Hsi .Emperor reacted cautiously to the Tibetan public' s 
■ antipathy toward Latzan Khan and its commensurate enthusiasm for the 
new reincarnationo The Emperor recognised that his support of the Khan,, 
was necessary if the latter was to remain in power0 It was of further

-̂ petech, p, l6«
3%ell, 'Tibet Last and Present. p« 39»



advantage for this condition to continues as Tsewang.Araptan * s growing 
power was a,distinct menace to both Chinese and Tibetan stability.

Despite these eonsiderationss for equally strong reasons the 
K'ang Hsi Enperor ordered that the newIy«-born Dalai Lama not be killed* 
Oonstant pressure from partisans of the reincarnation, on Latsan Khan 
would keep him so occupied that he would be unable to develop any 
thoughts he may have had with regard to becoming independent of Chinae 
He would continuously need Chinese backing if he were to remain in -' 
power„ Morec®rs the K1 ang Hsi Emperor, considered that the new Dalai 
Lama could be used by the Chinese for their own benefit, if Latzam 
Khan should become unmanageable or if forces against the Khan became 
so powerful that they could overthrow him. If either situation were to 
occur, the Emperor would have to be able to dominate the new Khoshote=- 
supported Lama, Thus he would be in a position to change sides easily 
and throw his support against Latzan Khan in favor of the reincarnation 
The Emperor was cognizant throughout this period that there was much to 
question in Latzan Khan* s actions against the Sixth Dalai Lama, Hence, 
though he was favorable to Latzan Khan during the years prior to 1714, 
he remained interested in seeing that the Dalai Lama was kept alive
should he become useful to Manehu purposes<>35

The Khoshote Mongols continued to press the K* ang Hsi Emperor 
for some favorable reaction to their prospective Pontiff, The second 
most influential Tibetan religious leader was the Tashi-Lama (Panehen 
Lama), head of the monastery of bKra-sis=lhunpo, located 25 kilometers

35pet,eeh, p. 18,
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west of Lhasa at Shigatse* The Kulmnor Khoshotes appealed to him for 
support of their candidatej, who was heavily guarded throughout this 
period hy Mongol tribesmen at a monastery in Hsi-ning in lastem Tibet 
on the Kansu border. • But the Tashi-Lama remained loyal to the position 
of the K’ang Bsi Emperor j, although he did try to conciliate differences 

- between the Khoshotes and the two claimants for the throne, of the Dalai
Lama,3̂  , ■, ' ' '

5 c. The Dsungar Invasion of Tibet ;
. The K'ang Hsi Emperor readily saw that by 1715 the position of 

Latzan Khan was steadxly deteriorating and took steps to gain suzerainty 
aver the rival Dalai Lama» Henees the Kukunor Khoshotes, anxious to 
secure the friendships of the Emperor̂  agreed to his suggestion to have 
the reincarnation removed to a monastery at Knmbum (sKu-abtm), outside 
of Hsi-ning.37 There the young pretender1 s ■ fathers a strong proponent 
of his son’s claim, gained wide support from other Mongols as well as 
from Tibetan nobles and lamas antagonistic to Latzan Khane Thus^. 
though the Chinese still continued to support and give advice to Latzan 
Khan, they carefully managed to preserve ah alternate choice to his rulel^ 

Clerical opposition forces in Tibet and the Kukunor Khoshote tri
bal leaders soon began to intrigue with Tsewang iraptan, for they were 
not satisfied with the Chinese reaction to requests for a change in the 
Lamaist hierarchyo Tsewang had continued to. remain peaceful since his

36Ibid.. p. 20. ■ ■ '
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uncle1S death in 1697, although strengthening his military forcess The 
uneasy tranquility ended in 1714 when Tsewang attacked the important 
trade center of Hamie But- "here he was .disappointed because large 
forces had already been dispatched" to the area by the K9ang Hsi Em
peror for defensive purposesô  ̂ This attack drew the Emperor*s 
attention graphically to Tsewang*s menaces hence* he ordered the 
Bsungar chieftain to diffuse his power among several Western Mongol 
chieftains and divide up tribal lands* Tsewang refused to do so and 
continued to gather other. Mongols to his side A® . Eig ̂leadership had 
strong popular approval and the people under his rule were generally 
contented economically as a result of adequate returns from agricul
ture and trade« When approached by malcontents from Tibet* Tsewang 
reacted favorably to their proposals to assist in over-throwing Latzan 
Khan and his puppet Dalai lama and restoring the,legitimate reincarna
tion who was still at Kumbume Tsewang stood to increase his prestige 
and growing empire greatly by weakening Chinese control over Tibet*

Under these circumstances* preparations were secretly made for 
a Bsungar military invasion against Tibet =, Within that country anti- 
Latzan Khan espionage was successfully directed at bribing nobles and 
military officials to desert the Khan's cause* Furthermore* young lamas 
from main lamaseries in the Lhasa area were sent to Dsungar forces in 
order to guide them through. Tibet once the invasion begane41 Addi-
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tionally5 to allay any suspicions that Latzan Khan m y  have had with re- 
■gard to Isewang’s intentions, the latter proposed a marriage alliance 
between the two leaders« Latzan Khan*s son married Tsewang*s daughter and 
went to live with her family for a while» But Tsewang betrayed his in= 
tentions and secretly had the- youth killed in 1717 <>42 The Khan did not j 
know this, though, and in June of that year he departed for his summer 
home at aDam, near Hag-ê û ka, north of Lhasa, supposedly to meet his 
Son who was: reportedly returning from Tsewang A3 ■ Latzan Khan was ■ unsus= ■ 
pecting of any Dsungar attack, despite warnings from the Chineseô A

The Dsungar forces moved in two sections against their objectives 
under the over-all command of Tsewang1s cousin, Ts1 e-rim don-grub* One 
army was dispatched to free the Dalai Lama candidate at kumbum045 The 
other force was to enter northwest Tibet and surprise the Khan at his 
summer resort north of Lhasa» There the two groups would join together, 
vanquish Latzan Khan and his clique, and then escort the new Dalai Lama 
to Lhasa in triumph for enthronement0

The main rationale for the Dsungar invasion was stated in terms 
of restoring the true Dalai Lamaj Tibetans were told that the Dsungars 
were only invading their country in order to bring “the rightful Dalai 
from the Kukunor1 lake to the masterless and defenceless Tibetans& "4̂
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This pledge caused many inhabitants to come to the Dsungars1 aids thus 
deserting Latzan Khan,̂ -7 But the Dsxmgar propaganda and military plans 
were almost destroyed before Latzan Khan was even attacked* The fdree 
which was supposed to rescue the Dalai Lama from the monastery at Kum.~ 
bum was defeated by the Ghinese« This directly menaced the whole invasion; 
f or without the Dalai Lama, the Dsungars 11 could no longer count upon the 
support of the Yellow (Hat) Church»H The lamas would become hostile 
and then, would find no problem in returning to pro-Chinese policies if 
this was necessary in order to gain their true leader» Recognizing 
this, Ts’e-rin kept the defeat a secret and proceeded with his attack, 
announcing to allthat the army had triumphed at Kumbum and that it was 
coming south with the legitimate Seventh Dalai lama*49

Latzan Khan was completely surprised to learn that the Dsungars 
were attacking, but nevertheless began to set up a def ense against the in~ 
yaderso But his forces at lag-e?u-ka' failed to take advantage of their 
superior artillery, Ts'earin's tired army or a favorable field position̂  
Besieged for two months ineffectively by the Dsungars, the Khoshote leader 
withdrew his forces to Lhasa,,P8 ô lha-nas, Latzan Khan’ s Tibetan aide, 
had advised otherwise, but was over-ruled« The results of that retreat

4?ln fact, only one major Tibetan noble remained fully loyal to 
the Khoshote chieftain. This was bSod-nams-stobs=rgyas of P’o-lha-nas 
(hereafter referred to as P’o-lha-nas)® He rendered valuable services 
to the Khan throughout the invasion periodo

4%eteeh, pe 35= :: ■ , ' v ..’ ; '
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cost Latzan Khan his power and life. He further-erred by failing to ask 
the K’ang Hsi Emperor for direct military support tdaen reporting the in
vasion to the latter in a letter written in August 172-7» An appeal for 
aid was sent later̂  but was not received until March 1718/ after latzan 
Khan had been, killed.51 Throughout the last months of his rule, thb 
Khan’s actions continuously indicated a great lack of leadership. Such 
a situation proved to be disastrouss for latzan Khan was menaced by a 

. strong opposition on the front and a militant underground movement from 
the rear. Despite these adverse considerations * lhasa theoretically was 
a better place in which to survive''a •s$,e>ge5 because of its strong walls
and large food supplieŝ 52 . ,

latzan Khan’s retreat into lhasa caused Ts’e-rin to surrotind the
city and intensify subversive activities against his opponent. Tibetan 
soldiers in latzan Khan’s amy were considered ho stile .53 The main mona
steries near lhasa of Se-ras aBras-spunŝ  and dGaldan were centers of 
espionage for the.Bsungar forces, stirring up the populace within the 
city to sabotage the Khoshote arM.es = Several of latzan Khan’s minis
ters also were traitors to his cause .54

The Bsungar siege of the city brought successful results within 
ten days of commencement. lhasa was blockaded on four sides by divisions 
of the invading army, which was well-supplied by the monasteries. After

^Petech/ Po 3Qo
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midnight of, 3Q November 1717̂  the Dsungars invaded the tovm« Aided by . 
traitors Within Lhasâ  the northern sector was breeched and Dsungar v 
troops enteredo Only in the southern quarter did the Khoshote forces hold5 

as -western and eastern sections also fell to the invaderso They re
ceived strong support from the Lhasa populace assoon as they entered 
the eity 8,55 By morning Lhasa had fallen to the Dsungars * -who proceeded / 
to sack the tom5 and even “invaded and stripped the monasteries » „ e
plhê ) returned.; again and again to the houses, sparing neither age nor
. sex o -e o tyihg > . , and seourgihg theia to make them reveal where their
riches were concealed -o » ," 56

Although the city was in Dsungar control̂  Latzan Khan remained 
free for a short time longer*; ■ In.: the wake of the enemy1 s entrance into : 
Lhasa, the Khoshote chieftain fled to the Potala. The Tashi-Lama had ’ 
attempted to save Latzan Khan's life by reproving Ts'e-rin for permitting 
vandalism after Lhasa's fall, but he was unsuccessful*57 mus,, the 

Dsungars surrounded the Potala* Hoping to save his wife and some other 
members of his family, Latzan Khan and a few aides attempted to draw 
away a mob which broke into the palace„ Their flight was soon, discovered0.

The fugitives reached a deep ditch with a double palisade at 
which the King's fLatzan Khan) horse took fright and in lieu 
of jumping the .ditchvfell. with the unfortunate King* The in« 
human Tartars [Dsungarsj came up and attacked Cinghes Khang 
pjatzan Khan̂ , who defended himself valiantly, wounding and 
killing several of his assailants| with a last stroke he cut .

^Petech, p= 37o A
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off the right ara. of the man nearest him and fell deado 
• Those Tstoo had supported Latzaa Khan were treated in various ways
by the; IDsungars. Els wife and small son, were imprisoned' and later sent ; 
to live in. captivity with the Dsungar tribesmen, Bon-grub̂ -ts1 e-rins a ; 
leading Khoshote general, was killed when'he tried to free Latzan Khan's 

„ \ wife and son as they were being sciled But K8 an-c ’ en-nas 5 who was •
also being sent on that tripy escaped. He organized a conspiracy com- 

n posed of supporters of the late.Khan, and this group. later recovered'.
much of the booty taken by the Dsungars0 Latzan Khan’s puppet Dalai 

; :LaM, was: allowed to" retire to a monastery,, The Tashi-Lamay;. although ' 
pro-Chinesey was not killed '/because Ts1 e-rin had once been his pupil; he 
was thus merely confined to'the Potala and kept under strict surveillance?̂

6,'The'Chinese .Military Invasion of Tibet ' ; \ ' ■
' ■: : Disregarding the fact that Ts’e-rin had political control over
, only part of Tibet5^  the K’ang Hsi Emperor reacted quickly to the 
challenge posed by a hostile government in Lhasa; for the long-feared 
MongdrTibetan alliance was. a reality. With control over Tibet, Tsewang : 
could hope to secure the allegiance of diverse Mongol tribes0 Thus 
a strong Hongol confederation was not an unreal possibility. Such

: Fillippiy p„' 159o / ' ' . S^etech, p, Al, .
';60De.Fillippiy p.: l6$t . ' 6lIbid, p. 160, : y
% bid,, P, 161. : . . / by
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a force -trould be a defimite threat, to Ghimese security on the western 
boundaries, if not to the very existence of the dynasty itself,If 
the Hanehu Emperor exhibited concern at the Bsungar success he did so 
with good reason. But despite adequate cause for alarm, the Chinese 
position was not hopeless.

The K8ang Hsi Bmperor * s precautionary measure of imprisoning 
the Sixth Dalai Lama's reincarnation at Kumbum gave him a powerful wea
pon for use against the Dsmgars. During his whole campaign against 
Latzan Khan, Tsewang Araptan had promised to place the rightful Dalai 
Lama on the throne. Particularly for this reason, Tibetans had given 
strong support and encouragement to the Dsumgars, They fully expected 
that with a new Dalai Lama enthroned, domination of Tibetan affairs 
would r evert back to the Tibetans themselves, Ts' e-rin produced no 
Dalai Lama; his men sacked monasteries and in general acted more in
humane than Latzan Khan ever did, Ts’e-rin’s proclamation that the re
incarnation was the Seventh Dalai Lama was unwise; 5̂ forj) following the 

example of the Dsungars, the K'ang Hsi-Emperor after 1718 continuously 
1 pledged support to his captive in the Kukunor region. In so doing he 
gaihed allegiance from Mongols as well as Tibetans who had no tolerance 
for the r apacious Dsungars,

The K'ang Hsi Emperor realized the problem posed by Tsewang*s . 
leadership* It was imperative that Chinese interests be protected. As 
time passed, it, became clear that these could only be safeguarded by

6ki, p, 39, ; : :: ' ;
^̂ Petech, p. 44, ■ -  ,



GMmese direct military interyeiition into fibeto^
Militarilyj, tiie Manchu armies had certain advantages over the • 

Dsnngars« The latter's forces* numbering 650G0 at the beginning of the 
invasion, had decreased somewhat due to war casualties. Chinese forces, 
on the other hand, had not been engaged in heavy combat for some time, 
•Though both sides were continually plagued -by supply problems, the Chinese 
could rely more regularly on Tibetan sources than the Bsungars, The 
Western Mongols were in a hostile land once they failed to produce the . 
religious leader they:promised, The Chinese had that leader and took 
full advantage of his prestige.

Within Tibet, the Dsungars met with immediate opposition from • 
various quarters hostile to their harsh political control, which had not 
changed previous religious conditions. The Kukunor Xhoshotes, never 
warm in their support of the Dsungars, except to gain their own ends, 
quickly returned to the Chinese side when this mdve seemed necessary in 
order to enthrone the Dalai Lamao Inasmuch as the Dsungars openly profess 
sed Yellow Hat Buddhism, they could not object when the Tashi-Lama de
parted from Lhasa in early 1718, However, this move was" widely inter
preted as an indication of general lama discontent with the Dsungars8 

failure to present a new Dalai Lama and their barbarian sacking of •
Lhasa, including several lamaseries and the.Potala,̂ ?

The Dsungars alienated other segments of the population by ad
ministrative errors. Aristocrats were embittered by the excessively

66Roekhill, T'oung Pao. X (1940), 40, 
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harsh treatment of Latzan Khan, Few noblemen were appointed to major 
governmental positions, An ©Id aide of Latzan Khan5 Lto=-rgyal*=rab- • 
brtan of sTag-rtsê ^̂  was given a major governmental position but with= 
but mch power , "iarions Bed Hat areas were sacked and pillaged̂  but this 
only-served to heighten general discontents even among Yellow Hat 
Tibetans, , , , ; . , . ,

Tet organized opposition Was slow in forming, inasmuch as the 
Dsungars retained tight military control over the country. When opposing 
forces finally began to operate effectively in late 1718, two leading sup
porters of the late Latzan Khan were at the helm of the movement: P8o=
lha-nas, the Tibetan leader, and K1an-e*en-nas, Latzan Khan’s chief aide, 

K’an-c!en-nas organized and led a powerful movement against the 
Dsungars from the mla-ris area in western Tibet, From a fortress at 
Hetrick there, he deceived riches-laden DsUngar tribesmen with his hospi
tality and then killed them all, regaining much of the wealth they had 
taken upon sacking Lhasa,^ This done, he succeeded in blocking communi
cations between Ts’e-rim and Tsewang, causing disunity in the Mongol 
camp. His. center of activity was so separated from Lhasa and the 
Dsungars that he gathered a strong .force which in the end was important 
in the final removal Of the invaders,

F’o-lha-mas was a more colorful yet less successful leader than 
the Khoshote general. He was at first friendly to the Dsungars, even ad
vocating a compromise tdth them in accord with the desires of the Tashi-

referred to as sTag-rtse, 
e Fillippi, p, I65,



Lama®'3 But ha continued to plot for the overthrow of the killers of 
Latzan Khan from his south Tibetan area of gNa-nan, He further supported 
the Tashi=-Lama -when the latter established contact with the Chinese in 
early .1719= F9o-lha-nas continued to show signs of anti-Dsungar feel
ings# particularly spreading subversive thinking among the Tibetan 
soldiers in the occupation anay®71

The two anti-Dsungar leaders had re-established a common policy . 
shortly after K’an-ê en-nas wiped out the Mongols at Gartok® In 1720#
P8 o-lha-nas pursued a group of Dsungars who left Lhasa in face of im
minent Chinese @,pture of the city# but he failed to overtake them as 
they made good their escape through an isolated part of western Tibet® 
Nevertheless# this action brought together theWo leaders in time to re
ceive a communication to,eome to Lhasa from the Chinese general command
ing invasion forces into Tibet® Though P9o-lha-nas preferred to wait 
until hearing from the Emperor directly# K9 an-c9 en-nas1 argument that the 
Tibetans would do well to join in the capture of Lhasa prevailed« Hence 
in 1720 the two leaders returned to Lhasa and there met the Chinese® 72

Chinese forces were prepared for action in the Central Asian' 
highlands, well before news arrived that Latzan Khan had been cbposed by 
the Dsungars® In July 1714s a mission from- the Li Fan Yuan traveled via 
Russian Siberia to visit Ayuki# chief of the Turgut Mongols®‘ Sent os
tensibly to arrange the return of a minor prince from China# this

7®Peteeh# p® 47®
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embassy learned much about the area it traversed̂  although it did not 
gain any direct alliance with those Mongols on the Volga073 Ihen 
Tsewang attacked Hand, in 1715s Funinggan (d„ 1728), a Manchu general̂  
was ordered to the Kansu province border to prepare a force and supply- 
chain for inyasion against the DstingarSi In 1717 Ms army joined with 
that of Furdan .=(1683-1753)» a Manchu general operating in the Altai . 
region of Western Mongoliâ  in ah uneventful attempt to attack'' Dsungar 
lands from the north» These forces continued to remain a threat to 
Tsewanga% Furthermore, the Chinese had become suspicious of Latzan Khan’s . 
own activities when the marriage alliance had been concluded between the 
Khan and Tsewang Araptam. Hence, the border entrepot of T &-chien-lu 
was strongly reinforced should military activity be necessary<>,

Under these threatening conditions, two Chinese armies on the 
Tibetan border were ordered to meet the challenge imposed by Ts*e- 
Tin's capture of Lhasa when news reached Peking that Latzan Khan had been . 
attacked by the Dsungars> One force left from Hsi-ning in the north, led 
by Erentei, a Manchu officer, and Is1e-dban-nor-du, a Mongol duke, and 
entered the Kukunor region, where it was soon learned that Latzan Khan 
had been killedo A force,froia Szechwan province approached from the 
east via T;!a=»chien-lu, Li-t̂ ahg and Ba-t 'ang, but it was not a factor 
in-the first attack on Tibeto ■ : . -

The initial Chinese invasion met with disastrous results. When

.■■■ -• ■ ■ 73 ■ ", ■■ . ■ : . ■ ' . . .. Gaston Cahen, Some Early Russo-Chinese Relations, trans, ¥s
Sheldon Eidge (Shanghais\ .'!The National Review11 office, 1940), p, 58*
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the K’ang Hsi Emperor learned of l/atzah Ehs.h's loss to the Dsungars, he 
decided to wait : until 1719 to march against them. Then a reconnais
sance mission was sent south from Erentei's force, fhet wo groups met 
on the Mag-cf'U rivers north of Lhasa. There# Erentei and Sereng5 the 
leader of the scouting segment, quarrelled. The Dsmgars took advantage 
of this division and surrounded the Chinese forces, . Although they- 
promised no reprisals in return for an immediate surrender, Tsle-rin's 
men promptly massacred the invaders,^ -Thus the first Chinese attempt 
to remove the Dsungars was completely repulsed, - ;, ■-

After an initial reaction of shock in Peking, the h'ang Bsi ; 
Emperor ordered a larger and more powerful force to be prepared for 
another invasion against the Dsungars«, . His fourteenth son, Tin-t1 i 
(1686-1755), was named to be - commander-in-chief;of.the army; a major 
division was under Yen-hsin (fl, 1687-1728), a Banchu general in the 
Kukunor region, while Funinggan and Furdan commanded men,who attacked 
Tsewang from the east, in order to:keep him active on two fronts. In 
T1a-chien-lu; Garbi, another Banchu officer, commanded a force which ad- ’ 
vanced against Lhasa, .

In face of this strong onslaught from the Chinese, particularly 
from Garbi1 s troops, as well as increasingly successful attacks from, the 
Tibetans, the Dsungars'were forced to flee Lhasa in October 1720, fol- .. 1

lowed by the small forces of P1p-lha-has, -But most of them were.able 
to escape from Tibet and rejoin Tsewang in Western Mongolia,^ However, ;

/ 7%e Fillippi, p, 157, 7%ockhill, T^ouns Pao, X (1910), 41,
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Tsse~rin fled to the desert to the north and thence into the mountainsg 
11 where- they say he died of hunger and despair

The Chinese control over Tibet was thus established by the use 
of outright military force. As promised prior to the invasion5, the 
Kukuaor Ihoshbtes1 candidate for Dalai Lama was enthroned by the tri
umphant Chinese. Before the attacks len-hsin and Ts'e-dban-nor-bu had 
paid homage to him* and in Movember 1719 they promised tô recognize the 
youth.79 Yen-hsin1 s army left Hsi-nings it stopped at the lamasery
of Kmnbum. and there Yin-t * i presented the Dalai Lama with the K8ang Hsi 
Emperor’s seal and another document, in a 11 gorgeous ceremonial.M̂ O fhen 

the Dalai Lama joined the Chinese army and received popular acclaim en 
route to Lhasa. Uniting with the forces of P’o-lha-nas and K’an-c’en-nas, 
he entered the "pillaged and desolated Potala" accompanied by Mongols, 
Manehus, Chinese, and Tibetans on 16 October 1720.̂ 1 Thus Chinese and 
Tibetan desires were reconciled and "the Dalai Lama and his father had 
reached their goal0"^2 ■

The conquest had been achieved and Tibet was freed from Mongol . 
domination and the threats inherent in such a situation, nevertheless, 
the IC’ang Hsi Emperor considered it necessary to protect his gains sue- 
; eessfullys inasmuch as Tsewang still remained a hostile force in Western

7%e Philippi, p. 170, 7%@teGh, p. $8.
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Mongolia, Thie Emperor1 s pslicy to^rd the ..newly-eonquereti area .was de
signed to permit leading Tibetans to serve in the local government as well 
as to allow the Dalai Lama a certain amount of religions control<, But 
the K’ang Msi Emperor felt that it was wise to take advantage of the 
Chinese position to impose various restrictions on the Tibetans in order 
to keep a careful watch on developments in the Central Asian area*

. The Chinese installed a slx-mam provisional military government . 
over Tibet shortly after arrival. Its composition consisted of three 
Mongol members, two Tibetans, and one Hanchu, The administration's 
chief task was to liquidate pro-Dsungar confederateŝ  and this it did 
ivith some reluctance. Despite pleas from P8 o-lha-nas and others9 
ITag-rtse. and two aides were executed at Chinese insistenceAlso, 
some pm-Dsungar lamas were either exiled to Chinaj, decapitated̂  or 
imprisoned,% The new administration also coalesced pro-Chinese , 
sentiment by fully/exploiting the populace’s gratitude for r eturning 
the true Dalai lama to Lhasa, Nevertheless, Western Tibet remained a 
’ center of only passive Chinese supports desirous of neither Chinese or 
Dsungar control over the country, .

Religious activities were resumed generally uncontrolled by 
the Chinesê  With the exception of the aforementioned persecution of 
pro-Dsungar lamas.. The new Dalai Lama, and the aging Tashi-Lama were 
reconciled̂  and the former soon began formal training for his;duties•

. ...■ . ^%etechL p, 63L - -v:' ; ■ . ' , ,
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A aew ciyil government soon replaced the provisional’military 
government. Power was centralized in a eonneil of ministers, rather than 
in the all==4ominating pne~man regency previously used« The Chinese re- 
tained control of a large segment of southeastern Tibet 9 from Szeeh'wan 
province westward to central Tibet, Care ms taken, to assure wide Tibetan 
participation in the government in much the same way that conquered 
Chinese were b rought into the Ch'ing .dynasty administration, K8an- 
e'en-nas was appointed chief ministerj Tibetans held governorships in all 
major areas, and those appointed as governors served on the council of 
ministerso Though P’o-lha-nas did not serve on the council officially 
until 1723, he retained enormous popularity,

This type Of organization was useful for Chinese purposes.
Though two of the provincial governors were not overly favorable to the
Chinese, the chief minister and: P1 ô lhâ nas were loyal to the K’ang Hsi

v ■ : ■' ■ - " ^  Emperor, as was the Dalai lama's father, who also served on the council.
The division prevented any one person from assuming cont®l. Rather, 
power was divided and the leaders of-the country were scattered as pro
vincial: governors, Though this arrangement resulted in a weak national 
state and strong local areas,,the Chinese position remained secure. The 
Manchu government had not taken Tibet in order to make outright terri
torial gains; this would have been costly and would only have served to 
arouse antagonism within Tibet, The military expeditions were sent in 
order to Undermine the Dsungars. Once this was done, the K’ang Hsi 
Emperor approved of a system whereby major administration positions

f̂peteoh, p̂  67»



were held by Tibetans
Howevers the Emperor’s military polleies in Tibet indicated that 

he deemed it prudent to protect closely-the gains made, Lhasa's strong 
city walls were destroyed in order to keep the city open, should the 
Chinese ever find it necessary to enter forcibly again,Also„ 3,000 
imperial soldiers remained in Lhasa for about a year under the command 
of Ts'e-dban-nor-bu, Then most of them were withdrawn to China, The. 
remainder stayed in Lhasa with their commander, although they were 
later moved slightly north to Crva-bzl,̂  ̂ But with eastern Tibet under 
'Szechwan governmental control and the roads cleared from Lhasa to T'a- 
chien-lu, a large Chinese armed force could always re-enter qplckly, 
should conditions warrant,90 ■ v

In addition to military precautions, some civil intervention was 
also arranged as a result of the Emperor's policy toward the new Tibetan 
government. Acting upon a suggestion from Hien Keng-ya© (d, 1726), governor- 
general of Szechwan and Shensi provinces, the K'ang Hsi Emperor named Ts'e- 
dban-nor-bu as "Chinese representative and eommander-in-ehief" in Tibet 
and Ebus Bails, a Manchu officer attached to the garrison, as his "assist
ant for military affairs."91 The power Of these persons was never ex
ceptionally great in the early years of the new government's operation, 
but with a generally tranquil Tibetan situation there was not much need 
for strong interference in local affairs. In fact any strong moves from
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the Chinese would have weakened their position instead of strengthening 
it e Administratively,̂  the residents were ■under the control of the Li 
Fan Yuan, but they had "the duty of memorializing the Throne on all 
questions of: importance?! 92 .

In the years immediately following the establishment of Chinese 
suzerainty over Tibetj, cordial relations existed between important 
Tibeiaaleaders and the K1 ang Hsi Emperor =, The Dalai Lama and the Emperor 
exchanged missions during the period̂  although the former actually was 
permitted to exercise only slight power<, 93; p > o~lha-nas5 though dif
fering with the Chinese concerning their harsh policy of no financial 
aid to Red Hat lamaseries destroyed by the Bsungars, nevertheless com- ' 
plied with a. Chinese request to lead a force against the Bsunga,rs0 But 
that military action failed and P'o-lha-nas was forced to return to Lhasa
in February 172294 . :

Popular grievances against the Chinese were alleviated when 
P • o-lha-nas and K1 an-e1 en-nas referred. complaints to the S'* ang Hsi Em
peror <, Tibetans had been foreedto feed Chinese animals and replace those 
that diedIas a result of the cold climate, in addition to paying heavy 
taxesp Following the Tibetan leaders' report, a change in Chinese 
policy resulted in, fewer demands on the local populace» P'o-lha-nas and 
E'an-e'en-nas served their masters well and simultaneously helped to aid

9̂ William Frederick Mayersc The Chinese Government (3rd. ed„ rev0| 
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the Tibetans: achieve- legitimate desires in the early years following the 
Ohinese intervention,

A serious problem developed in the Chinese administration within 
Tibet during the first years of its operation. The replacements for the 
initial resident and assistant were reported to be “causing trouble and 
strife $11 leading to conflict'which weakened the internal strength of the 
Lhasa garrison,95 Mien Keng-yao in Szechwan advised the Emperor to re
move them or to establish a stronger postal system which would increase, 
efficient supply service, The Emperor acted quickly to alleviate prob
lems in Tibet and replaced his appointments with officers of higher rank 
and greater efficiency. Although these residents exercised slight ad
ministrative power and were not even permanent s the Chinese representa
tive generally called ambans (ta-chen), provided the beginning for more 
intense Chinese participation in Tibetan internal affairs when necessary. 
But the Chinese policy in Tibet since intervention generally was aimed at 
permitting as much independence for the Tibetans as possible.

The Kfang Hsi Emperor realized fully that Tibet served as the key 
to Ohinese domination of Mongolian problems. Hence he had been forced to 
act firmly when Tibet fell into the hands of the leading anti-Chinese 
force to the west5, the Dsuhgars, But once these Mongols were removed 
from Tibets China was content to permit the Tibetans to rule themselves. 
The Chinese Emperor recognized that this arrangement would keep the 
populace generally satisfied̂  and particularly its leaders. Further- ' 
more> any trouble which developed economically or politically in Tibet

libido, p, 73,



would" have to be solved fey the Tibetan regime, not by the Chinese, How
ever s imperial armies could always move in if a difficulty was not re
moved „ The type of administration established was thus highly advan
tageous to Chinese interestso The Dalai Lama recognized the cultural 
and military superiority of the Emperor» Converselŷ  the latter ms satis
fied to realize that it ms wise to pay some homage to the religious 
leader; for this attitude brought, Chinese territorial security from ;■
Mongols who followed Tibetan policyo

Additionallys the kind of suzerainty established by the Gh’ing 
government would not prove costly if the Tibetans ruled themselves5 yet 
recognized Chinese superiority* Even in the early days following the 
intervention, the problems of supply Caused great difficulties» It was 
costly to transport goods to Tibet from China0 Even if these could be 
sent, the journey was long and difficult:* With only a small force in 
Tibet which regularly reported events to Peking, these kinds of problems 
were minimized. The K’ang Hsi Emperor found it wise to limit suppression 
of local independence from this economic standpoint* Furthermore, the 
D sungar experience was a valuable warning against cruel and harsh treat
ment of the Tibetans*

. In the years that followed, Chinese control continued to be v 
exercised, sometimes more stringently than under the K'ang Hsi Emperor, 
and sometimes less, so* This generally depended on conditions as they 
developed within Tibet itself* But during the reign of the K’ang Hsi 
Emperor a formal basis was developed -for Oh8 ing dynastic treatment of 
the Tibetans* This indicated a full awareness of the problems involved 
with the need for control of Tibet * The result was a continued concern
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in Central Asian affairs in the years which followed,. By carefnlly con«= 
trolling Tibet and thus influencing Mongol activitŷ  China under the 
Gh'ing dynafty was; safeguarded from any powerful Western threats to



VI, SINO-BWiM . REMf IOMS OF THE K«ASG H5I EHPEBOB

1 o General Introduction to Russian Siberian Expansion and the Plash 
•with frke. Gkimese Empire .

The Russian and Chinese. Empires clashed in the late 17th century , 
over conflicting interests, in the Far East., focusing their conflict in 
the Amur River valley, Russian activity in "Eastern Siberia developed as 
an outgrowth of strong Muscovite desires for commercial activity5, be
ginning in western Siiaeria during the r eign of Ivan IV '(1533-84) •- 
Lured particularly \>j furs, the Russians rapidly crossed the entire 
Siberian land-mass, reaching the Kamchatka Peninsula by 1648, En route 
they established various posts ■which served as bases for governmental 
and commercial activity within a given locale as well as for further 
exploration. This , rapid advance caused the Russian traders to outrun 
their supply lines and government „ Because of the Ailure to command 
adequate food rations fipm the west, Russians were forced to look for a 
base in the east which would supply their needs. That base was found in
the Ghihese-eontrolled Amur River valley, and there Russians and Chinese

o ■ ' - ■clashede Despite the great profits that could be made from commercial
activity, Siberian settlers realized that they desperately needed the

rPierre Leroy-Baaulieu, The Awakening of the East (Hew York: 
McClure, Phillips & Co.,, 1900), p, 2* . ■
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fertile fields of the Amur Elver ralley to act as a source of grain supply 
if a well-settled and exploited Siberia was to develop0 As the Hanchu 
dynasty and particularly the KXang Hsi Emperor saw that Russians were 
already claiming various Mongol tribes as vassalŝ  the Emperor took 
steps to limit the Russians’ encroachment into areas .claimed by the 
Middle Kingdom, In so doing,, the Chinese reduced the Russian hold over 
certain Mongols and forced the Russians to retreat from their goal of 
Amur Talley control until the mid=19th centuryo This retreat was caused 
mainly by the Chinese offering to the Russians the right to trade within 
the Middle Kingdom,

The two nations also vied heatedly for spheres of influence over 
various Mongol and Tumgus tribes located on the Siberian border in order 
to gain trade advantages and border security, The Russianss particularly 
their Moscow government, were more interested 'in trade than in food.
That government, at times ruled strongly and on other occasions danger
ously weakly, recognized that trade would be aided if tribes on the 
border of Russian lands recognized the Czar’s superiority or would permit 
his traders .to enter their lands to participate in commercial activity. 
Inasmuch as these tribes also were often beholden to the Chinese, or 
were at war with them as in Galdan’s and Tsewang’s case, there was 
ample reason for the Chinese Emperor to react cautiously to the 
Russians’ advance eastward.

The clash over the neighboring tribes and commercial activity 
lasted throughout the K’ang Hsi period. During the first years of the 
Emperor’s reign the Russians generally were unmolested by phe Chinese 
as they moved into the Amur Valley, But with the conclusion of the
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rebellion of Wo. Saa-toiei, the Emperor personally began to. increase Gbi- 
nese pressure against the Russian entrance» Yet.Siberian trappers and 
traders continued to advance and began a very lucrative trade with Chi
nese on the Siberian bordero After several military clashes, in the l680's« 
the Russians; and Chinese signed the Treaty of Nerchinsk in early September 
of l6S9ĝ  which delineated the border between the two nations and caused 
the Russians to withdraw from the Amur River Valley in return for in
creased trade rights. But this treaty virtually ignored the Mongol- 
Tungus problem. The Russians began to reduce intriguinĝ  particularly 
with the Mongols, only when the former realized that such action would 
only arouse the Chinese and might threaten the increasingly profitable 
right to trade with the latterA But the Russians never failed to recog
nize conversely 'that the possibility of a Russo-Mongol alliance could be , 
effectively used to thwart Chinese inclinations to limit Russian com
mercial intercourse.

This phase of Ch'ing foreign policy was marked by a conflict 
between two leading rulers of world history: Peter I (ruled 1682=1725),
Czar of Russia ("the Great”) and the K'aag Hsi Emperor of China. II- 
though .cognizant of the value of Asiatic trade to his Empire, the Czar 
.rarely matched the interest of the Chinese Emperor. Bis actual ascension 
to power was preceded by a seven-year regency, and by the time Peter be-

5All dates used herein are stated according to the Hew Calendar, 
which for the seventeenth century are ten days later than those in use . 
at that time, and eleven days later for the eighteenth century. ,

. Lobanov-Rostovsky, Russia and Asia (Ann Arbor. Michigan:
George Wahr Publishing Co., 1951), p. 62. .;= , . , ; ,
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came sole Gzar shortly after the signing of the Treaty of Nerchinsk, the ; 
fundamentals of Sino-Russian relations already had been decided. It was 
not until 1694 that the reforming Czar actually assumed full personal 
control of the government«, 2 By that time the value of Bussian commercial 
exchange with the Chinese was so important that Peter chose not to tamper 
with the established pattern. Although he intrigued with various Mon
gols,, particularly Tsewang Araptan, the Russian Czar did not choose to 
risk all of the gains that his citizens had achieved. Lastly5 although 
genuinely interested in eastern affairs. Peter looked to western Europe 
to help solve Bussian problems and found relatively scant time to con
cern himself with Siberian expansion difficulties.

On the otherhandj the K'ang Hsi Emperor was a mature leaders 
when Peter the Great was placed' on the Bussian throne to rule jointly 
with his hr other 5. Ivan, in 1682. .The Emperor had just overcome the 
last great interhal crieie to threaten his dyaasty, the San-fan Be- 
bellion, and was displeased that the Bussians had been permitted un
deserved freedom on the north China frontier. Concerned by this menace 
in itself and even more so when it developed that the Bussians were as
sisting Mongol enemies of the Chinese Empire, the Pang Hsi Emperor 
constantly observed events and developments on the Amur River. As the 
Bussians failed to respond to the Emperor’s warnings to withdraw, he was 
forced to call on Manchu military forces to check this encroachment.
That advance was checked in the Treaty of Nerchinsk. The years following

Ho Sumner. Peter the Great and the ̂Emergence of Bussia 
(London? English University Press, Ltd., 1950), p. 27. .... . ..



that agreement were marked hy continued strains in Sino-Bmssiaa relations,̂  
causing the Russian government to send several important embassies to 
Pekingo Furthermore, Russians and Chinese continued to clash periodically 
over the activities of the Central Asian Mongols» The solution of these 
difficulties required strong leadership as well as a full understanding 
of the problems involved., The K’ang Hsi Emperor had those abilities5 

because he did, Russia was clearly outmaneuvered in East Asia by the 
Middle Kingdom* v ' ,

2, Patterns of Russian Eastward Expansion „
The Russians moved across the Siberian land-mass utilizing skill-, 

fully the waterways and portages which traversed the entire area in order 
to reach the Pacific* This human migration was generally done with some 
governmental impetus. Particularly in western Siberia,® the Muscovite 
bureaucrats entered the area not#^" to gain fuh tribute (iasak) for the 
Czar, but also to provide some degree of military protection for the new 
settlers against hostile natives in the area* The movement was led by, 
traders And hunters (promyshlennikil)g as soon as readily-accessible 
supplies of. fur in a given area were exhausted, these adventurers would 
move onward to a more well-supplied location* Thus new settlements were 
continuously opened up, particularly along the main Siberian rivers* In 
rapid succession the Ob and Tenesei River systems were explored, the main 
towns (ostrogs) in each, Tobolsk and Bhiseisk, established, and govern
mental supervision instituted* Then the Lena River system was explored

, Raymond H» Fisher* The Russian Fur Trade* 1550-1270 (Berkeley; 
Iniversity of California Press, 1943)> P» 39*



and lakustsk was established bn the Lena River in 1632*7 From this sitê  
the Pacific Ocean was reached as a result of the Cossack Deshnef1s ex
plorations 5 and Russians from Ibkutsk joined suecessfnlly with those from 
Eniseisk in the struggle to gain the riches of the Buriat Mongolians of the 
Lake Baikal region. By l66l, Irkutsk was established after harsh fighting 
with the Buriats3° Simultaneously, Russians continued to advance from la
kustsk and one of them, Fassilii Poiarkov, in lo43 made the important dis
covery of large grain supplies in the Amur But Poiarkov' s trip via

■ the Aldan River was•plagued by a lack of food suppliesj hence he was 
forced to attack the natives in the. area» This created a poor reputa
tion •for the Russians in comparison with the more humane Chinese, The re
action to the Cossack behavior caused continued difficulty for future 
Russian expeditions in the Mur Falleye-̂  .

Nevertheless, Russians continued to explore eastern Siberia0 

Using a more direct route from lakutsk via the Olekma River, a Cossack,

7Robert J= Kerneri The Urge to the Sea; The Course of Russian .
; History— The Role of Rivers, Portages, Ostrogs« Monasteries, and Furs .
' • (Berkeley; University .of California Press, 1942), p, 78,

^Frank A0 Colder, Russian Expansion on the
• An account of the Earliest and■Later Expeditions M 
elbng the Pacific Coast of Asia and North Americas including Some Re- . 
lated Expeditions to the Arctic Regions (Cleveland: Arthur PL Clark
Company, 1914), p, 69, P.;: . . ̂  , i

:V V : : 9Kerner, p, Bio, h/ y,' ■. V: .
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Erofei Khabarov, between 1649 and 1653 went on two fissions into the Amur , 
region. On his first trip (l649'”50) 5 Khabarov was ynable to find many 
natives# for most of them had fled at the sight of the feared Russlanse 
Hezeturned to lakutsk for more men# and his second expedition (1651-53) 
resulted in defeating the Daurian tribesmen around Albazin# which was 
"hurriedly fortified'' afterwards# in l651» From there# Khabarov re- 
connoitered the surrounding area# taking iasak from the frightened popu
lace and storing grain within his new outpost, hike his predecessor# 
Khabarov proceeded to prey On the natives# killing many and taking what
ever he could from them. Inasmuch as the victimized tribes# the Dauri 
and the Ducheri# paid tribute to the Chinese# they complained to the 
latter in 1651*  ̂ The Chinese quickly sent forces# but the Russians-sere 
able to vanquish these easily. But afterwards Khabarov quarrelled with a 
relief group sent to his aid# and in 1653 he departed for Moscow,

Khabarov was replaced by Onufrii Stepanov, After cheeking the 
first two Ch1 ing forces sent against him# Stepanov and his men were finally 
defeated in 1658, Sarhuda (1599-1659)# a Hanchu lieutenant-general# led a 
force against the invaders who were raiding at the junction of the Amur and 
Sungari rivers# killing most of them,^4 The small Russian force of less 
than 500 men̂ -5" wa s no mat eh f or a - larger Chinese group that used firearms 
similar to those of the Russians,This d efeat obliterated Russian in- ■ 
fluence in the Amur Valley for some time,

■ 12Ibid:,a P, 43, - ; P« 47.
^Hummel# p, 632, ^̂ Golder# p, 54<.

: • ^Hummel# p, .632, ; / .i t ; ,' y::.p ' , ,. y . '.v 'i ' .
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Paralleling these events, settlement from lakutsk to the Amnr . 
Galley and the land of the funguses eontinued in rapid succession, Ner
chinsk was established in 1654s Terabelinsk in 16$8, and Selenginsk in
1665,^7 From Eniseisk, the Lake Baikal area was settled and Irkutsk

■ ■ ■■ - m  -: ' ' ' ‘ - 'permanently established in l66l,xo This advance was mainly privately
engineeredj few settlers followed it up to establish a strong agricul
tural base of an adequate military defense. Those who led this move
ment were mainly raiders and trappersj unfortunately for Russian interests 
they were, little more than that, , Native opposition in most sections was 
vicious, but despite fewer tien, the Russians had the distinct military, 
advantage of being able to use firearms and gunpowder. Hence, they fre
quently overcame otherwise overwhelming odds to achieve military vic
tories,  ̂ But when the Russians'met with the Ghinese on equal footing, 
they were unable to. compete "against a strong advanced state with a large 
military force, like the Ghinese Empire,-"̂  •

The Russian governmental administration was primarily concerned 
with the iasak collection, although some more long-range policies were 
considered, Siberia was administered from Moscow by the Siberian Prikass 
(bureau) which was responsible to the Council of Boyars and the Czar for

1%older, p,- B2,. ■■■■''.’ ; ■ ■ ’ - ■ • ' . ;

l%bid,, p, 81, . \

-̂%wen Lattimbre. Nationalism and Revolution in Mongolia (Mew 
York: Oxford University Press, 195$), p, 11, -

^%isher, p, 46., ' ' '" : ' ■



its actionsFrom the. Prikaz came the appointments of the collectors 
of the iasak (voevodas) <, These individuals generally had to purchase 
their positions# and thus were usually from the upper classes „ The 
voevodas were in charge of the civil and military government in the 
. tows over which they had controls However# inasmuch as population was 
slight# they mainly concerned themselves with military organization and 
the profit-making iasak* Because the voevodas had to purchase their 
positions# they constantly abused their perpgatives by collecting more ' . 
tribute than the government required in order to make their tenure pro
fitable*,̂  It was this payment that made the tribute actually .oppressive 
for the p o p u l a c e In those areas where settlers tended to become es
tablished# local government developed# particularly to aid the voevoda in 
his collection chores. The main iasak centers by the end of the 17th 
century were the ostrogs of Tobolsk and Tomsk in westem Siberia# Eni- 
seisk in Central Siberia and lakutsk in eastern Siberia, These four 
sites were also the centers of Siberian administrative subdivisions 
(razriads); although all were directly responsible to the Prikaz, inter
dependence. between these pstrogs was particularly necessary with regard 
to military matters. Other settlements around the main ones brought 
tribute to them# and thence it was forwarded to Moscow®

Gzarist concern with developments in the new lands was constantly

21 -' ; ‘■Hnless otherwise cited# material for this section has been ob̂
tained from George V-, Lantzeff, Siberia in the Seventeenth Century
(Berkeley: University of California Press# 1943) * PP» 15-174« .

— Gplder# p, 20«'
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expressed̂  although its reaction to problems in Siberia was not as en
thusiastic <, In an effort to improve knowledge of the areâ , constant re
ports were requested from all voevodas and these were sent directly to 
Moscow* In turn, the Prlkaz sent orders to the individual ostrogs* not 
to the principal ones. Yet the Prikaz was unable to provide adequate mili" 
tary support for the Siberianss in most instances, Soldiers were sent> 
but these were either poorly-trained or underpaid. Moreover5 there were 
many deserters who often preyed profitably on established settlements. 
Also, conflict:between south Kussian Cossacks and the yoevpdas fre
quent ly led to. revolts which weakened over-all strength, Moscow8 s domi
nation over the military did not parallel the interest shown in other 
phases of Siberian activity, and this cohtihually detracted from Russian 
strength in the area,. back of military force time and again caused the 
Russians to retreat or withdraw; this problem was a long time in being

.sblved,;':;p Am'; ̂ ;
1 let. the Siberian Prikaz manifested strong interest in the treat

ment received by,‘ thenative tribes which inhabited the Russian-conquered 
area. The government recognised that these people had to be decently 
treated if the iasak was to be adequate5 hence official policy prescribed 
good treatment “once the natives had agreed to pay the i a s a k ,"̂ 4 Native 
leaders were permitted to rule locally as. an inducement for accepting 
Russian control and were kept :in line by a system which provided that some 
members of the upper classes be kept as hostages in the principal ostrogg. 
This prevented their fellows from revolting. Although Moscow espoused

2%ishers p, 72
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a generous policy toward the .natives# Russians demanded high tributes and 
military service from them# and this weakened the over-all effectiveness 
of Russian support in many areas of Siberia„ Nativess if coerced in one 
. section, would turn to raiding or flee to another part of Siberia and 
there report on the bad treatment given by the;Russianso When some, of 
those refugees went to the Chinese, conflict naturally ensued with the 
Russians^ : ' ' ' ) ; w/  ̂ A/' ■ • v . : .

■Although Siberian natives had the responsibility of producing 
food for both themselves and the Russians3 this task was particularly 
pursued, without great success, by colonists from European Russiao De
spite -lucrative inducements to settle in Siberia, peasants went there re== 
luctantly, When they did go, part of the grain they produced had to be 
given as tax to the government for the needs of its own civil and adminis
trative staff, which had no other source of supply. By the end of the 
17th century, those requirements were theoretically met, but many areas, 
particularly iakutsk, were under-productive and had to depend on distant 
regions for supplies. As the.harsh Siberian climate detracted from 
settlement there, so did the lure for furs work against permanency once 
individuals were induced to go eastV The need for large supplies of 
grain was a very pressing problem throughout Russian Siberian expansion. 
Thus when a really substantial source was found in the Amur basin, the 
Muscovite .government had good reason to hope that this area would become 
the main supply base for continued Siberian expansion and settlement.

Russian advancement eastward in the l?th century indicated a keen' - : ' ' ' ■ , ' , , , ' ' I
central government interest in adding the Siberian lands to His Gaarist 
Majesty's Empire. But b ecause of the vast distances separating various
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ostrogs, the lack of forceful central authority in the field and the 
strong military force necessary to defend gains already made$ Russians 
simply could not fully resist a strong equal such as the Chinese,, . 
Although representatives from Moscow did not hesitate to intrigue with 
Chinese, enemies, such activity had to be limited in order to prevent 
arousing antagonism in, Peking, $0 protect Siberia itself and the in=» 
creasing revenue coming into the Russian treasuries, commercial and 
diplomatic contact developed between the Russian and Ghinese peoplesP 

As the Russian government loosely pervaded the Siberian wastes, 
it attempted with much success to monopolize trade activity, generally 
to the exclusion of entrepreneurs. But in the early days of the advance, 
private individuals as well as government representatives moved across 
Siberia and then south to the court of the Chinese Emperoi’o Only as the 
17th century drew bora' biose - did the; Rhssiah .government limit private 
trade, hoping thus to maximize the;profits that could be made from com= 
mercial activity, . .  ̂ ' r '

3a Sino°»Russian Relations until 1682 \ ; - . , v '

During the last years of the Ming dynasty Russians first appeared 
within the borders of China, In 15S7 two Cossacks sent by Ivan I¥ reached 
Peking on an exploratory mission, but inasmuch as they brought no tribute is, 
the Lung Ch'ing Emperor (ruled 1$66-1$72)'refused to receive them,̂ 5 
Similarly in 1619, Evashko Pettlin arrived in Peking and was denied, ad
mission to see the .Man-Li: Inrpefor, although he and a co#)amion were

AMD Commercial Relations.-of Russia with China (Peking; Anastfc Edition, • - 
Wen lien Ko, 1940)s part. 1, p, 3, • ; ■



treated Min a friendly and dordiaQ. manner»
. Wbem the Manehus came into power., Russian intercourse with the

Middle Kingdom continued to increase, paralleling settlement of Siberian 
, areas» Drawn to China®s northern borders by; the. reports of Poiarkor8 s . 
1643 finding of grain in the Amur Valleys Khabarov and his men entered 
that area twice by 1653$, but vere defeated when the Cheing forees over- 
powered Stepanov in I6580 '
. . Following Khabarov®s two military expeditions, the Russians sent
a series of unsuccessful trade.and diplomatic missions to the Chinese 
court <r In 1654? Feodor Baikov was sent by the Russians as an agent 
(gonets) to-Peking to inform the Chinese of Eussia’s desire for trade» 
(Coui*t procedure required that envoys from foreign countries indicate 
the superiority'of the Chinese Emperor by perfoniiing the k®ou-t ®ou.̂ /̂: 
This ceremony had long been performed at the; court by envoys from sur
rounding states idiich acknowledged Chteese' sdzeralnty„ It clearly im
plied subserviency to the Chinese Emperor, who was in fact their pro
tector and lord„ European embassies found this admission of inferiority 
highly distasteful and only with great reluctance was ft performed. 
Dispatches from other rulers were given to an imperial minister, not the 
Chinese Emperor directly«, The former then forwarded the documents to the 
rulero) Baikov resisted demands that he perform the k1ou-t1ou or present

"Hugh Murray, eto al« An Historical and Descriptive Account of 
China, I (3rd ed,, rev,,! Edinburgh? • Oliver and Boyd$i 1843)$, 359V: • . ■

^This involved prostrating oneself three times, on eadh occasion
i touching the head three times to the floora



his instructions to anyone other than the Shun Chih Emperore Hence both 
he and his advance agent, Setkoul Ablin, were forced to leave without 
accomplishing anybhing*^ From 16$8̂ 1662, Ablin and Ivan Perfilev 
journeyed from Moscow1 to Pekingj although these Russians were anxious 
to establish diplomatic relations, they too refused to admit the Czar's
inferiority*^ . • ti

..Despite these failures, Russians in the Amur Basin caused the 
Chinese continued alara during the first years of the K'ang Hsi Emperor's 
reign* This was particularly so as their expeditions moved into the 
eastern reaches of Siberia and the Mamehu homelands of northern Man
churia* Renegade Cossacks, under a Polish exile,. Chernigovskii, re
established the fort at Albazin in 1665° From this site they constantly 
ravaged both Russians and natives who were under Chinese suzerainty 
until Russian imperial control was finally established in 1672<,30 
Chinese suzerainty over her subject peoples was challenged further 
when dhantimur (active 1655-1689), a Tungus tribal leader and early 
Manchu adherent, accepted Russian vassalage during the period I667-I67O, 
The K'ang Hsi Emperor was infuriated when the Russians refused to stir- . 
render dhantimur when this was demanded and in fact honored him with a 
noble rank and permitted him to adopt Eastern Orthodoxy, Despite con
tinued. protestations by the Emperor, the Russians failed to accede to 
his requests. In 1670, the K'ang Hsi Emperor complained without result

^Oahen, p* 2,
3. . . .: y : . : y y .

3dLantzeff, p, 82,
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to the Gsar himself,. Alexei . ■
This problem was more serious than it might have appeared on the 

surface„ - The Manehms. claimed suzerainty over south Siberian tribes for 
defensive purposes. If their control over one of these groups was 
shaken by the Russians and the Chinese .failed to halt the movement, 
logically the Russians might hope to repeat the process and so gain 
hegemony over additional Mongol or fungus groups „ The K'ang Hsi 
Emperor QOuld not tolerate this kind of threat. However, during the 
decade following the Chantimur incident ho full-scale retaliatory in
vasion against the Russians could be taken* The revolt of Vu San-kuei 
occupied the full strength of the Enperor’s resources? it was sufficient 
that the northeastern Manchurian border was reinforced, particularly the 
forts at Aigun and Kirim*-̂  From these posts, the Russians could he ob
served and halted if they advanced too daringly. But. Chantimur remained 
at large, and his escape symbolized, the Chinese inability to cope fully with 
the Siberian threat. ,

Following these episodes, embassies from the Czar were nevertheless 
permitted to come to Peking, although they failed again to accept Chinese 
court procedure. During the period 1668-1672, Setkoul Ablin again jour
neyed to Peking arid forv the third time was rebuffed,^ although private 
traders with him gained good profits.54 Similarly in 1672, two Russian 
noblemen, Milovayov and Kavkakov, declined to participate in the re
quired ceremonies and hence were unsuccessful in Peking.35 yet a private

3̂ -Hummel, p. 269. 3 % 'Brien, p. 106 ^Cahen, p. 3» •
5%isher, p. 222. part 1, p. 3® -



mission headed by a Eniiseisk noble, Ivan Porshennikov, was permitted to 
trade freely in Peking for seven weeks, though business was not profit-■ 
able and he departed.̂ ° .

Despite this record of continued failure to establish a clear 
commercial policy with Peking and because of increasing border tensions, 
Nicholas Gavrilovich Spafarii (Spathar, Spathary, Spathar-Hlesen),. a 
Greek in the Czarfs employ, was sent to-Peking and theK’ang Hsi Em
peror, leaving Moscow in March 1675» Though he was received on four 
occasions by the Emperor, during the first of which Spafarii did k'ou- 
tjpu hurriedly,̂  ̂the K9ang Hsi Emperor pressed the Ghantimur issue to the 
Hussianb constant discomfort. Furthermore, Siberian traders who accom
panied the mission were:'secluded and not permitted to trade freely with. •
PekingAlthough advised by jesuits serving the Emperor, particularly 
Ferdinand Verbiest® to 1A1 the Czar to surrender Ghantimur so that pres-. 
sures would diminish, Spafarii refused. Also, the Russian envoy may have 
received harsh treatment at the end of his mission when the Chinese 
learned that a letter had been sent to the Emperor from the voevoda of 
Nerchinsk vdiich requested that ! the %' ang Hsi Emperor become. a Vassal of 
the Czar,39, Although both sides exchanged gifts according to the Chinese 
custom, the negotiations ended in early September 1675, Spafarii was ad
monished by the Chinese to return Ghantimur and to insure that more sub
missive envoys be sent in the future and that Russian raiding halt in 'the 
Amur area4̂ ® With Spafarii1s departure,.Sino-Russian trade through Peking

^̂ Pavlovsky, p, 143» A%addeley, II, 412,
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came to a halt until after the Treaty of Herchinsk in 1689

ko Slno-Husslan. Belations to' the Treaty of lerchinsk . . . . .  .
;As'the' smppression of iaternal reyolts neared’a successful con

clusion between 1681 and 1683, the K1atig Hsi Emperor turned quickly to . 
the. pressures facing his empire from the Russians in the north. The 
latter had strengthened ties with Galdan’s growing Dsungar forces, though 
still eying the Chinese trade with more than casual interest* Hence/ . 
though Russia hoped to keep her loose Western Mongol ties"active, the '. 
Chinese began to clash with the Dsungars and Russia was forced to choose 
between these two adversaries= The K*ang Hsi Emperor determined that " 
Russia must be militarily forced, if necessary-to accept Chinese hege- .. 
mony in the Amur Basin and over the natives therein as a price for ■ 
limited commercial intercourse* Prom 1682 until 1689, the E'ang Hsi ; ' 
Emperor steadily applied pressure to Russian forward posts that resulted 
in the Treaty of .Herchinsk<, Although the Treaty of Herchinsk did not ■ . 
directly cover the Mongol problem, the Chinese permitted Russian trade, 
and from then on, although Peter the Great did deal with the Mongols, he 
did not do so to such an exbent as to give the Chinese cause for, exces
sive concern. ' • - : . ' .

' , Two Ifenchu generals made the first exploratory moves against the 
Russian outposts on the Amur. In 1682, Langtan (1634-1695) and Fengcun 
(d. 1701) were sent by the Emperor into the area, ostensibly to hunt 
deer but actually to "advance toward .Taesa plbarin]}, and with all fore
sight study the. lot cha plusslansj, their customs and means of : _

^Fisher, p. 223.



defence o"^ This they did with marked success 5 and they returned to the 
Emperor early in 1683# reporting that Albazin could be attacked by boat 
from Aigun and that 3#000 men would be needed in order to besiege Al- 
bazim*^ As a consequence of their mission# the K’ang Hsi Emperor or̂  
dered that preparations begin in Manchuria for an attack under the di
rection of a Hanehu general# Sabsu (d» ea<. .1700) j the main Manchu mili
tary centers were at Heilungkiang and Kumarsk* Inasmuch as the Russians 
were somewhat quiet during the period 1683-85# hostilities did not begin 
until the latter once again commenced harassing the nativesThen in 
June# 1685# a anall group of 500 well-trained Chinese soldiers advanced 
on Albazin# led by Peng cun and two Chinese generals# Lin Hsing-chu and
Ho Yuo^ They were joined by Sabsu1s forces# and together the two
armies advanced on Albazin*

The Russians there failed to overcome this challenge@ They had 
been greatly weakened by a lack of military supplies and insufficient 
m e n A s  a result# in face of the large Chinese force of 10#000#̂ 7 
the Russian voevoda at Albazin# Alexis Tolbuzin# surrendered after a 
siege of ten days „ He had only commanded 450 men# with his military 
supplies being but 300 guns and three cannon.^ As ordered by the K’ang 
Hsi Emperor# the Manchu commanders permitted Tolbuzin and most of the

^Imperial instructions from the K'ang Hsi Emperor to langtan#
quoted in Dudgeon# part 2# p» 3° ...

^lummel# Po 443® . : 4%udgeon# part 2# p® 4®
. ^Hummel, p. 621® ^O'Brien# p. 110.



Russians to retreat j but some of them desired to go to Peking,, and their 
wishes were granted, llthou^:all/mixta3̂ ;.sup|)3j;̂ svat.:̂ ba!̂ ;,Ti?ere , 
taken by the Chinese and the fort was burned^ grain fields around the 
eity were not harmed The Chinese then withdrew,, and Aibazin in 1685 
was left deserted#, ■ ■ . ■ : ■ ■ ■ v ;
■ But Tolbuzin was undaunted by these results and returned to Al-
bazan shortly, after the first: battlê . He had been ordered by Moscow, ' 
authorities to go back to Eniseisk and discontinue hostilities „ But.., 
.when it was learned at Nerchinsk that the grain still existed at Albazin 
and that the Ghlnese' indeed: had ,withdrh'tes Russians again moved up the 
Amur in Octpber l68$»51 Throughout the winter the Russians reinforced 
their fortress under the direction of a German in the Csar’s servicê ; 
Afanasi'i: Beit on (Afanse Belton) <, In the spring of 1686 s Russians went 
from Albazin to collect lasak from the natives5 and while doing so '
: clashed with a small Chinese reconnaissance party, killing thirty of the 
forty men in it <, line escaped and r eported to the Manchu forward base at 
Aigun that the Russians once again were at A l b a z i n . •

The Chinese' retaliated forcefully to this renewal of the Russian 
threat on the Amur. Sabsu was ordered by the Emperor to attack once 
again from M s  new base at Mergen, south of Aigun. The field forces, 
commanded by Langtan, divided into two groups, one going by land and the

• :̂ 9Dudgeon, part 2, p. 5* ' ■ ' " , ; ' . .

.. %ummoi, p, 6̂ 0. : ; :: ' ', ':
; ^Golder, ppe 60*4le • ■ '
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' other via the Airar0 Reaching Albaajja>' they again besieged the city,1; but
on this occasion it was better supplied both with arms and men, let the 
Chinese forcer.was also well supplied, having several cannons as well as 
a small amount of firearms» The encirclement began 7 July 1686; in Sep
tember, Tolbuzin was killed and succeeded by Beiton053

; The Albazin garrison was saired from complete destruction as a re*
suit of earlier,action taken in Moscow. The Russian government hoped that
a'settlement could be reached| for any all*eut attack by the Chinese would 
have disastrous consequences for the under-staffed and poorly*supplied 
Russians in eastern Siberia0 Furthermore, two letters from the K*ang Hsi 
Emperor arrived late , in Bovember 1685 which appeared conciliatory with 
regard to the.whole border question. The Russians acted quickly in re
sponse to the Emperor * s di spat oke s and by early December two agents,
Bikifor Yeniukov and Ivan Eavorov, were sent to Peking to inform the K8ang 
Hsi Emperor that a Russian envoy, Feodor A, Golovin, was coming e ast to 
settle Sino-Russian disagreements over political and commercial differences^

The two agents reached Peking in October loSo with the news Of 
Golovin' s missions hence,- the Emperor ordered Sabsu to withdraw the forces 
and; told him to notify the Russians within Albazin “that they are f ree to 
pass in and out, but must not commit any depredations o'15 5 A small, group 
of Chinese forces remained to oversee. Russian activity on the Amur; they

^Dudgeon, part 2, p0 5e -
^%nless otherwise cited, the genemL source for the remainder of 

this section is Cahen, pp» 9 - 1 4 « ■ ' . ’ ■

33Golder, p. 630 • ;
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also ga-re the. ilbazlnians some provisions when these were requested,,50 
Thus Albazin remained under temporary Bussian control until the Treaty 
of Herchinsk d£ 1689»

Ihen Goloviti reached Selenginsk in early lovember 1687 after 
stopping en route at Udihsk, he had already carefully begun to prepare 
for the negotiations with the Chinese„ In February 1687# while still 
traveling, he was relieved to learn from the advance agents sent earlier 
to Peking that the Emperor "was willing to intermit the biocade (sic) of 
Albazin. Them in Barch of 1687, again while stilltraveling, Golovin 
met the two agents returning to Moscow.; they gave him a letter which com
plained about Spafarii8 s 1675 mission and the Ghantimnr problem and also 
• informed Solovin that Albazin1s siege was raised. This latter informa
tion was confirmed, in a letter from the K'ang Hsi Emperor which Golovin ■ 
received in January 1688, ' . ,,

In face of an apparently conciliatory imperial attitude, Golovin 
moved to begin the negotiations in which he was assigned to participate.
He had sent Stepan Korovin to•the Mongolian Lama in late 1686 in an ef
fort to use him to effect the actual negotiation; in October 1687# Ivan 
Eatehahov was sent to Eastern Mongolia to determine the Whereabouts of 
Korovin, But the latter had gone ahead to Peking, where he arrived in 
March 1688,, Several months later, he returned to Golovin with a letter 
setting Selenginsk as the site for the negotiations„

The main Chinese envoy to the conference was Songgotu (d. 1703?), 
the Empress1 uncle | he was assisted by T 'ung Kuo-kang (do 1690) # an uncle ' 
of the lmperor« They. departed from Peking in early June 1688* But as a

• 56Bmdge'on> part'2, :po 5®
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,result of Galdan® s victorious onslaughts against the Khalkass the Ghlmese • 
embassy was forced to retum to Peking« Golovin received notification to 
that effect in Augnst'e , , '■ /:v; V .. •' , ; : ' ,

Neverthelesŝ  in l689s obstacles were overcome so as to permit 
the two sides to confer at Nerchinsk* In January 1689® Ivan Loginov 
was sent to Peking by.Golovin to arrange for a new site« In early July
Golovin received word from Loginov that the new site would be Nerchinsk« 
located farther east than Selenginsk and thus closer to the Chinese*
Thus the stage was s et f or the treaty negotiations that were so long in 
being, commenced*

■. , .The. main representatives1 from both countries were quickly dis
patched* Assisted by two Jesuit priests in the service of the K'ang Hsi 
Emperor3 Fathers Thomas Pereira- and Jean Gerbillon5 Songgotu and T "ung 
arrived at Nerchinsk on 10 August 16891 Golovin arrived a few days 
later,. The Chinese envoys were escorted by a force of 10,000 men̂  a ■
fleet of boats and artillery; the Russian military group, though coming 
well armed, numbered but 1,000 men, in addition to having some doubtful 
f ungus and Buriat allies * .

5o The Effect of Russo-Eongolian Relations on a Sino=Russian Entente
The challenge of the .Mongols in Central Asia affected the posi

tions of both Russia and China as they met at Nerchinsk in August 1689,
The lack of strong military forces and of effective central control that 
' hampered the Russians in their dealings with the Chinese also hampered 
them in their dealings with the Mongols, Yet, as in dealing with the 
. Chinese, Russian embassies experienced a certain degree of success,
Galdan.8 s rising threats against the Khalkas were creating problems for
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the Chinese? the K8ang Hsi Emperor was preparing to meet the Dsungar 
chieftain’s challenge as the Nerchinsk negotiations neared*

From his bases in Western Mongolia, Galdan also foraged into 
Russian territory* The results of that entry significantly affected the 
future course of Sine?Bussian relations, for in his expansion he fol
lowed his father's pattern of sending envoys to the Russians in order 
to keep commercial ties active* Thus several trade missions were sent 
to Russia during the period from 1674 to l6S3j although commercial co
operation was evident, the Russians did not choose to sign any alliance 
with the Dsumgars during that time* After his victories over the Eastern 
Mongols in 1686-8?, south of Lake. Baikal, Galdan continued to move fur
ther eastward toward the Kerulun River* There, fleeing Khalkas met the 
first Chinese mission cm route to Selemginsk and reported to the envoys 
of Galdan's strength* As a consequence of that encounter the embassy 
felt it wise to return home. As some Khalkas fled eastward, so,did * 
Buriat Mongolians allied with the Eastern Mongols retreat northward. 
There, they fell on: Selemginsk where Golovin was residing. In April 
1688, they forced him to.retreat westward to Udinsk, after a series 
of minor attacks* But the Russian envoy then moved against his pre
vious assailants and met them on the Khilok River, a tributary of the 
Selenga River* The Mongols were d efeated in early October of 1688, and 
Golovin forced them to sign a treaty of submission in March 1689*

After the 1687 campaigns, Galdan continued to rempage against 
the Chinese allies, the Khalkas, with great success. He was pressing 
■ the K'ang Hsi Emperor to meet him in final battle for the supremacy of' 
Central Asia* His pressure on the already divided Khalkas caused the



Chinese-supported Tushetu Khan to look to the Russians as possible allies 
against Saldan and the remnants of his late ally, the Jasaktu Khan. However 
the Tushetu Khan was; unable t,o gain anything from his Siberian neighbors, 
for Galdan was 11 on excellent terms with the R u s s i a n s ."57 But the Russian 
threat to take over'the Khalkas was completely eliminated by Arani’s, , 
mission to the Tushetu Khan and the Mongolian Lama, his brother, in l688e 
Under a force.of the Lama Golovin had even been briefly threatened at 
Selenginsk prior to the Buriat Mongol attack, but the 1688 Dsungar 
offensive caused the Khalkas to retreat in order to face Galdan.5̂  let 
despite the Khalka attack, Golovin attempted to create some rapport with 
the Mongolian Lama, if for no other reason than to use him to gain a re
ligious tie to assist him in arranging a meeting with the Chinese.

Just as the Russian position with regard to the Mongols in the 
eastern part of Siberia.was a dangerous one, since any success on the 
part of the Dsungars could permit them to move into Siberian territory, 
similarly in another part of their empire the Russians felt the hostile 
pressure of Western Mongols. North of the Caspian Sea near southwestern 
Siberia there dwelt the Turgut Mongols (Torgut or Tourgouth Mongols) 
under the leadership ©f their chieftain, Ayuki (Ayuks). The Turguts 
had arrived in this area as a result of conflict with the Dsungars in 
the early 17th century and;settled west of the Dsungars. They developed 
a military and commercial, base, but still found it expedient to remain 
the vassals of the Russian. Czars, which they had become when first

^Pavlovsky, p. 13. 
58Ibid., p. 16.
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moving into the area in 1616,5° But; in actuality the Turguts remained 
virtually independent̂  although continuing to pay tribute to the Gzare 
In 1672 AyufcLf became chief -and continued to lead his forces effectively5, 
raiding periodically-against his Russian masters as well as against 
other wealthy neighbors. He arranged marriage alliances which both 
strengthened and weakened his position̂  His sister married a Khoshote 

: chieftain5 T set sen Khans and his daughter married Tsewang Araptan,,
Galdan1 s nephewThese ties served to strengthen his ties with fellow 
Mongols ̂ but the Dsungar alliance was weakened when Tsewang gave aid to 
one of Ayuki's rebellious sons and the Khoshotes became more concerned with
Tibet than with the Mongolian area, % • ’

. But in his first years of his rule, Ayulci became a strong adver
sary of the Russians. Although pledging his vassalage to the Czar in . 
1672 and 1676) Ayuki continued to raid on the Russians near him and# in 
turn, he too faced attaekSo In 1682 he attacked other allies of the 
Russians and took a large number of hostages. But here the Muscovites 
had enough military force to support their demands, and Ayuki almost 
immediately began to sue for peace with the Russians.- Despite certain 
bickering over t ermsy the two parties did come to an agreement, Ayuki 
returned:the prisoners and renewed his oath of allegiance to the two' '
Czars some time after March 1683. But when he did thiŝ  Ayuki pointed 
out that other groups around him were still:soliciting his assistancê  ,
. particularly the Turks.-̂  Thus, the Russians in 1689 faced threats not

$9HoWorth, p. $6l. ■
. ' 6QIbido. n. 566. ■ ;r • r . y . - / / - -



only from the Dsungars in central Siberia* but frbto the Turguts' in the 
western section* as wello • . - ,

But as the Russians had. difficulties* the Chinese also had suf
ficient need for negotiating with their Siberian rivals <, They saw the 
Russians encroaching on Manchurian lands* attacking Siberian natives 
friendly to the Chinese and taking tribute from them that should have gone 
to.China, Furthermore* Galdan continued to rampage and the Russians were
giving him supplies* although they turned down Dsungar offers for a joint

. AtRusso-Mongolian alliance both before and after the Treaty of lerehinsk,
Galdan was still an extremely serious threat to China's western borders 
and the K'ang Hsi Emperor was resigned to the fact that combat with him ,■ 
was nearly inevitable. Hence* if the Russian menace were decreased*
Hanchu forces would only have to fight on one front* not two. And the 
Chinese no doubtrealized that the Russians would be good opponents if 
they were adequately supplied with men and arms. Hence* some peaceful 
arrangement with the Russians would be beneficial to the Chinese,

Seither Russia nor China dared to risk a combination, of the 
other side with the Mongols in general or with the Dsungars in particular, 
Inasmuch as Galdan and the Chinese,were already virtually at war* a com- .. 
bination between those powers, was unlikely. The IC8 ang Hsi Emperor recog
nized clearly that a Russo-Dsungar alliance* well-supported from Moscow* 
would cause the Chinese .great difficulty. But such an arrangement would 
be more costly to Moscow than a trade agreement between the Russian 
government representatives and the Chinese* in which the former were
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permitted to trade in the letter’s territory. Hence, considering the 
motives of the Russians and their past actions with the Mongol enemies, 
China prior to the Treaty of Nerchinsk realized that if Emssia's demand 
for trade was granted and an equilibrinm established in the Amur Valley, 
the Russians could be convinced that antagonism of the Chinese Emperor 
would only result in a loss of commerce«, Militarily, both sides would 
be better off without a large-scale combat. The Russians had consistently 
been defeated by the Chinese whenever the two forces met, and future 
losses were feared. And the Chinese Emperor recognized that it would be 
advantageous to have the Russians neutralized, at least, during his con
tinuing conflict with the Dsungars. Both sides had ample desire and 
need for a treaty when the two sets of negotiators met at lerehinsk • 
on the Shilka River on 22 August 1689.

The K’ang Hsi Emperor throughout the period leading to the nego
tiations had played a most active role in determining steps to be taken 
by his representatives in the Amur Valley. It was the Emperor who had 
first sent Langtan and Pengctm tin an exploratory trip to the north. More
over, during this period the K’ang Hsi Emperor was leading the Chinese 
reaction against Caldan’s attacks on the Khalkas» : Russian envoys from 
Golovin to the Emperor sent back,reports, to their chief which indicated 
that the Emperor would be in a conciliatory mood for negotiations« Ihea 
.Songgotu left for Selenginsk in 1688, he-was told by the K’ang Hsi Em
peror that inasmuch as Russian Amur encroachment would lead to sbntinued 
harassment of Chinese tribute-paying natives along the Zeya and Argun
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Riverŝ  the Eussiaaas should be forced togive up both Nerchinsk and ' 
Albaain.0 Ghantimur was also to be returned., If these two conditions 
were met5 the Chinese were prepared to “give up their (the Russians’) 
deserters, expatriate their prisoners, draw the boundary and enter into 
eommereial relations •„ «,

But when Songgotu left for Merchinsk, he was instructed by the ■" 
Emperor to permit the Russians to retain that site as a trading post if 
need be, as a conciliatory move to prevent the Russians from joining 
.with Galdan« Also, the Argun River would suffice as a boundary between 
the two states,^ nevertheless, in order to fortify the negotiators’ posi= 
tion, Sabsu. was ordered to move a large Chinese force from Aigun to ■ 
Merchinsko^ •

Golovin represented a Russian Empire that was rapidly nearing 
the end. of an internal political crisis,, The regency of the Czarevna 
Sophia was nearing an end and Moscow noble squabbles were about to ter
minate in Peter I’s overthrow of his brother, Ivan, as co-Gzar as well 
as the Czarevna and her advisers e Furthermore, Russia was also involved 
with negotiations between Poland, and Austria over her position in Europe*, 
Golovin did not receive the military support that he could have sorely 
used to fortify his position but remained in constant communication with 
Moscow, neverthelesso

^%iu Hsuan-ming, "Russo-Chinese Relations up to the Treaty of 
lerehinsk,” Chinese Social,and Political Science Review» XXIII (January- 
March, 1940), 414, { . • - - ■ ■- ■ -

Ĥsy. Shu-hsi, China and Her Political Entity (lew York: Oxford
University Press, 1926), p= 54o ,•
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• Throughout his tenure in Siberiâ  GbloTin continually received 
: instructions regarding the demands he should present to the Chinese«, "When 
he left Moscow* he was told to accept as a frontier border "the Amur* 
either at the affluents on the left bank* the Bistra and the Zeya 
fj)seŷ > or at Albaainj but with the right to trade along the Amur and 
its tributaries„11 However* in October 1687* these were scaled down

. when "Golovin was authorised [secretly]) to cede Albazin in. exchange for 
adequate commercial relationŝ " Just prior to the commencement of ne
gotiations* he was further ordered "to destroy Albazin if the Chinese 
insisted upon its surrender*"6? Hence the envoys from the two nations 
had instructions which placed them in virtual agreement over two of the 
more pressing issues separating the two nations at the times the 
Russians would be permitted to remain at Merehinsk* yet they would have 
to withdraw from Albazin® Neither side was, given specific, instructions 
regarding the Mongol problem; when the Chinese attempted to discuss this 
subject at all* the Russian envoy quickly refused to do so* pleading lack 
of orders® . ■ ; y'-v: h '.'V : ■/ / ; - " :

The Jesuit role at the conference of Merehinsk has been a source 
of much disputation» Jesuits had assisted Spafarii during the letter's 
trip to China* giving him much information regarding the Middle Kingdom •
and acting as his translators with the Chinese® After his departure* 
the Jesuit position at the Chinese court continued to rise* and Jesuit 
priests held official positions within the Chinese bureaucracy® Fathers

• Cahen* p® 9* ■ ^Ibid®. o® 11®
^lbid®*,p® 14® ^%aylovshy* p® 1240



Jean-Francois Gerbillon and Thomas Pereyra were geographers and trans
lators and thus could be utilized in either capacity at Nerchinsk,,
Though; the Russians were prepared to use. an interpreter who spoke 
Mongolian and the Chinese would have bben able to procure one easily, 'the., 
Jesuits pressed Sbnggotu to demand that they be the official inter- 
preterso This was granted and, inasmuch as "the Russians had a 
Polish Theologian for an interpreter̂ " Gerfeillon was permitted to speak 
Latin with himi,̂  The Jesuits went to assist and were also given the 
opportunity of mediating between the two conflicting parties <> 71 . But 
■ some of the. major problems had already been settled prior to the meet- , 
ing. Since neither side knew this, a certain amount of bargaining had. 
to take place: before the treaty was signed0 Yet Songgotu gave the 
capable Jesuits much credit for the negotiations1 success and pledged 
his support to their cause, in Ghina0 v

The e arly days of , the conference almost led to a breakdown of 
discussions„ The meeting. began on 22 August 1689 in a large tent that 
was closely surrounded by 260 Russian and 260 Chinese soldiers, each 
group accompanied by 40 officers and supported by an additional 500-man 
force a short distance a w a y 072 Biscussions began cautiously with • .

^Arnold ¥, Abwbotham4 Missionary and Mandarin; The Jesuits at 
the Court of China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1942), ^
:p„ 315, f^Bo :18«... t : v 1

70j3tî geonji par̂  2, p„ 80
. ' • 1 ; 71 . • . v: " /, Gahen, pp.' 14-15o v :

7% 4 Savenstelno'The Russians on the. Amur: its Disco very a
Conquest and Colonisation (London: Trubner and Company. 1661). -q„ 60'.



Russia first requesting a status quo ante bellum as of 1682, which was 
countered by Songgotu* s charges of harsh treatment of the pro-Ghinese ' 
natives, as well as a demand for Russian withdrawal nearly up to Lake 
Baikalo Golovin completely turned down the latter request and. retorted 
to the former that many of the natives were in fact Russian tributaries 
.who had been neglected for a while and then reclaimedon 26 August, 
the Russians asked for the minimum Chinese boundary terms; on a map, 
Songgotu drew a line, along the Gorbitsa River, north and east through 
what were probably the lablonoyi and Stanovoi Mountain ranges; those 
lands which were west, of the river and north of the mountains were to go 
to Russia and those east of the river and south of the mountains would 
be Chinese 6 Furthermore, lands east and south of the Argun River would 
be Chinese and those west and north of the river were allotted to RussiaV 
Songgotu also stated that Russian construction south of the Argun River 
was to be removedo - Golovin dissented as regards those plans and pro
posed that the line be drawn from the source of the Gorbitsa to the mouth 
of the Amur; south of that line would be Chinese territory and north of it 
would be Russian lands ,

The Chinese, were anxious to bring the negotiations to a quick 
close and hence took advantage of their* military superiority in the 
Nerchinsk area to unnerve the Russian envoy. The basically anti-Russian 
Tungus and Mongol natives in the area were induced to riot, and Chinese 
forces which had been deployed afey from Nerchinsk surrounded the citir. 
This action brought a fresh proposal hurriedly from Golovin,

73:Unless otherwise noted, the general source for the remainder 
of this section is O'Brien, pp» 115-20,



The Bussi.an; envoy said that his nation would surrender Albazin 
and permit it to be destroyed; the Argun Biver would divide the two 
nations, but thpse Russians living east of the.river would remain there 
under Russian protection« Gerbillon was sent by the Chinese to continue 
negotiations, and within a few days only three problems remained.

These were in the nature of Russian requests of the Chinese«, 
Golovin asked that the Czar's full titles be recognized by the treaty 
and that there would be no superiority noted on the part of either the 
Czar dr the Emperor, He further requested that when envoys from either 
state were sent to the other, they would be. treated with respect and could 
present letters directly to the head of the state to which they were ac
credited, Lastly, Golovin petitioned that trade between countries be 
limited to those having passportsBy pleading a "lack of instructions", . 
Songgotu evaded the first two issues, but accepted the third.

The boundary question still needed clarification. Though the . 
Stanpvoi and Xablonovoi,Mountain ranges until they approached the sea 
were recognized as a northern boundary, when they neared the Sea of; ’
Okhotsk these aforementioned ranges branched into several lesser ones, 
one of which, the Mosse, led to the Russian ostrog of Okhotsk, which had 
been established in 1 6 4 8 * The Russians did not regard the Hosse range 
as the boundary, but rather a smaller unnamed range which roughly paral
leled the Amur, Between these two ranges, through which flowed the Ud 
River, was a fur-laden area which the Russians coveted. In the Chinese 
draft of the treaty, the Mosse range was delineated as the boundary, with
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that area to the south going to China and that, to the north to the 
EnssianSo Golovin refused to accept this, and. as a result the Chinese 
agreed on 2 September to leave the section "undemarcated until the matter 
might be referred to the governments of both countries0“ Yet when the 
treaty was drawn tip, either through Russian trickery or Chinese .error, the 
neutral area was delineated on the copies in Russian and Mancha to state 
that the area south of the Ud River and north of the Khingan Mountains 
(assumed to mean the Stanovoi-Yablonovoi ranges) was to remain neutral 
temporarily, although the latin copy had the zone marked as agreed upon 
by the two sides® • / .:/v- '

The t reaty was signed on 7 September 1689, containing six. art-= 
icles® The boundary was fixed along the, Gorbitsa and Amur Rivers, and 
Albazin was evacuated by the Russians» . Fugitives from both sides were 
permitted to remain where they were, but all future cases of desertion 
would be promptly handled. Trade rights were granted to subjects of 
both empires, and those foreign subjects of either Country who committed 
a crime in the other nation were to be returned to their native land for 
immediate punishment.^

The"treaty yielded several important results, inasmuch as the 
Russian menace to the Chinese northern perimeter was decreased, the 
forces of the K’ang Hsi Emperor could be turned against Galdan* s con
tinued onslaughts with increasing success. The problem of Ghantimur was 
settled; he continued to remain a Russian s u b j e c t . 76 sim-i 1 a.riy. Russians ■

% o r  full translation!,of the Treaty of Nerchinsk, see Ippendix B.
%  - ' " '• . '■ ' " ' ' ",'' . . . ' ■■ - 
,,Hummel, p.-269. ,
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who went to China after Albazin was destroyed in 1605 were permitted to 
remain in Pekinĝ  although Peter claimed "the right of religious pro
tection over them as former subjectSol,‘'7 future desertions would be
safeguarded against by the provisions of the treaty. The î ang Hsi Em
peror had good reason to be satisfied with the results achieved by his 
, envoyse ; ■■■ ' - ,

The Russians received -the main goal that they had desired# the 
right to trade j, although it appears that they failed in certain other 
aspects to some extent = As soon as feasible# Russians began to enter ' 
China with, great frequencye'̂  Yet the, Amur Valley was closed to Russian 
settlement# and hence an extremely valuable base for food supply was 
lost# mainly because the Russian government failed to provide enough . 
military support for its Siberian 'commanderSo They could not force the
Chinese to a compromise over the Atear and hence had to be satisfied with
"  . ;  ■ ' ■ : . : ; "  ' . ' •the trade rights, A strong supply base, on the Amur would have allowed
for wide expansion in the areas north and east of the riverj the area
around Albazin would have greatly eased Russia* s whole tenuous position
in the Far East, The Chinese probably did not fully recognize that#
being more interested in regaining some control over events in the Amur -
Basin as well as keeping Russians away from their Manchurian lands,??
lot withstanding# the Chinese and Russians could both point to adequate
gains from the treaty. The leaders of both delegations were honored in
their lands# an indication of the reception the t eras r eeeived., Songgotu

??Pavlovsky# p , 145= 
7%rousset# p, 289=

?%isher# p, 223,
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continued to' concern himself with Sino-Russian relations. The K'ang 
Hsi Snperpr was satisfied with the results .which he had helped to £or= 
mulate by his d ecisive action against the Russians in the Amur0̂
Goloizin, after spending some time in the Lake. Baikal area, where he aided 

. in the strengthening of Russian ostrogŝ l turned down Galdan's offer of 
ah alliance in February 1690 "although still extending him some favorable ! 
military support„ He returned to Europe where Peter the Great honored 
him and continued to use his diplomatic skills in negotiations between 
Russia and her western European neighbors,^

7° Sinô Russian Relations from 1689 to 1719%
Russian trade missions began to go to Peking soon after the 

signing of the treaty, Gregory Lonchtehakbv may have gone to Peking in 
early 1690; however, little is known of him or his business, except that 
he is said to have been massacred en route back to Siberia, In September 

, I69I Father Gerbillon was notified by the K'ang Hsi Emperor that a mis” ■ 
sion headed by Athanasius Sofrohoy had arrived and "about ninety Musco« 
vite merchants had come in his company in order to carry on their regular 
commerceo" Sofronov and his suite were well-received and "suitably 
housed and entertained," but the merchants with him were not, inasmuch as 
the E^eror did not want to set a precedent for such action. In October 
1691 Agapit Plotnikov came from the voevoda at Nerchinsk, Feodor

^O'Brien, p, 121* ^Ravenstein, p, 65,
: ^Oahen, p, 17. ■;-.i.-;;-.,- ^O'Brien, p„150, , .

^Wnless otherwise noted, all material herein is summarized from
,.0ahen,: pp,, 39-77. . - A - - , - . - ' - '
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. Skrypit̂ ii's -with a letter to Songgotu which reported about Galdaa1 s re
quest for assistances but- falsely stated, that this was turned down. 
Furthermore$ the voevoda of’Irkutsk, Prince Ivan Gargarins sent an envoys 
Simeon Moludoi, to Peking requesting Songgotu"s assistance in returning 
Mongols deserted from Russian outpost s«, But the Manchu diplomat failed 
to assist the Russians on this problem. In 1681-92 three merchants,
Basil Tchê aevskiis Dmitri Vorbbev and Peter Oskolkov̂  went to trade 
in Peking and returned to Moscow in 1692̂ 93 «> During the winter of 
I692-93 a 150-man trade caravan went to Peking from Siberian territorŷ  
but its leaders are unidentifiable,

These groups came just from Siberiâ , but one sent in March 1692 
cameto Peking from Moscow, Evert Ysbrandszoon Ides was a private trader̂  
but attached to his caravan were several government officials. Ides him
self, being granted permission to go on the trip by the state* was given 
certain instructions about Matters to take up in Peking« Ides was to 
request that Chinese merchants ■Come to. Moscow* but also he was to study 
carefully all economic conditions in Peking 0 In the diplomatic field, he 
was instructed to conform with Chinese court customs* and learn the Em
peror 8 s thinking concerning the border question. Ides was further re
quested to bring up the matter of deserters* which Moludoi had failed to 
settle* and ask permission to build a Greek Orthodox Church in Peking 
for use by Russians living there* the cost of which would be paid by the 
Russian government 0. "After a long and difficuit journey of one Year and 
eight MonthsIdes arrived in Peking on 10 November 1693 and was granted 
an audience with the K'ang Hsi Emperor on the 24th of that month,̂ 5
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Ides' gained mixed results from that meeting and future ones-with 
the Emperor of China 0 He met the E’ang Hsi Emperor aad delivered "his 
Ggarish majesties credentialŝ  andafter the usual ceremonies and a 

' short speeehsH- rettirned to his lodgings As regards the overall re- 
suits of his mission̂  Ides failed to settle any of the diplomatic dif
ferences; although,Chinese missions.for the reportatidn of goods did not 
ensue5 Ides succeeded in bringing back important data concerning economic 
conditions for trade within China» He "was not an official Gzarist am
bassador j, but simply a trader handling diplomatic chores as a sideline; 
hence his failures cannot be considered rebuffs to the Czar® Ides was 
pleasantly treated by the K'ang Hsi Emperor, being permitted to dine with 
him as well as with SonggotUo. . From this treatment and the Jesuit 
statements made to him. Ides could safely report when he returned to 
Moscow in February 1695 that the Chinese were peacefully inclined to 
abide by the Treaty of Herehinsk*

Following Ides’ visit, Russian trade to China proceeded at a 
generally, continuous rate for over twenty years, . Until 1698, one trade 
mission per year was sent 5 then .Russian state monopolistic control limited 
the number to one caravan every other year. Yet, despite the state trade 
monopoly, private traders continued to attach themselves to the govern
mental entourageso The Chinese r eaction to the commercial activity was 
cordial at first for there was great demand for Russian furs within. 
Peking, particularly for squirrel furs, which could be dyed to appear 
more expensive than they actually were. Profit for the Russians

69 88Ibida. py 74.
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continued, to rise during the years follo-wing the Treaty of Herchirisk®
From a profit of 20-40$ prior to 1689  ̂Hussians consistently earned 100$

■ : profits after that date, and at times the figure wasetren higherThe
sale of furs had been the Russians* interest for trading with China, and 
their investments continually brought suitable profits. The Chinese had 

V • limited the size of Russian caravans to 200 members in 1694, but in 1712
this number was raised to 220 upon Russian request» The Chinese had
complained about some,barbarian actions of Russian traders and the large .. 
extraction of gold and silver from China; as a result, Russian missions 
after 1715 were not allowed to come as . frequently as preyiously. Also, 
inasmuch as Russians were entering China: with bogus credentials, those 
that did come had to have direct permission fom high Siberian officials e 
let on the whole Sino-Russian trade relations were quite peaceful in the 
years following l689o , ■ '7

; Mevertheless, conditions. not directly relating to the matter of
commerce began to affect caravan activity as the second decade Of the 
18th century drew to a close. The Russian domination of eastern Siberia 

' 7,7 .7: was completed when Kamchatka was taken in 1707; as a result, the Chinese
reinforced' the Manchurian area to prevent any Russian designs upon their : 
territory,^® Developments in Central Asia particularly after 1715 continued 

7 to be a major source of concern,’not only to the Chinese, but to the Rus
sians as well, Tsewang Araptan’s raiding forced.the Chinese to strengthen 

• ■ defenses against him, and later they had to protect their"entire western 7/

%isher,;: p p , 7 :2 2 5 l 2 6 ,  7  :77:''': - ' , ' 7  7 :

®̂Alexis Rrausse, The Far. East (Grant Richards, 19.01), p, 23,
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position after his attack on Tibet;,: :In face of this rising menace9 the 
K’ang Hsi Emperor attempted to: sxn'Vey the.Sjjio«-Mongolian frontier in 
1712 by sending an eMbassy tti AyuM> Khan of2 the Turgut Mongols, iuho 
dwelled west of Galdan." Ayuki was an ambitious: and strong Russian 
vassal, whose position within Russian and Tibeto-Mongolian politics was 
difficult to discern, for he had marriage.ties with the Dsungars and . 
Khoshotes, yet was .under nominal Russian suzerainty.

The Chinese entered this situation as a result of a minor in
cident, Arapjur (Araptchur), Ayuki8s nephew, went to. Tibet in 1698, 
but was unable to return because Central Asia was again in turmoil as a 
result of military conflicts between the Dsungars and Turguts,^ , 
Arapjur appealed to the K'ang Hsi Emperor for refuge, which was hospi
tably granted; but the Chinese did not hasten to.assist the Turgut 
traveler in returning to his homeland, Ayuki, on learning of his 
nephew1 s location, sent an envoy. Saltan Kulyukov, to the Chinese court 
to arrange to. have Arapjur returned. Inasmuch as the Turgut envoy could 
not travel across Eastern Mongolia, Ayuki shcured passage rights through 
Siberia by virtue of his position as a Russian vassal, Kulyukov arrived 
in China in late 1711 and asked for Ayuki’s nephew's release.

Conditions within Central Asia merited a careful Chinese consi
deration of this ease, . Tsewang was growing stronger, and it was advisable 
to learn about the situation in the areas surrounding the Dsungars, Hence 
the Pang Hsi Emperor proposed to send an embassy to the Turguts and thus

^Unless otherwise noted, the general source for the remainder of 
this section is Cahen, pp, 51-68,

pummel, p, ~ 785, .
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discuss.further the problem of the return of Arapjur. The K'ang Hsi Em
peror followed Ayuki1s pattern of appealing to the Russians for safe 
passage, Although Prince Gargarin saw a situation developing in which 
a Turgut-Manchu alliance might defeat the Dsungars, freeing both members ' 
to turn on Russia, the Russian Senate granted the K’ang Hsi Emperor’s re
quest 0 ... ' ■ . ' . ,
. The Chinese envoys were carefully instructed by the K’ang Hsi
Emperor before departing on their .mission.' Appointed to head the dele
gation was -Ichanga, Guardian of the Heir-Apparent 5 he was assisted by 
Hagen, Vice-President of the Li Fan Yuan, and Tulisen (TU-Li-cb8 en) 
(I667-I74I), official historiographer. Inasmuch as Kulyukov had brought 
gifts to the Chinese, the K’ang Hsi Emperor ordered that Ayuki be thanked; 
he was further to be told that Tsewang had been approached to permit - - 
Arapjur ’s return but no answer had been received as yet . The envoys were 
explicitly ordered to turn down any invitation to arrange an alliance 
with the Turguts against the Dsungars. The Manehus were advised to be 
friendly with the Russians while passing through Siberia and, if invited 
to see the Czar, to obey Russian court customs, Finally, Russia was to 
be observed carefully from a geoĝ phic Standpoint; Tulisen was assigned 
the task of tabulating all that was. seen.

The experiences of the mission itself did not justify the 
Russians’ fear. The Chinese left Peking in June 1712, passing through 
the Siberian cities of Selenginsk and Tobolsk, At the former site they 
were delayed over five months because the Russian • trader, Khudyakov, who 
had been sent to obtain official permission for the Chinese entry into 
Siberia, had only left Peking a few days before the Emperor’s delegation
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itself d eparted<» The Ghinese received no invitation to see Peter X hot 
were well treated throughout their travel in Siberia,, The group finally, 
arrived at hayukî s camp in Manytch in July 1714<> The negotiations covered 
the r eturn of Arapjurj it was decided to let him remain in China until 
the K8ang Hsi Emperor would determine what to do; the Turgut chieftain 
agreed that it might be dangerous to return his nephew via Russia j, for the 
latter country, if worried hy continued Turgut-Manchu travels across her 
lands5 might cut off all correspondence between Ayuki and the K8 ang Hsi 
Emperor« But the whole question of any direct alliance against Galdaa 
was not considered* although Ayuki did advise the Chinese to watch 
Russian developments closely,%  After a two week sojourn, the Chinese 
delegation returned to Peking in April 1715s again via Russian Siberia»
The K'ahg Hsi limperdr was pleased with the results of the trip,, par- 
ticularly'with the. report of Tuliseni When the Dsmgars began hostili
ties in 1715s Tulisen was sent to Selenginsk "to dissuade the- Russians 
from rendering assistance to “the Eleuths fDsungars}s" and this was sue- 
'cessfully'dbheŝ i ' " V ^ ' : '■ V  ‘ :;

As Tsewang menaced the Chinese throughout the last years of the 
reign of the K'ahg Hsi'Emperor, so did he cause grave difficulties for :
the Russians iri southern Siberia, Unlike Galdan, Tsewang constantly en~ : 
gaged in hostilities with his European neighbors, hoping thus to force . 
them into an alliance wfth him. In 1713 and 1714, in face of several

.^Dudgeon, part 2, py 120

-z,iummel,vPi7 ^  '' ■; ■■
95Ibid0o bo 786. ' "
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instances of Bsungar brutality against Bussians, a Cossack̂  Ivan 
.TcBeredoy, was sent to complain to Tsewang„ Upon reaching him finally 
in Movember 1713; T.cheredov was only reminded of numerous Dsungar compl
aint s of Cossack brutality and had to return without results, Two of "  
Tsewang’ s envoys went with him, desirous of going to Moscow to see the 
Czar; but they were refused admittance into European Bussia,.

Tsewang further enraged the Russians by another act of violence0 

In 1713 a Russian exploratory expedition went into Eastern Mongolia 
looking for cities reported to be laden with gold. On the basis of a 
report that there were possibilities of wealth in the area, Lt,-Col, 
Buchholz.was sent with 1,500 men to investigate the matter more completely. 
Despite letters from Gargarin in Siberia attesting to the mission's peace
ful intent, Buehhola was attacked by Dsungars in February 1716 on the 
Yamychev River; near toe Irtish River, He was forced to retreat; although 
he did leave a force at Omsk undef a subordinate. This Russian setback 
caused both Gargarin and Buchholz to be relieved of their posts in Siberia 
and to be ordered to Moscow in the summer of 1717* Tsewang continued to 
molest the Russians; treating very harshly the- messenger too brought him 
complaints from the Czar concerning the Buchholz incident.

But that matter actually almost caused the Russians to gain 
suzerainty over Tsewang; as other conditions developed. Another envoy,
Ivan Likharev, was sent east in 1720 by Peter the Great to verify the 
story told him by Gargarin and Buchholz with regard to the expedition's 
defeat, Hhile in Siberia, he sent Ivan Toheredov to the Dsungar chief 
with Russian complaints, Tsewang now softened by Chinese defeats which 
had occurred between 1719 and 1720, promised to accept a position as a



Russian vassal if he would have a status similar to that of AyulcU AL= 
though offered t ributai-y status by Ghina after his loss of Tibet in 1720, 
Tsewang had declined = But he did send an envoy, Borokurgan, to the Czarj 
the Dsungar arrived in St , Petersburg in September 1721. .He. was instruct
ed to promise the Russians free passage for future mining expeditions in ■ 
exchange for “a defensive alliance against the Chinese.V

The Russians attempted'to formalize these promises quickly, but 
Tsewang failed to follow through with his original pledge, A Russian .. 
envoy, Ivan Cnkovskii, was sent to Tsewang in February 1722, reaching him 
in November.- He remained with Tsewang for. a year, not returning to Moscow 
until April 1724. Unkov&M4 showed unimpressive gains, however; for 
Tsewang had only promised to exchange prisoners with the Russians and 
vaguely ally with them. As a result of the K’ang Hsi Emperor’s death in 
December 1722, the Dsungar chieftain hoped to benefit from the new lung 
Cheng Emperor. . , .

8. Sino-Russlan Relations to the Death of the K’ang Hsi Emperor
Thus the period during the last years, of the reign of the K’ang Hsi 

Emperor was filled with difficulties similar to those he faced in the 
earlier years of his' reign. These problems affected not only Chinese re
lations with the Mongols and Tibet, but also those with the Russians. The 
Chinese had sent their envoys into Russia to examine the conditions in 
Siberia. After that mission,- certain hostile acts committed by the 
Russians against Chinese traders caused the K’ang Hsi Emperor to react 
unfavorably to the Russians, in spite of past benefits received from 
them. In 1715s Cargarin had complied with a Chinese imperial request
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for a good, doctor and had sent Dr0 Thomas Garwin. (Harwing) and Laurence 
Lange (Lang5 de Lange) to China to treat the Chinese Emperore ̂  Never
theless/ .considering- .grievances and the Mongol problem# there was enough 
ill-feeling between the Russians and the Chinese that Peter the Great 
found it wise in 1719 to send an official envoy from St» Petersburg into 
China in order to clarify misunderstandings <> While in China/ he would 
have ample opportunity to investigate internal conditions and also gain 
commercial profits for̂ the Russian state„ - ' . '

Hence j, Leon Vasilieviteh Izmailov was dispatched to Peking in 
July 1719 .with an embassy composed of Lange, Ivan Glazunov, John Bell 
of Antermony and several other officials as.well as an archimandrate, 
Antony Platkovskii, for Russians living in Peking„ Izmailov's main 
goals were commercial5- he was to find out about economic conditions in 
China and assure the Chinese that henceforward Russians would pay their 

' own travel expenses to Peking, instead of the Chinese having to do so, 
as was the case frequently in the past» The Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
requested that Izmailov gain trade rights for Russians throughout the ; 
Empire on a reciprocity basis) also, caravans should again be sent on a 
yearly basis„ In other areas, the Russian'envoy Was empowered to perform 
the M'ou-t'ou only if the Jesuits advised him that this was absolutely 
necessary) he was to assure the Chinese, that Russian forts on the Irtish 
River, were only defensive in nature« Izmailov was to request that the 
K'ang Hsi'Emperor grant the Russians.the right to build a church in 
Pekingo To formalize any agreement, a treaty should be -signed. Lange

^Dudgeon, part 2, p. 13.
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was sroected, to be the Russian consul in Peking,, if the Chinese would, , 
permit- this; his main function would be to facilitate Sino-Bussian trade 
relations. Thus instructed, the. Russians departed from St. Petersburg in , 
late July 1719# and they arrived in Peking at the end of November 1720.

However, Izmailov found himself constantly harassed en route to 
the Chinese capital. The Chinese would hot let some Russian traders . 
enter the Middle Kingdom who had preceded him; furthermore, Tulisen, 
en route to.battle Tsewang, was very inquisitive about Russian Central 
Asian maneuvers in Dsurigar areas. The Russian envoy also received com
plaints about Russian trade activities in Eastern Mongolia at Hrga from 
Khalka tribesmen there, Lastlŷ  Izmailov was. almost forced by Tulisen. 
to admit to having aided, the Chinese to win a military battle against the 
Dsungars. This Izmailov did not wish to do, since it might rupture re
lations with the Dsungars. Izmailov's reticence nearly caused his 
group to be sent back to Russia. But his obstihance paid off, as was 
seen when the Emperor cbhciliatorily sent Izmailov a physician when he 
became ill just prior to arriving in Peking.

In Peking, Izmailov was able to secure a certain amount of the ; 
R1ang Hsi Emperor1s confidence; though not without a difficult begin
ning. Fora long.period of time, the Russian envoy refused to agree 
to perform the k'ou-t'ou; only after strong Jesuit insistence and Chinese 
agreement that if one of their envoys came to Russia he would conform to 
Russian court customs, did Izmailov consent He was also placated when 
a court official even uncovered his head as a mark of respect to the

^John Bell, Travels from St. Petersburg in Russia to Various Parts 
of Asia, II (Edinburgh:■ William Creech, 1?88), 5. • . . '
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envoy and the latter was peraittecl. t,o present his credentials personally ; 
to the K’ang Hsi EmperorFrom this point, relations between the two 
individuals took on an exceedingly personal aspect» Between the end of 
November 1720 and the end of February 1721, Izmailov met with the Em
peror on twelve different occasions0 Gifts were exchanged and elaborate 
dinners prepared for the Russian delegation. Many leading Chinese govern-, 
mental officials were in attendance at the banquds, but Izmailov also was 
able to talk privately with the Emperor several times. Furthermore, 
Izmailov once went hunting with the EmperoraThe Jesuits in Peking 
similarly gave dinners for the Russian envoy. Throughout the meetings 
with Izmailov, the K’ang Hsi Emperor esdiibited a keen interest in Russian 
affairs and the life of the Czar, even telling Izmailov that he (the K’ang 
Hsi Emperor) felt that the Czar’s habit of sailing frequently was danger-" 
OUS.1G0 yb,' ' ■

The atmosphere of cordiality lent itself to important agreements 
in several areas of activity. During the negotiations, 700 Mongols fled 
Chinese territory into Russia, To show good faith in accord with the 
Treaty of lerehinsk, Izmailov promptly notified the new Siberian re-' • 
placement for Gargarin about the Chinese problemj as a result, the 
Chinese permitted Russian traders who had accompanied Izmailov to. enter 
China« Although the deserter problem was not settled, Izmailov had

'''%r,> Matteo Rlpa, Memoirs of Father Ripav trans. Fortunate 
Prandi (London: : John Murray, 1844), P= 107<>

^%ell. Travels from Sto Petersburg in Russia to Various Parts 
of A.saa, II, 98 ® ‘ ' ■■ ’ ’ ■ ■ ; * ■ i /.'.. ..... .....

^%ipa, p. 112. , , ,
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taken steps to do something about it 0 Similarlys the boundary on the Ud 
River.was/not clarified. But Russian trade was permitted to be greatly /
■ increased̂  although caravans would have to be self-supporting „ Also,
■ inasmuch as the Dsungars had been reduced as a major threat for the time
' beings Russian /traders were encouraged by the K8ang Hsi Emperor to use ' 
the Irtish River as a means of reaching Peking more rapidly. To assist 
the traders in-Chinas Lange was appointed'agent in Peking. Lastly, the 
Russians received the concession/for a church in' Peking. Thus, Izmailov 
received much of what he had asked for and the envoy left Peking in mid- • 
March 1721# with much /cause/for satisfaction,, Though the border problem 
was not eliminated and Russian reluctance to aid the Chinese in returning 
deserters would cause difficulty in the future, the seemingly insatiable 
Russian desire for trade -ms greatly satisfied̂

'■-/ The Lange residency in Peking was harassed "virtually from its in
ception and was a cause for strong Russian consternation as to the real 
motives of the Chinese.. But the.latter hadgood cause for displeasure 
inasmuch as the Russians continued, friendiy relations with Tsewaag and 
f ailed, to aid in returning the Mongpls who had fled Chinese control during ' 
the Izmailov mission. In retaliation for the delay over the latter matter. 

, the old E’.ang, Hsi Emperor caused his Khalka ally, the Mongolian lama,, to 
force Russian traders from his lands. Within Peking traders were severely 
restricted in their activities. Because of poor storage Conditions, trade 
goods were almost destroyed by rain. In May,-1722, Lange ,learned that the 
Chinese were not even permitting the entrance of Russian caravans at the 
border. :/-■" . /// , ' .//'/'-/''./-.;-,/' ';', '/ / " ■/::'■/''-//'

Sino-Russian claims over the/boundary weakened mutual respect .



between the K’ang-Hsi Bnperer and Lange. In August 1721 the latter was 
summoned to see the Emperors who requested passports for four court 
officials to enter Russian territory in order to find a statue once 
honored by the Mongol leader Tamerlane (1336-140$). In accord mth the 
agreements of Izmailov, Lange granted the K1 ang Hsi Emperorts desires,
. only to learn from a Jesuit that the Emperor’ s real aim was to place 
supposedly ancient stones in the Ud River area to assure Ohinese bound
ary claims when the matter of settling the border line finally was 
brought up, > ■ „ :

Hence, in view of all these differences, Lange was ordered by 
the K’ang Hsi Emperor to be expelled from China« Lange made strong 
protestations to officials, but was simply told that the Emperor had 
reached a decision and he "never [made]) any resolution, without first
well weighing all circumstances, fand] he never changed his measures

. - - . ". 2 . 0 1  ' i‘; f '' ■' ■■ ■ ■ 1 ■■■•for any reason whatsoever-. »" Lange was constantly bothered by
government officials who unceasingly' attempted to pressure" him into
accepting Chinese demands« Lange departed Peking in July 1722, arriving
at Selenginsk in Augusto

' There problems continued to develop, although the Czar ordered
that the Siberian government enforce'the deserter provisions of the
Treaty of Merchinsk, as well as check into Chinese actions on the
border, Husso-Chinese trade.continued to be restricted, a cause for
the Russians to draw closer tp Tsewang, Chinese were further embittered
when more Mongol soldiers in the Manehu army deserted to Russia in

n 'De Lange, p, 398=
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October 1722„ A troubled relationship existed between the two nations as 
the Keang Hsi Emperor died in December 1722»

During the whole span of Sino-Eussian relations* Russians who came 
to Peking in 1685 and their descendants continued to live peacefully in the 
'Middle Kingdom» Albazinians had come'willinglya for they had been wooed
by a deliberately planned policy of. the K’ang Hsi Emperor that was designed

■ • ■ ■ : to treat the Russians well* in comparison with the latters’ harsh treatment
of their captiveso Mongols and funguses in southern Mongolia were par
ticularly wooed with this jbplicy; also* some lussian- resistance was apparent- 
ly broken by the maneuver at' Albazin*

The settlement, in Peking was small in number and it lived undis
turbed in the capital, Russians were, integrated into the Mancha military 
system and were even permitted to marry Chinese, women. They often adopted 
Chinese religious practices* an act which the Russians in Siberia found 
particularly distasteful. Thus* when Ides was'sent to Peking in 1692*.one 
of his orders was to establish a Russian Church in ;Peking. This was done 
and a priest sent* with services being held "in a pagoda provided by the" 
E m p e r o r Though this settlement was notv described as a permanent 
mission* in 1715 there werê an abbot and twelve priests serving the 
Russians, Unlike the J<3suits* they did not proselyte the Chinese;, for . 
even the abbot spoke no Chinese, Furthermore* “the abandoned state of 
his own congregation required all his attention,

The'Russians attempted to make the mission permanent* and

•^Pavlovsky* p, 159* 

^^Ripa* p. 91,

1Q3Ibid,, p, I6I* f, n, 264*



; negotiations were started to that effect in 1713° In 1716., this request 
was granted and an arehimandrate, Eezhaiskiij, was sent to Peking® Wen 
he died in 1718, the Russian government appointed a successor0 However, 
when- Plotkovskii came to Peking in 1720, he was told that his predecessor 
was considered to be. ‘‘in the service of China0n"*-̂5 In the years that 
followed, the. Russians at Peking continued to become more and more a part 
of the general Chinese populace, although some Russians were sent to • 
Peking occasionally to study the Chinese and Manchu languages0 But on 
the whole, permanent Russians in the Chinese capital tended to forget 
their culture and religion̂  ■ Even in the early years of Sino-Sussian re
lations , Peter 1-was not amcious to give strong support to these ex- 
citizens; the Jesuits were in great f avor at the Chinese' court and might 
have resented any strong Russian conversion efforts a By the time the 
Jesuits1 power was broken, the Russian enclave had become a decayed rem
nant of - even it s. previous strength> ,y . :

In dealing with the Russians the K’ang Hsi Emperor had given the 
whole problem of diplomatic and commercial relations full attention and 
had achieved significant results» Although Russians continued to in
trigue with the Dsungarsj.they did so cautiously, always fearing Chinese 
military and commercial repercussions,. The K8ang Hsi Emperor established v 
a pattern Of trade relations that continued to characterize commercial, 
activity between the two nations until the Treaty of Aigtm" in l858o 
Although the Treaty of - Herehinsk was modified in 1727 at lEiakhta, the 
Chinese constantly exercised strong control over the Russian commercial :

~  : #avl.vBky, p. 162. ' :  ̂ : '. ■ ' ' . v ■ '



activity that was permitted» By a careful bslauoe between military force 
■. and diplomatic bargainings the K'ang. Hsi Emperor pDteeted China8s nor
thern frontier from the Russian advance and thus freed his full- military 
machine for combat against the Dsungars at, a time when this was most 
necesssary. The K8ang Hsi Emperor continually manifested interest in 
Russian activity; by so doing he was able to formulate a Chinese policy 
which guarant eed the superiority of the Middle Kingdom in Central Asia 
and along the- Sino-Russian bordera .



VII, THE RELATIOMS OF THE K1 MG HSI E3EER0B 
. ; WITH GffiilSTIAN HISSIOHAEIES^. %

I, General Introduction,
Roman Catholic activity in China began as an outgrowth of 16th 

century missionary work in India and Japan, Inspired by information 
obtained in the latter country, St, Francis Xairi,er(l506=1552), first, 
missionary to the Eat of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits)/ came to the 
coast of China only to die oh Shang' Gh,luan Island off the coast of 
Canton, But China had been evaluated correctly by St. Francis as the 
fountainhead of.East Asiatic culture and religion; hence, other members 
of the growing Jesuit Order foliowed the Portuguese to Macao and from 
there established the pattern for missionary activity that characterised 
their movement in' China, ' ';y : . 7 '

Christianity was not brought to the Middle Kingdom only by the 
Jesuits, however, Dominicans<, Franciscans and Augustinians were also 
attracted to China, They served.their orders faithfully, making many 
converts and inspiring the Chinese with a love of Christ and His ideals.

' i  1 ' 1 ' n  , - ■ :' ■ - " , 7 . ‘ ; . i ; • ■ 'Unless Otherwise hoted, the,general source for material in this 
chapter is Arnold ¥, Rowbotham, Missionary and Mandarin': The Jesuits at
the Court of China (Berkeley;- University of California Press, 1942), pp, 
1-172, An early ahticle by Professor Rowbotham, "The Jesuits at the Court 
of Peking," Chinese Social and Political Science Review, IV (December 1919) 
pp, 297”3i26, presents a good general summary of the Jesuit movement within 
China, ; Another article by Professor Rowbotham, "The.Impact of Confucian
ism on Seventeenth Century Europe," Far Eastern Quarterly, IV (May 1945), 
pp, 224=242,,' is an.excellent essay on that aspect of the Jesuit activity, 
which is only lightly treated in this thesis, .
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But the Jesuit activity,, inspired by the zeal of the 6omiter~leformation5 
was by far the most important5 in terms of its religious success and its 
cultural and political influence» Jesuits were the missionaries who led 
Catholic proselytings not only at the court in Peking, but in the pro
vinces as veil o ■■

:■ The .position of the Society of Jesus within the Herarcky of the 
Boman Catholic Church had much to do with its successes and failures«
The Jesuit Order was founded by Ignatius-Loyola in 1540 and was headed . 
by a general, who supervised all field activity of the missionaries in 
the order, wherever they may have been. But over the Jesuits1 own 
hierarchy there remained the power of the Boman Catholic Church at 
large, particularly manifested in the Sacred'Congregation of the Pro
paganda Fide (the Propaganda),, which had general control over the ac
tivities of all missionarygr’oups within the Boman Catholic Church. At ' . . 
times, the Propaganda itself sent missionaries into the field, both to in
vestigate differences between orders and to minister to populaces in a ^  
manner similar to that of the groups under its controls In matters of ' 
controversy, the decisions of the Propaganda were not final| they could 
be taken to the Pope, whose authority was final but only until a succes- ' 
sor might change his decision.

The Jesuit treatment of the Chinese led the Order to brilliant 
success even when contemporaries usually failed. It was the Jesuits1 
policy in China, as well as in other areas they served, to become 
highly knowledgeable about local thought and customs| their loVe of 
learning was thus satisfied, and they moreover were able to talk more 
intelligently and tolerantly to the Chinese literati than would have
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otherwise have been possible. The Jesuits also recognized that their 
conversion efforts would be greatly facilitated by a knowledge of the 
Chinese languagê  hence, many of their number were fully conversant in 
that tongue. Jesuits found further that they would be more readily ac
cepted if they dressed as did the Chinese; inasmuch as Jesuits were not • 
compelled to waar any particular clerical garb, many missionaries, dressed 
a la chinois.: The Jesuit policy was not devised simply to impress the 
Chinese, although this was a factor. Bather, they recognised that to 
gain acceptance,as Western Christians, they would have to harmonize with 
the highest ideals of the ethnocentric Chinese culture.: Jesuits con
tinually used moderation as a guide to their activity;. they recognized 
the. might of Chinese civilization and hence chose to emulate some of its 
higher qualities. /

The:Jesuit . missionary methodology was indicative of their under
standing of Chinese society. Jesuits recognized that in order to be suc
cessful yin their proselyting,, activity they would need the friendly neu- . 
trality of the Chinese government.. .Inasmuch as the government was run • 
through the Emperor at Peking; and; his scholar-bureaucracy in the provinces, 
the Jesuits' 'main:;,early.‘aetivity::.ms;,directed;hi winning,the respect and . y 
confidence of these upper echelons of the Chinese society. .Unlike the 
mendicant Dominicans and Franciscans, they made no immediate effort to 
convert the masses, for the Jesuits realized that if the scholar- , 
bureaucracy turned against their activity, any convert made would be . 
quickly lost. ' hence., from the last years of the sixteenth century, ■ ■ . f
Jesuit missionaries focused their attention.on; gaining a substantial 
knowledge and appreciation of. Chinese culture and using what they learned



to earn, the respect of ttie upper classes:.' By their modest attitude and 
wide learning in European sciences* they attracted the inquiring minds 
of learned.Chinese scholar-bufeaucrats and thus gained the kind of,at
mosphere needed for missionary activity in China.

; During the years of the reign of the K*ang Hsi Emperor̂  the - 
Jesuits continued to practice their religion with tolerance and respect 
for Chinese; thought. Because they didj they found the K!ang Hsi Emperor 
to be their admirer and 'virtual patron. Hence* the Catholic missionary . 
effort in China during the period, from l667 to 1722 experienced great 
success* despite doctrinal differences which rent the Roman Catholic 
Churchjasxmder and completely debased its position in China.

For the Jesuit tolerance and moderation extended also to questions 
of faith. Haring a commanding understanding of Chinese customs and cere
monies* the early leader of the Society in China* Matteo Ricci* concluded 
that the venerations paid to Confucius and to the ancestors were not re
ligious acts in a sense that they were idolatrous. The Jesuits felt that 
these were rather performances of veneration and respect and not for any 
particular return. As the rites to Confucius were conducted by the chief 
magistrate of a given locale* the Jesuits argued that this was not a re
ligious act* but rather a civil observance. The Jesuits further attempted 
to reconcile the Chinese terms for the Supreme Deity (Shang TLand TXjen. or 
T'ien Chu) to refer to the Christian Supreme1 Deity, and to Heaven* respect- 
ively. .They held thus that these terms could be - used.as bases for resem
blance between the Chinese and the Christians. Because of this position* 
the Jesuits gained many converts to their cause. Conversely* because these 
customs and terminologies had idolatrous connotations to missionaries in
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other less successful orders, the Jesuits were increasingly attacked, and 
as time passed, most successfully so. As the Jesuits faced these challenges, 
they did wo with a record of astounding success in conversion activities 
and the unyielding favor and support of their respected, yet unconverted 
patron and master, the E’ang Hsi Emperor,

The Emperor1s reaction to the Jesuits was in keeping with the 
higher values of a Chinese eclectic tradition which had made compromises - 
between the doctrines of Buddhism, Taoism and Confucianism, even in his 
day, and such diverse Western faiths as BestoiriLaa Christianity, Islam and 
Judaism earlier. The Emperor appreciated the universal values of the 
Christian message and he treated the Jesuits’ attempts to spread their 
faith in China tolerantly. The K’ang Hsi Emperor had a very personal re
lationship with many of the missionaries, having long discussions with 
them about Christian and Chinese beliefs and values. He found their 
company and ideas challenging and used their abilities directly in the 
Chinese bureaucracy in the diverse positions of translators, carto
graphers, astronomers, diplomats and teachers of Western science. If the 
K’ang Hsi Emperor favored the Jesuits during their long argumentatioh 
with the other orders, he did so simply for the reason that his main con
tact with Christian missionaries had been with Jesuits. That contact 
had proved to be both pleasant and valuable. Hence, the K’ang Hsi 
Emperor supported the Jesuit position, for their viewpoints and his own 
were remarkably paralleled in what the Jesuits believed. With the decline 
of the Society of Jesus by the Md-lSth century in China, Christianity 
there declined commensurately. That China as a whole was unprepared to 
meet the challenge of the West, in the mid-19th century, is a partial
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result of the Jesuit problems and,failures which occurred during the reign , 
of the Pang Hsi Emperor̂

2. Pre-Manchu Jesuit Activity in China ; '
The foundation :for Jesuit missionary work in China was laid by

the activities of Father Hat tec Ricci in the early 17th cent pry <, At the
Portuguese missioh. base at l&cao?. Ricci ■was trained in Ghinese customs
by Alessandro Yalignani and i-Hchael Ruggeriuŝ  two Italian missionaries of
the Society. It was Yalignani who Introduced Ricci to the fundamentals
of Jesuit activitys and the young recruit quickly adapted himself to the.
Ghinese society in uiaieh he was placed at Chao Gh’inĝ  then capital of
Kwangtung province. There Ricci learned his lessons well, making ac-

. quaintances and friendships with leaned scholars and studying with them*
first as a Buddhist monk* then as a Gonfucian scholar, • Ricci utilized
his learning to develop fully Jesuit practices for gaining new converts,

■ .Hence it was Ricci who fbrmalized jesuit policy to permit.Chinese converts
to offer food and prayer to their ancestors and to worship Confucius when it
was appropriate to do so., Ricci wrote: ■ ; '

Their t̂he Chinese] piety toward parents and relatives consists 
in serving them :when dead as; if they were /still alive. However*

■ this observance does hot mean to imply that the dead actually ' ■ 
Come to eat-these things {'that are sacrificed to them! or that

'■ they need them; ■ but they say that they do this because they know
■ .no': other way;of .showing theti their. lpve: and; gratitude , * ,
: Sinee they, recognize’no divinity in the dead* since they beg

tbem for nothing* all this is devoid, of idolatry and perhaps 
. it can be' said that there is no. superstition* although t it would 

" . be better to commute this into alms for the. poor on behalf of
the souls of the dead* once they became Christians,

■ ‘ ■ Ântonio Sisto Ro,ss% Apostolic legations to China of the Eight
eenth Century (South Pasadena, California's P, D, and lone Perkins* 1948)*
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Qon’eerm.ng' the veneration paid to Confucius by the Chinese in 
the form of rites5 Father Eieci commented that the scholars erected a 
temple in -which there is a statue of Confucius and of his disciples, or 
tablets -with information about them,

< To this spot ŵhere the temple #as located̂  ̂on all new moons 
and full moons, come the magistrates » . » .to give reverence 

' to Confucius with the eu.stomary. genuflection. They light 
': candles to him and place incense in the censer which stands

before the altar. - On his birthday and certain other occasions 
during-the year5 they;offer him in a very solemn manner dead 
animals and other • edibles to show him their appreciation for 
the good doctrine left to them in his books through which they . 
"obtained their magistracies and degrees. However they recite , 
no prayers nor ask.any favor of his, as we. have already noted 
in the instance Of their dead „ . .The purpose of this law of 

' the scholars is to maintain the peace and tranquility of the 
kingdom and the good government of homes and individuals<,-3

.. If.. Ricci expressed himself compromisingly on these' matters and
attempted to reconcile Christian dogma with Chinese belief's, he did so only
because:\. - y ' -  : . - : .. v' ■: :■ ■

he must have been honestly convinced that in Confucian and 
' ancestor worship there was in essence,- nothing fundamentally . 
in opposition to the Christian ideas of Cod and the immortality
of the soul, and with this conviction it would have been easy
for him to accept certain ceremonies which wounded the sus
ceptibilities of his less expert brethren.4
Despite opposition from other Christians and skeptical Chinese, 

the message of Matteo Ricci gained -immediate succesŝ  first in Ch'ao Ohu, 
north of Canton; then at lan-ch’aag, the capital of ELangsi province; and
later at Hanking = Ricci1s. prestige grew to be such that he was.admitted
to Peldng in 1601. In the capital he continued fto: press conversion ac
tivities, and among the sGhoIar-bureaucracy he gained such important con-

3Ibid.i p. 73. 
%'owbotham, p. 63.



verbs as Hsu Kuang-ch'i (Christian name, Paul Hsuj 1562-1633) and. Li 
Chih-tsaQ (fl» 1601-30). The Jesuit quarters were a center - ©f much learned 
activityj for Chinese scholars were continuously coming to Eieci to dis
cuss religion and learh about Western technological developments and , 
science,. After much strenuous activity in Peking, Eieci died in 1610,
•He left the Jesuit position strong in China and by his own actions, at
titudes and learning, created a favorable climate in official circles 
for future.missionary activity during the final years of the Ming dy
nasty, Eieci was buried on land outside Peking donated by the Wan Li ' 
Emperor, and the leadership of the Jesuit mission was assumed -by Father 
Longobardo,

Despite the court decadence of the final years of the Ming dy
nasty, that period was a fruitful one for the increase of Jesuit influence 
and strength. Overcoming some early Christian persecutions led by Chinese, 
the men of the Society of Jesus gained steadily; in the eyes of the leaders 
of the Chinese populace. More missionaries continued to come to China and 
continually gained new converts for the Church, This was a result in no . 
small measure of the support given by Christian members of the bureau
cracy, particularly Paul HstL, whose positions continued to increase in 
prestige and power, irrespective of his new faith. But Hsu did not benefit 
the Jesuits simply by the prestige value inherent in his conversion. He 
actively promoted the Jesuit-cause!"with Li: Chih-tsao, Hsu obtained per
mission for the Jesuits to reform the.activities of a major Chinese 
governmental department,. the Bureau of Astronomy, Hence, Johann Adam 
Schall von Bell, a redenbly-arrived German Jesuit, was appointed with 
Hsu in.1629 to reform the calendar. Their work with a document which
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greatly affected the lives of the whole Chinese populace lent great pres- / 
tige to the whole Jesuit,ofder and^Schall1s scholarly appearance and/
. Brilliant mnd added to: the Jesuit honor, ■ ■

. But the new position occupied by Schall ms not immune from : 
Eastern, or Western criticism. From Muslims, ■ who'had been criticized ' 
for inefficiency, and thus displacedj, came unsuccessful challenges to 
Schall1s ■accuracy. And even from Jesuits and other orderŝ  there were pro
tests about. the type of work that the Jesuits were doing. It was felt by 
some to be astrological ih nature, hence superstitious, But after long 
argumentation̂  the Jesuit right to hold office -within the Chinese bureau
cracy was sustained by a decision of Pope Alexander VII in 1664= . Jesuits 
:continued to use their scientific knowledge in the bureaucracy, not only 
Ito increase Chinese learning in mathematical;subjects, but also to raise 
their own stature in the strange land, • '

, As the liing Dynasty fell, Jesuits found themselves allied with 
both remnants of the defeated forces and the rising Manchus, ' The Ming 
prince, Chu lu-lang, was aided byseveral Jesuits, one of whom died ' . 
fighting for him against.the pursuing Manchus, ' But in Peking,the adroit 
Schall, though having aided the Ming, by helping;them construct cannons, " 
had gained a reputation for living a charmed life after the dynasty col- '
lapsed. Despite the ravages in the capital by Li Tzu-ch'eng, Schall was 
able to -protect his mission,;and he.remained hnharmed with his flock 

through the gon action which immediately preceded the actual Manchu as
cendancy in 1644o Hence, the,.ManchuS were .sSffielently impressed with 
the :mi'Ssio.naty! s respectability, and after casting some cannons for the 
new rulers, he was soon restored to. his directorship of the Astronomical



Bureau, The Jesuit rise continued as if uninterrupted, . .
The number of Christian converts had increased impressively during 

the last Sing ;years, Dominicans and Franciscans had come to .Fukien in the 
late 1630*s to converb the Chinese# though their entry had met with a cer
tain amount of Jesuit opposition. By 1637 Christians numbered 403,000 

personŝ  rising from a figure ten years previously of 13.,000, During the 
early Manchu years5 these early totals began to appear insignificant, as," 
Schall's influence brought the heightened respect to the Christian move
ment necessary to encourage continued conversion* By 1664 over 250̂ 000 
Chinese had joined the Catholic Church,

3, Jesuit Activity in China Until the Beginning of the Personal Rule of 
the K'ang Bsi Emperor: - ■. • ■ ■ ■ ' -

. Under the ieign of the Shun Ohih Emperor̂  Adam: Schall gained a . 
position of great intimacy %d.th the young monarch. The Shun Ghlh Emperor 
had come to hold actual power after the death of his regent«, lorgon 
(1612-50)$ only to fall under the influence of Buddhists and court 
eunuchs* who found it beneficial to their governmental activities to see 
the monarch engaged in such non-governmental pursuits as reading Buddhist 
scriptures and cavorting with his concubines, But prior to that.debased 
situation's full developments the Emperor's desire for knowledge caused 
him to rely on Schall for advice in state matters as well as for re
ligions teaching. But as his-debauchery continued, contact between the 
two. men diminished, although: Father. Schall remained in high esteem. With 
the Emperor's death in l66l, the Jesuits went through their first major 
period of court : persecution,, but nevertheless - came out of the onerous 
years with great strength in China.



fhe Regency period of the early years of the K'ang Hsi Emperor's 
reign was filled with painfnl trials for the Jesuits. Though the re- 
.gents a.t first were friendly to Schall and appointed him a tutor to the 
Young Emperor,, this situation rapidly changed.. Muslims who were dis
gruntled about the Jesuit role in astronomical matters found a willing 
mouthpiece in ananti-Ghristian Chinese demagogue, Yang Kuang-hsien 
(I597-I669). Yang'challenged the accuracy of the Jesuits' mathematical com
putations and furthermore charged them with spreading false ideas, par
ticularly one which stated that the Chinese were descended from the 
Hebrews and hence inferior= Although these statements made little im
pression on the Manchu rulers, an argument that was successful claimed 
that Schall had caused a deceased infant son of the Shun Chih Emperor 
to be buried on an inauspicious day in I658, thus causing the prompt 
deaths of both the Emperor and his wife. The Board of Punishments moved 
quickly against the Jesuits and in April 1665, sentenced Schall and seven 
Chinese colleagues to beheading on the charge of high treason; three other 
missionarieŝ  Ferdinand Ferbiest, Louis Buglio and Gabriel de laghalhaens 
were to be beaten and banished from China. But the Jesuit leaders were 
saved from those punishments by a sefiouS and auspicious natural, calamity.
As the sentences were about to be approved, a severe earthquake shook 
Peking and caused a sweeping fire in the royal palace. In the melee 
which followed, the regents turned to the Dowager Empress for advice; 
inasmuch as she had.once received medical treatment from Schall she re
fused to indicate her concurrence with the priests' execution. Many of 
the officials who believed in Yang Euang-hsiens's charge with regard to 
the astrological error of the Jesuits were impressed by the divine portents



' in the earthqaake. Henoê ; probably influenoed by. the Dowager Empress 
and the tide of pnblid opinion which drifted in favor of the Jesuits> 
the regency had the European missionaries freed, although their Chinese 
companions were executed as a result of Tang Kuang-hsien1s charge» But 
Schall, who had been unable to fight for his own life during the trial 
as the result of a stroke, died in August 1666 as a result of the poor 
treatment he suffered while in prison during the persecution=.The 
J e suit s gained quick revenge for the entire incident, however.

In I667, the K’ang .Hsi Emperor •eliminated the power of the re
gents and took over personal control, Tang Kuang-hsien had been appointed' 
to head the Astronomical Board in 166$, though he admitted lacking the 
technical knowledge necessary for,this type of work. In 1668, the yotmg 
K’ang Hsi .Emperor had Verbiest examine some of the calculations made under 
Tang's directorshipj the missionary reported numerous errors, which Chinese 
officials confirmed, Tangwas dismissed in March I669, and in April 
Verbiest came into control of the Board, As if this was not enough satis
faction, with the persecution of Oboi.occurring at this time, Verbiest took 
advantage of his new post to point out that Oboi had judged wrongly against 
Schall in favor of Tang, who was then deported to Shantung province, instead 
of being permitted to remain at large in Peking, The Jesuit relationship 
between the learned Verbiest and the K’ang Hsi Emperor began. Thus by 
1670 the Jesuits were restored to power,• Though they were limited to some 
extent in their missionary activities by the Emperor's refusal to rescind . 
the regency's decree against continued proselybing passed during the Schall 
persecution, provincial officials found it prudent to ignore the law. They 
recognised that the Jesuits held a strong court position which did not



appear to be weakenings bub rather was quite influential̂

ko The Rise of the Rites Controversy
The early 17th century attempt by Matteo Ricci at conformance 

with some Chinese religious terminology and rites by its very nature 
. came to threaten the future of Christianity and the Socidiy of Jesus 
during the reign, of the K'ang Hsi Empbroro The conflict between .the 
Jesuitd and the rival orders was nbt simply a matter of theological 
differences, although this was a contributing factor, European nation
alist rivalries played an important role, .alee.,-, in the conflict which 
followed. But inasmuch as the-Jesuits were buttressed by.the Portuguese 
and received great support from the King of Portugal ...they benefitted in 
their early days from the Padroado system. Under that arrangement all 

: missionaries going to China had to do so via Lisbon and on Portuguese . , 
ships|5 the Jesuits/ however, suffered as a result of the Portuguese 
decline when the Spanish dual-monarchy from 15SO to 1640 lessened the
control and influence of the Kingdom of Portugal over her colonies. Even
after, the restoration, the Jesuits found themselves under the patronage 
of a weakened sponsor.

' ; The Jesuits also ' conflicted with other orders on grounds of ap- ■
proach to'missionary activity as well as because of a natural jealousy 
between competitors, let, perhaps "in a sense developments represented a 
clash between the narrow, intolerant religious nationalism of the Spanish

5 '■ " / : - ■■■ :Charles Ralph Boner. Fidalgos in the Par East. 1550-1770; Fact 
and Fancy in the History of Macao (The Haguei .Martinus Mi.ihoff. 1918).

■ p. i59o.. ; , yi: • ' : ■ ■ ■■ .-1 : \ .
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• ;V; - ' ; - \ ■ - - •. : ' , - : ̂ ; ■. ■’ ■ / .conqaistadores and the urbanê  cosmopolitan humanism of the Italians 0n
Fors although the Jesuits were founded bya Spaniard, Loyola, and pro- 
tected 'by the Portuguese crown, a large .segment of thir membership was- 
derived from the Italian peninsula cities, the Franciscans and Domini
cans, jealous, of the strong Jesuit European and Chinese court positions, 
found it tempting to attack the methodology and theological positions 
of the Society— which even some Jesuits disagreed with. Furthermore, 
the conservative nature of Roman Catholicism in the 17th-century made 
Jesuit innovations, particularly in China, appear virtually heretical®

.The Jesuits found their power menaced from a non-European source 
as well, Within China* Buddhist s' and Taoists attacked the Christian 

; , missionaries because of a'natural.antagonism -toward foreigners and in 
order to preserve their own congregations from a rival.religious- group--. 

. regardless of the great Chinese eclectic tradition. This was also done 
later in self-defense, for in Bicci1s early writings,'his strong Con- 
fucian partiality led him to attack the elaborate ritualism of the re- ... 
ligions of - the Buddha and Lao Tzu, The battle against the Jesuits in 

: China may' be said to have begun first in the Far East and then, when ; 
brought to the Papacy,- the problem entered the arena of inter-order, 
international and inter-denominational conflict, tearing at the seams 
of the Catholic effort not only in China, but throughout Europe,

The Jesuit -position of tolerance, was based on a fundamentalist 
• interpretation of Confucian philosophical thinking. The Society held

. marl H, Pritchard, review of Fidalgos in the Far East and , • 
Apostolic Legations to China in the.IBth- Century, Far Eastern Quarterly. 
XI (February 1952), 243, - - • - , , .



that all of the interpretations of Ghu Hsi and Warig lang-ming (1473- 
1529) were eorraptions of the pure thoughts of Confucius, What Con-' 
fucius had to says because his thoughts were nobles1indidated a vague 
existence of . a monotheistic/form of worship in the past of prehistoric 
China, Drawn further back, some Jesuits proposed a relationship between 
ancient Chinese beliefs and those- of the early Hebrews, Ihus, this show- 
ed that the Chinese were originally theists5 and though their faith had 

. 'been corrupted; particularly by Taoism and Buddhism,, the essence of Con
fucianism nevertheless was in harmony with much of Christian thinking/ 
or at least not in opposition to it. Hence; much of Christian theology 
could be easily adapted to the Confucian system of ethics; for example; 
and the Chinese terms for Heaven and the Supreme Being made applicable 
to the Catholic doctrines, _,/.v::. / v .

There was ample reason for criticism of this argumentation. Mot 
/ only early Jesuits in China;; but of course the rival orders 'used' their ̂ 
knowledge of the Confucian classics to refute the Bicci-Jesuit line of 
reasoning. They early pointed out that Confucius himself had distinctly 
claimed an ignorance of a Supreme Being and a life after death. The 
Chinese -may have believed in a Heaven, but rather than that being a •

./. spiritual entity; it was thought of simply in a material sense. The / 
Catholic doctrine of the immortality of the soul found little basis in .

V the Confucian writingsj for upon death the human spirit became merged ' 
with the all-pervading Way (Tap) which governed the universe, hot re- , 
taining any.individuality. There was strong evidence for each side of 
the questionj but within the context of the rivalries of the day, per
sonal differences and human1 frailties caused what should have been a
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rati©nal argtimenfc to aegenerate into emot.ional Mckering® ,
The Bicci positions, though generally mchallenged during his 

lifetimd, came under fire shortly after his death., Bieci8s successor 
as head of the Jesuit activity in Chinâ  Father Niceolo Longobardos 
denied his predecessor8 s argument that the ancient Chinese knew of the 
"true God,11 Buf in good comrade ship s the J esuits argued the question 
on several occasions without succeeding in reaching any permanent de- 
' cisioh® - ' ' ■ ' v .' - -

In the meantime, Jesuits found that missionaries from other 
orders were coming to China in increasing numbers. This was distasteful 
to the Societŷ  and mot only because its position was challenged. Fur
thermore, the Jesuits considered the Franciscan and Dominican method / 
of street-preaching without any benefit of knowledge of China or the 
Chinese irreconcilable with a successful operation, .When the two rival 
orders attempted ,to discuss variances in interpretation with the Jesuits 
and w ere refused3 one of their number first complained to ecclesiastical 
authorities in the Philippines; then the Dominican̂  Jean-Baptiste Morales* 
brought the problem to Borne in 1643 in the form of a description of Jesuit 
practiceso He questioned numerous Jesuit praefices in China and the 
rituals indulged in by Chinese Christiansj he requested Pope Urban ¥1X1* ; 
-through the Propaganda* to feach a decision about the Jesuit activities. 
The Propaganda* in 1.645* prohibited the practices as described by 
Morales, In that same year* Pope Innocent X confirmed the Propaganda8 s 
decision that the practices as described by Morales were incompatible ' 
with Catholic doctrined

: The Jesuits* seeing their position threatened* moved to recoup
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their losses» Even prior to the Morales appeal/ the Society in China 
met and clearly condemned idolatrons practices in which the Chinese 
participated. In reaction to the 16% decisions^ Jesuits simply eon- 
tinned to do as they had in the past with regard to their missionary 
activities, thus disobeying the papal decree, despite their strict pro
fession of unquestioning loyalty to the Papacy. But recognizing the 
illegality of this action, they attempted to 'gain a: reversal of policy<, 

Father Martino Martini was sent, to Borne in 1655 to. present the 
Jesuit case. Father Martini, a missionary of long service in China, 
argued against the questions proposed by Morales, particularly the 
latter* s objections to worship of Confucius and ancestors0 However, 
his opposition was so stated as to allow only a political, not a re
ligious interpretation, As a result, the Congregation of the. Inquisi
tion, basing its decision on the questionŝ  posed by Martini, granted the 
Jesuit stand, stating that: \

.>■' . . honors paid Confucius by new graduates■ and magistrates 
were allowed, for such honors were seemingly civil and poli
tical; honors paid the dead may be tolerated, provided that 
superstitions were e xcluded <>7 ■ /

This decision failed to settle any disputes, and a further event which
occurred during the last years of the K’ang Hsi Regency only served to ;
increase the struggle between rival orders.

During the persecution of Schall in 1664-65, missionaries of the
three major orders were forced to Canton, where they were confined until
the regeneration of Christianity in 1669«. There, for forty days in early

Rosso, p. 120,
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16685 nineteen Jesuits, three Dominicans and one Franciscan argued, over 
the various religious differences between the orders and found agreement 
on a.U matters except the one concerning Gonfucian RiteSo This harmony 
was hrought about partially by the need for a united stand, in face of 
the amti-Gatholle measures of the Regency® But once the pressures from 
the Chinese government were alleviated, the anti=Jesuit antagonism burst 
out anew, particularly in Europe, daring the early years of - the reign 
of the R’ang' Hsi Saperori, - ■ ■ _ \ '

5® The K,ang Isi Emperor8s Personal Relations with the Jesuits® and .
Their-Contributions to Sinology Made Under His Aegist

Although the Rites controversy continued, to become intensified 
in Europe as well as ,in China, the years of the reign of the K$ang Hsi 
Emperor were marked by increased cooperation between Christians, particu= 
larly the Jesuits, and the Chinese ruler® Jesuits became influential 
participants in. the Chinese bureaucracy and exercised an important role 
in the formulation of certain aspects of Ch’ing governmental policy® In 
gratitude for services rendered and in respect for the reasonableness of 
the Jesuit rationale, the K* ang Hsi Enperor gave the Society of Jesus 
strong support in its running battle with the Papacy in Rome, and with 
anti=j©suit orders within China and in its efforts to gain converts for 
the Church® - ' , ' ' '

The Jesuit success during the first 20 years of the K8 ang Hsi 
Emperor8s rule was largely the r esult of a personal relationship that 
developed between the Emperor and Father Ferdinand ferbiest, a Belgian 
in the service of the Society® Upon Sehall,s death in 1666, Ferbiest 
• succeeded to the leadership of the Peking Jesuit centerj with the



Emperor’s reversal of the Begency policy toward the Ghristiaa.. missionaries# 
Verbiest became director of the BureauofAstronony and immediately re= 
stored calendrieal errors which Yang Kuang-hsien had permitted to develop0 
Ee began his duties as direetor-by teaohing mathematies and astronomy to 
students at the Peking.observatory. Responding to the interest of the 
K’angHsi Emperor# Verbiest taughtthe latter much about geometry# philo«=

- sophy and musio. He also attempted to rid the Emperor1s
‘ mind entirely of pagan fables and superstitions and little by 

little taking advantage of favorable moments and the monarch's 
■ . avidity to learn everything# he instructed him in the truths

which are the objectives of the Christian faith. -
Verbiest whs able to gain a strong position at the court for his Jesuit
confreres and thus provided the kind of atmosphere necessary for com-
tinned missionary activity. :

During the war against: ¥u San-kuei# the K’aag Hsi Emperor had to
utilize every resource available in order to defend his empire from the
south China rebels. Hence# Verbiest was called upon by the Emperor to
assist in the military activities by casting cannon for the imperial army.
After a hesitant response as a result of religious scruples# Verbiest had ^
three hundred cannon east# to the Emperor’sexbreme gratification. He
continued personally to tutor the Emperor in Western European science and
remained his constant aide in numerous projects. Verbiest and others were
called upon to assist in construction efforts# to accompany the Emperor pny
trips and to advise him on certain diplomatic matters# particularly relating
to the mattef of European trade. Verbiest also used his knowledge of '

'Hue # as cited in Rowbotham# p. 95=,



Western,, science to produce important tomes concerning astronomy and in
strument construction. Like his predecessorŝ  the Emperor had a keen 
interest in Westera meehanic&l instrumentŝ  hence the Jes'iits continually 
added to his growing Collection of clocks and informed their European 
friends that gifts of a mechanical nature were fairly certain ways to 
gain the "Emperor1s quick friendship»

After long service to the Emperor and to the Jesuit cause/ • 
Ferdisnd Verbiest died in 1688/ just after the death of the Dowager 
Empress idiose action on behalf of Schall had been a partial reason for 
the continuance of the Jesuit movement«, The Emperors out of respect to 
his deceased adviser, sent personal representatives to the funeral and 
even wrote a formal eulogy in1 the missionary‘s memory*̂  Yerbiest was 
buried in great splendor in the graveyard of his illustrious predecessors
■ outside the walis of Peking*— , • V

■ With:Yerbiestfs death> the anti-Portuguese Societe des Missions 
Itrangeres de Paris (Mo E* P.) sent; French Jesuits to China under the 
auspices of Louis XIY and his ministers, who were anxious to extend the 
prestige of France into the Far East* The monopolistic provisions of 
the Portuguese Padrmdo had blocked the French for-some time* But they 
had finally begun their missionary organisation; and when Yerbiest in 
1685 had requested French missionaries to bolster the Peking outpost, a

■ ; ■ %urray, 11, 2#, - I; ' '// '/' '': -

^Letter from Father de Fontaney to'Reverend Father de la Chaise 
quoted in John Lockman, Travels of the Jesuits into Various Parts of the 
world; particularly China and the Eastvlndies, II (2nd ed.» cor*: London: 
T* Piety, 1?62), 74*, ; ' - t " : ..' ''/
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trading company* Gompaigne de la Chine* had been organized to finance the
tiissionaries1 travel and e3$pand French eommereial interests» Ignoring
Portuguese opposition Fathers BouvetGerbillons de VisdeloUj, de Fontahey
and Leeomte had landed at lingpo in 1687, Doubtlessly urged by Verbiest
to do so5 the K’ang Hsi Emperor had ordered the new arrivals to come to
Peking* saying: i-'v; ..y t ' ,

let them all come to.my Court, Such as are skilled in the 
Mathematicks Esic3 shall reside there, and serve mej and the 

. y rest may go into the Prbvinces as they shall think proper« ,
After arriving in Peking just in time to attend "Verbiest1 s funeral, the
French missionaries held their first audience with the Emperor on 21

/ larch 1688, In accord with his order, Bouvet and Gerbillon remained in .
Peking and the others were permitted to serve Chinese Christians away
from the capital, - % ,

Despite some opposition, from the Portuguese leader in China,
Grimaldi’.s successor, Thomas Pereyra, the French gained a conmanding
position almost immediately in the Chiriese court. Father Jean-Franeois
Gerbillon, particularly, became a valuable confidant of the K’ang Hsi
Emperor as a result of his linguistic and diplomatic skills, Learning
the Chinese and Manchu languages rapidly, he gained the quick respect of
the Emperor, and he and Pereyra were dispatched to HerehinSk to aid in
the Sinô Eussian negotiations there. As a result of their successful
work, they gained the gratitude and respect of Songgotu, the chief
Manchu negotiator at the proceedings.

After Merehinsk, the Jesuits continued to serve the Chinese

; Inperial Edict quoted in ibid,, p, 68,



, : . ■■ . ■ /  ■ . . ; : - IB?

Emperor, Mien he left the environs of his palace and went to another 
residence .north ef Peking5 Jesuit priests had to visit him and. continue 
their lessons about Western technology. Particularly active in this 
work -were Fathers Antoine • Thomas# Gerbillon and Joachim Bouvet „ In :
. February 17©3# the three were ordered by the Emperor “to prepare . . , • 
treatises on arithmetic, Euclid, geometry and philosophy in the Tartar 
pfanchuj . language . . As a result of their full interest in im=- ■ .
parting knowledge to the Emperor# the Jesuits learned high prestige within 
the bureaucracy, as well as religious gains of, a very high order»•

In March l692s the Jesuits received imperial permission for all 
missionaries to,continue, their religious activities within China. As a 
result of a- series of anti=Catholie persecutions in Hangchoŵ , the mis
sionaries had attempted to legalize, their conversion activities. They 
vigorously reminded Songgotu of the promises he had made after Nerchinsk̂  
and caused him to appeal to the Emperor for relief from the cruel treat
ment to the Jesuits. This action caused Gubadai (d, 1709)* President of 
the Board of Bitess to issue a decree in the ruler's name which stated 
that inasmuch as the Christians had served the empire well it was ordered 
that the government must "leave all the churches of the empire in the con
dition in which they existed formerly and must permit everyone to go there 
to worship God, without fear of molestation,"̂

As if this warm support for the Jesuits was not enough, further

A^CarrolI Brown Malone * History of the Peking Summer Palaces 
Under the Gh1 ing Dynasty (Urbanas University of Illinois Press, 1934)>
P  O ‘ 3 ©  O ' •- /i '' 1 " ■ :  ■ ‘ '

^Imperial Edict cited in Eowbotham, p. Ill6
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favorable aets by the Klaag Hsi Emperor added even more to the Society’s
continuously rising prestige. In 1693? in return for curing a severe
fever from -which he was sufferinĝ  the K’ang Hsi Emperor gave the Society
a house within the palace walls for its use while members were working
with him. In 1694* the Emperor permitted the Jesuits to construct a
church next to their palade residency; the house of worship was opened .
amid great pageantry on 9 December 1703,^ The Emperor also thanked '
the Society for medical treatment rendered him in 17Q7 to combat a ̂ severe
illness. In a public statement made after his recovery, the Keang Hsi_ .
Emperor’ stat ed that $ ■ • - . : : /

Many of the Chinese rslcl suspect you; but I myself idao have 
,. caused all your Actions, to be carefully watched* and never 

found one of 'em Csicl amissv am so fully convinced of your 
Uprightness and Sincerity* that 1 publickly [sic] declare 
you ought tobe believ'd and trusted,̂ 5

As a result of these warm statements, Jesuits continued to report suc-»
. eessful eOnversion activities* particularly among “Trades-people* soldiers*
, .Artificers* Peasants* and Fisherman , , although few literati were ,
“prevailed upon to embrace it (the Catholic faith),“̂

: In addition to calling on the Jesuits for medical assistance*

•*"%rom a letter from de Fontaney to de la Chaise in Loekman*
II* 323c . ;;..' : ■■ . ■■ . ...• ; :... ' : '■

-̂̂ Imperial decree quoted in..,a letter from Father d'Entrecoles to 
the Reverend Procurator-General of the Missions of India and China* as 
excerpted from Loekman* II* 422, , • - ; • /

Quoted from a letter from Father Francis Noel to the General 
of the Society of Jesus in 1703 as excerpted from Loekman* I* 44%



the.'K’ang Hsi Emperor also reqaested Christian missiona.ry assistance in 
cartographic endeavorso Follomhg a tradition of•top-making developed 
particularly by Father Martini, the Emperor adopted Father Dominique 
Perreninls suggestion to map the whole empire» Hence in 1708 work was 
begun under the direction of the French missionaries5 Bouvet̂  Pierre 
Jartoux and Jean Baptiste Regisv Mine Jesuits traveled throughout the 
empire making calculations about the land; with full financial support of 
the imperial treasury, Chinese assistants were frequently; used to aid in 
the work, . and some even led mapping expeditions into unchartered areas „ 
Thus when the Emperor sent Ho-shou into Tibet in 1708, in addition to ■ 
aiding Latzan Khan, he was ordered to prepare a map. of "all the countries 
immediately subjsot to the Dalai Lama,11̂^ This request was partially 
fulfilled, and the results of the work formed the basis for the Tibetan 
maps in the total series ̂ However, there were inaccuracies in what Ho- 
shou presented| two lamas were eonsequently trained by the Jesuits to 
make calculations and wre sent into Tibet from 1715 to 1717o They 
corrected the previous errors, Nevertheless, in order to obtain more 
information, when the Chinese intervened militarily in Tibetan affairs, 
certain details still missing were gathered,*̂  Chinese were also sent into 
Korea, for there as in Tibet, Christians were not permitted to enter,^
The Jesuits8 exhaustive effort highly pleased the Emperor, who had the

^etech, p» 15= : ;
:: q g  ', :V ^Shen Tsung-lien and Liu Shen-ehi, Tibet and the Tibetans (Stan

ford: Stanford University Press, 1953), P» 6, . :
.^Petech, p, 20, 20Ripa, p, 65, , '
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entire map series engrared on .white jade by his engraversg he also re
quested that a missionary sent from, the Propaganda., Father Matteo Ripa> 
engrave.the efforts on,copper# which he did successfully after great 
difficmltjo2̂  ,
: As Chinese learning was served by isfeat the Jesuits brought to

Shinaj so the knowledge of the West with regard to China was greatly en
larged as a result of Jesuit literary activity, Shis was an important 
result of the generally favorably atmosphere in which the Jesuits worked. 
Books produced by the Catholic scholars included Martiniis Bellum Tar
tar! cum. and Joseph d*Orleans History of the Two Manchu Conquerors of 
China, as 'well.as Bouvetrs Portrait of the Emperor of China, which dealt 
with the life of the K’ang Hsi Emperor, In these and other works which 
came later in the 18th century, the full depth of China’s great cultural 
advancement and contributions were presented fairly accurately to the • 
keenly interested Fluropean audience o

As translatorsj the Jesuits made an even more marked contribu
tion to European philosophical trends. In translating the Gonfucian ; 
Classics, the Jesuits presented the best of Chinese thinking to a con
tinent that was experiencing a continued disgruntlement with the rigid . 
concepts of Boman Catholicism and was thus turning to the more liberal 
1 thinking of such intellectual leaders as Leibnitz, Malebranche and 
Spinoza, These men were contemplating the problems of social order in 
terms of a universal philosophy not based on the expressed will of Godj 
they found strong satisfaction in the partial proof of their;argumentation

' ' ' 21ibid,l p,'71, ■ ■: ; \ 7/.:



in the writings of Confucius5 who lived what appeared to be a highly moral 
life without any expectancy'of salvation or any noticeable contact with the 
deity * . / V; ; , ,  ' V  ̂ ;

. The Chinese influence in Europe came less dramatically through the 
imitation of Chinese ppttery forms (chimoiserie) V and the English gardens 
which emulated Chinese forms of layout„ Though technical perfection may 
have been lacking in European imitationss they nevertheless were highly 
popular on the Continent* .  ̂ :

• As a result of the Kfang H si Emperor’ s benevolent attitude toward ; 
the Ghristian missionaries, the Jesuits particularly were able to intro
duce the finest examples of Chinese Culture to Europe and similarly to 
bring the-latest technological advances from their, countries to China, 
along % with their religious teachings. Though the Chinese audience was 
often skeptical of their motives, the Emperor generally seems to have 
found the Jesuits entirely trustworthy, especially during the early years 
of his reign. But as the Bites Controversy caused the missionaries of 
the various orders in China to continue the vehement argumentation which - 
had begun even before Ricci1s d eath, the Emperor ■ cooled somewhat toward 
the Jesuitso Similarly, there was a general disillusionment about the 
purity of Christian motives which served to detract from any technolo
gical contributions that the Jesuits' made, is a result, the Christian 
missionary movement stagnated and then declinedj-the Jesuit contributions . 
which had led to an increasing awareness of Western culture were soon for
gotten by and large, The ppportimity for China to keep abreast with 
iiesterh technological changes was thus lost. When an increasing awareness 
Of Western changes did occur, it came too late. As a result, the Chinese
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were completely unprepared to meet the challenge of the West In the mid- 
19th century. An inept handling of the Bites Controversy greatly detracted 
from Gatholic-introdueed Western technological developmentŝ  a strong 
Christian community in Chinas with ties in the West, could have doubt
lessly alleviated some of China's important weaknesses» But during the 
reign of the K’angHsi. Emperor5 the Rites Controversy prevented such a 
condition from deyeloping* ‘

Da The Klang Hsi Emperor and the Rites Controversy
The clash between the Jesuits increased despite the near-unanimous 

agreement which had been achieved at the long series of meetings at Canton 
during the anti-Gatholic persecutions of the last years of the K'ang Hsi 
. Regencyo In 1669, the Pope was questioned by a Dominican leader̂  Juan de 
Polancô  as to which of the 1645 and 1656 decrees, were binding„ The 

• Papacy decreed obedience to both "according to their respective contents 
an# circumstances,” This decree served only to confuse the situation̂  
and subsequent events caused the Jesuits to be villified more for their 
.activities in China, . :,v • . ;v " ;x;". v

.Following the meeting in Canton# the leader of the Dominican 
: order in China, Domingo Fernandez Navarette, reopened the anti-Jesuit 
campaign in Europe = la a scholarly book Navarette showed that.the 
Jesuits8 position was vulnerable not only from a Catholic point of view, 
but also in light of Chinese classical studies. His writings were pub
lished under the title Iratados historloos, politicos, ethicos y re- ■

^̂ Rossô  p, 124=



liogosos de la Monarchia de la Chinaand included supporting evidence 
from early Jesuits who opposed Ricci's stand.on the RitesThough the 
Jesuits were someidiat defended in a work published by a Chinese Bominican 
the Vicar Apostolic of Hanking, Gregory Lopezj, lavarette vitriolically 
pressed the Papacy for a clear-cut decision on the whole problem in China 
Rome9 however, was slow to move| pressure-built up within the Church 
during the interim, and.clear lines extending over international bound
aries were drawn between the opposing forces*

Previouslŷ  within France, Jesuits who were more loyal to Louis 
XIV than to the Portuguese found their way to China blocked by the latter 
and in 1663 Francois Pallu beganthe Societe des Missions Ebrangeres de 
Paris, for the expressed purpose of working in non-Christian countries 

.in order to develop a native clergye^Hot able to utilise Portuguese 
shipping, the M* E. P6 was aided by .the trading company organized to 
transport missionaries and enter the China trade, the Compagnie.de la 
Chin©. By his efforts, Pallu caused the lfF E„ P„. to grow in size, and; - 
thus add honor to his nameo Though remaining at the call of the Jesuit 
Order,the French Jesuits of the M= E,P0 were coheerned with promoting 
their own national interests and activities, to the detriment of the 
Portuguese-dominated Jesuit Order« ;• ' .

The Papacy continued to avoid a decision on the Rites problem.

^Kenneth Scott Latourette, Three Centuries of Advance, Vol. Ill 
of A History of the Expansion of Christianity (Mew York; Harper and
Brothers, 1939)f 3̂ » ' - . . V y J ■



although it did attempt to.survey the situation in China as well as read
just its administrative hierarchy., fo this ends Pallu was sent to China 
in 1680 as Yicar i-postoHe and general adinimistrator of all missionsi he 
was aecompanied by an aides Charles EEaigrot̂  and other French missionaid.es. 
Also sent under the same Papal order was another Viear Apostoliĉ  Ber
nardino Bella Chiesa, an Italian Franciscan; he too was accompanied with 
other members of his order „ The two gpoup s arrived separately in China in' 
l684> and Pallu died shortly afterward; however, he" named Maigrot "pro-. 
vicar and pro-administrator general of all missions in Chinas while the 
Holy See conferred on Bishop Bella Chiesa the right to succeed Pallu” ' 
.With/the arrival in China of Gerbillohs Bouvet and the others in 1687# 
the French position; was greatly strengthened# and the Bites problem 
worsened0 Vv ' j • ’

Although the Catholics8 status had improved as a result of the 
Emperor's favorable decree of 1692# action by Maigrot in the following 
year aggravated the problem between the orders once again. In light of 
continued controversy in Europe# Pope Innocent XII assigned Maigrbt to 
investigate the "whole Bites problem. As a result of his efforts# on 
26 March 1693 Maigrot ordered those missionaries under his jurisdiction •
to use only the term T-'ien-chu for God# forbade worship of Confucius#
greatly restricted ancestor worship# and also "recommended that Christian 
teadhers caution"their pupils against'atheism and superstitions contained 
in Chinese books and emphasize Catholic doctrine on Cod# the creation

' \ ■■ ■ ■' ' ■ ' . ■ '■ 1 ' ... ■: , .■ OL " ‘ - -... 1 ■ ■ " ' ’ ■■ ■ ■ , ' . , ’ v >'. ' I',-..and government of the universeo" A statement as anti-Jesuit in tone

2%osso# p, 126, -26Ibid,, p, 132,



■ as this one only led to increased strife;, even some liberal non-Jesyits 
! took offense to iti" .. ;v ' ; : '' : ' _ - ..x.-

In the following years,, the various orders continued to battle ; 
one another s ,mch to their detriment within Ghinao Be spite all the 
Ghristian platitudes for peace and polemics against war5 the Chinese 
and particularly the. -K'ang Hsi Einperor began to feel a strong aversion 
to the spectacle of Christians'fighting in a most barbarous way. These 
actions detracted greatly from the over-all presentation made by Roman 
Catholicism during the later years of the Emperor’s rules regardless of 

. its representatives1 noteworthy scientific contributions„ Portuguese 
Jesuits refused to follow the Maigrot decision^ claiming he lacked 
jurisdiction^ inasmuch as he did. not come to the last via Portugal® ' 
French missionaries were halted by the Portuguese when they attempted to 
obtain housing wittiathe palace walls as did the latter® Maigrot sub
mitted his findings to the Papacy and a committee of four cardinals 
failed in 1700 to reach a decision* further confusing mattersThe M0 
1® P® also attacked the Jesuitŝ  joining the Dominicans in the on
slaught with condemnatory literature in April 1700® Also* a French mis
sionary group was sent home by the Pang Hsi Emperor in 1702 as a result 
of Portuguese influence with the Emperor„ The Jesuits* hitherto quiet 
in public* now fought back with denunciations against the M® E„ P0 and 
the other orders® Anti-Catholics- found much cause for pleasure in this 
wrangling. Yet the Papacy still failed to come to any conclusion in the 

• matter* as the battle Continued to rage among the European clergy. In 
China* the Jesuits attempted to take advantage of their high position in 
the court to obtain the open support of the K8ang Hsi Emperor.



The Societyj, in a memorial to the Emperor,, recounted its yiews 
with regard to the various problems then dividing the Church» The 
Jesuits hoped to draw the K'ang Hsi Smperor to their side in the ar
gumentation; perhaps they felt that if they could gain his support this 
. would not only add weight to their omn contentions# but by aiding the 
Jesuits# the Imperor might even be drawn into the Roman Catholic faith, 
A conversion of that magnitude would be a Jesuit triumph par excellence 
and would strengthen their stature mightily in Europe and assuredly in 
China, Their memorial considered several aspects;of the disputation. 
With regard to the Confucian worship# the Jesuit fathers noted thatI

The worshiping of laster. K't3H6 is a mesns, of .honoring his 
beaching. Inasmuch asihis.teaching has:been accepted#’how 
could it appear if there was no ceremony of kneeling and 
performing kowtow? Hehce this is the real sense in which the 
empire unanimously re Vers jCsicl Master K?M G  and makes him 
its teacher, If is hot true that he is worshipped in order 
to seek wisdom, or to pray for official rank or salary

Similarly# concerning the problems of sacrifice to the ancestors# the
• Jesuits commented thatv ■ ; ^

Performance of the ceremony of sacrifice to the dead is 
means of showing sincere affeetion for members of the family 
and thankful devotion to ancestors of the clan v , ,The 
setting up of tablets of deceased ancestors does not,mean 
that the souls of the ancestors are thought to be actually 
residing in this wood. It is not true that good luck and 
fortune are being sought.thereby , » , The real purpose of 

. it is that they shall not forget their relatives of the same... 
clan# but shall keep them in memory forever and without end®

The Jesuits also reviewed their position on the meaning of the terms ap
plicable to Heaven and the Lord, .

% b j d ,# p, 139»
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The petition was presented to the Emperor through two of his
Manehu aides. In reply, the K’ang Hsi Emperor eoneurred in what the
Jesuits said, decreeing that;.

' lhat is here written is very good and is in harmony with the 
. Great W a y ' • ' '
To reverence Heaven, to' serve ruler and parents, to be re
spectful toward teachers and elders— this is the code of all 
people of the empireSo_this is correct, and there is no part 
that requires emendation, ° * . . .
Though supported.by the K'ang Hsi Emperor, the Jesuits continued 

to meet with constant bitterness in Eurbpe, The'Society was accused of 
going over the Pope to a non̂ Ghristian ruler in order to secure a favorable 
decision. This was true, but the Jesuits1 intent was not so much tonake 
the K’ang Hsi Emperor’s word final as to use what he said to obtain un
equivocal approval from the,Pope, The Jesuits throughout the attack re
mained faithful in their willingness to accept a papal decision.

Between 1700 and 1702, the anti-Jesuits unreservedly continued 
their attacks on the Society, Though the Catholic activity generally . 
prospered within China, the reaction in Europe soon reached the Middle 
Kingdom in all its fury. However, after coining to a decision favorable 
to the Jesuits, the K’ang Hsi Emperor would recognize "no spiritual author
ity over his Chinese subjects except his own,"̂ O Hence, when the Papacy 
did attempt to force ah opposition opinion upon the Chinese Catholics, 
Christianity was destined id suffer.

The new Pope, .dement XI, attempted to reach a final conclusion

' %bid„ P, 143,f ' : ;v ; ' v
®̂E„ R, Hughes, The Invasion of China by the Western Hemisphere 

(Mew York: The Macmillan Company, 1938), p, 59» . ■



bn the problems in China which were causing the.Church such difficulty* 
The Propagdhda and the Holy Office reached a decision on all conflicting 
points by 1701# although no decree was issued at the time* The Pope 
also appointed Carlo Tommaso Maillard de Tournon as Papal Legate to go 
to China to investigate “causes of disharmony in various mission fields# 
particularly the Rites Gontroversy*" Be Tourmbn had also been prepared 
in Rome to enforce the secret decision with regard to the Rites problem 
arrived at by the Propaganda, Clement XI was anxious to exert his su
premacy over the Portuguesê  hence# though, he secured King Pedro II's 
approval for the purposes of the mission# the new Pontiff sent'his 
legate to the East on a French ship# departing Europe from Spaln»3̂  
After spending some time in India and the Philippineŝ  the Legate ar
rived at Portuguese Macao on 2 April 1705= With his entry into China# 
the.K’ang Hsi Emperor became personally involved again with the near
schismatic problem of the Catholic Church* : . , - :

While de Tournon was en route to China# the papal position with 
regard to the Rites Controversy was clarified by Clement XI# in November 
1704# much to the displeasure of the Jesuits, Both forms of rites were 
held to be incompatible with Christian doctrine and I1ien-chu was the 
only term permitted when referring to God, Though this decision was
sent to de Tournon prior to his arrival in China# it was not published

_ '-30. ' ■ ' ■ ■■ : ' vin Europe,< The Pope evidently hoped that de Tournon would be able to
cause the decree to be accepted by all the orders in China; then Clement
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' XI eo-ald present Europe mth & fait aceoiapli and thus end, the savage 
quarreling that was so damaging to the Church=

The task of reconciling Jesuit opposition to the new papal de
cision required a personality very much unlike that of Maillard.de Tour̂  
non. The Legate was thirty-six years old and a zealous believer in the 
rigid doctrines of the Shureh. He had received a great praise for his 
diligence and piety from the Pope and was fully prepared to enforce the 
papal bull issued in 1704= let de Tournoa was entirely ignorant of the 
Chinese culture and language5 any dispute that he would have with the 
Jesuits was based not on a rational position* but on a militant* un
yielding attitude. Similarly* such a condition would occur when the 
Legate met with the K’ang Hsi Emperor. Furthermore* the mission required 
an individual without physical illness, for his task was hard| whereas 
de Toumon suffered constantly from an unknown malady and was unavail
able for discussion for long periods of time. De Tournon* S ' stubborn and 

. unyielding posture, his lack of any knowledge of and respect for Chinese 
ways, plus unfortunate illnesses combined to spouse the K1ang Hsi 
Emperor’s great, hostility when the Legate arrived at Peking.

Before so doing, he attempted to acclimate himself to conditions 
within China. He obtained an interpreter. Father Luigi Appiani, in 
Canton and learned.of disquieting developments in the north.from the 
Bishop.of Peking, Bernardo Della Chiesa. The Portuguese Jesuit leader, 
Thomas Pereyra, had attempted to have the Emperor place himself in 
charge of all missionary work in China. In response, the Legate re
quested permission, through the Peking missionary community, to travel to 
see the Emperor. After much deliberation, Gerbillon and the French forced
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the Portuguese Jesuits to agree to submit de lournon1s petition to the 
K'ang Hsi Emperor, On 22 July 1?05 de Totmadn was authorized by the 
Emperor to travel to see him. Leaving Canton ill; he arrived at Pekiag 
at the residence of the French missionaries on 4 December 1705$^ after 
■a trip during which he was highly honored em routeo

Throughout his early days in Peking an uneasy truce prevailed 0 
Though de Tournon was ostensibly traveling merely aspam investigator̂  
not an official envoy, the K8ang Hsi Emperor made every effort to see 
that he was welcomed and treated hospitably„ A representative was sent 
by the Emperor to determihe officially what de Tournon would attempt to 
accomplish. The Emperor was informed that the Pope1s representative was 
in China to thank the Emperor for past favors received from him and to es- ... 
tablish relations between the Pope and the Emperor through a “superior 
of all missionariesOn 31 December 17©5s the K’ang Hsi Emperor re
ceived Maillard de Tournon in a.personal audiencee . '

The first meeting between the two future antagonists was tense, 
yet cordial. The Emperor .accepted gifts which' the Pope had sent to him 
and indicated that he wished to reciprocate by sending,presents in re
turn, He also approved de Tournon" s petition to have the right to ap
point a resident in the courtj but, no doubt influenced by the Jesuits, 
the Emperor stipulated a ten-year residence requirement had to be met by 
any representative named. However, this was not surprising in view of 
the Emperor's lifetime contact with Jesuits, for under that provision.

% b i d . P .  158 
^Ibid,
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few non-Society members would qualify. De Tmrmon, at first encouragê  , : :
by the Emperor's hospitalitŷ  soon recognized that the Jesuits were
still well in coptrol of thingŝ  for as the Emperor spoke to him :

the Legate observed that h'-, ' .' Pereyra showed by a variety of 
approving gestures that the Emperor's address had been die™

■ tated by himself j, and that the- entire scene had been got up : .
fsicl rather as an exhibit of the influence of the fathers ;
than, as a - complimentary recognition of the Pope or of his : 
representativee35 - :v;; v ^  .v :

Under these circumstances, the Papal Legate probably recognized that he .
was going to experience extreme difficultyo

■ ■ Nevertheless, he did little to mollify the hostile elements, and ’ ;
.. • the. Jesuits in turn made no effort to surrender their position«; However,
.the Emperor attempted to avoid controversy« In response to the K'ang Hsi
Emperor's request to send gifts to the Pope, de Tournon suggested that of : 1
his aides, Father, dabipo ‘Mariani be selected to' go to Borne, The Jesuits . .'
saw fit to keep Mariani under surveillance and had the K'ang Hsi. Emperor y ;:
authorize a dual embassy, consisting of Mariani and Father Joaquin Bouvet, ;
The Emperor doubtlessly was prevailed upon by the Jesuits, because he re™ •
fused de Tournon's request for a building to be constructed for. the French
missionaries. Though still ill, the Legate in June 1706 finally indicated,
to a representative of the Emperor that he had a communication from the , '
Pope td discuss, although he had failed to•so. earlier. The K'ang .Hsi
: Emperor indicated that de Tournon :• should present his statement, but he
Only sent "a remark directed against the claims of Father Bouvet (to go
to Borne) and a note on the interference of the Portuguese,1136 The K'ang'•

, 3 R̂obert G0 Jenkins, The Jesuits in China and the Legation of
■ Cardinal de Toumon (London: David Nutt, 1894), P« -53» ! . ■ - ■ • • "
' Y 'y 36ROSSO, p. i#,\ . ..vP .
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Hsi Emperors hoping to. halt a quarrel, reealled both Bouvet and Mariani; 
later, a Portuguese Jesuit, Father Antonio Barros, and a French mission- 
ary. Father Antoine de Beauvollier, were sent in their stead, but both • 
were drowned at sea= The Emperor, after the Mariani-Bouvet incident, 
attempted to draw out de Toumon on the Bites question, but on several 
occasions, the Legate demurredo At a second audience held late in June, 
the Legate again did not enter into conflict with the Emperor, but in™ ;■
stead talked of departing soon for Europe,,

A disagreement over the Emperor8s declaration of 1700 caused the 
Jesuits and de Toumon. to conflict openly. The Society in late January 
1706 had petitioned de Tournon to recognize the Declaration, but he had 
declined on the grounds that it was necessary for him to discuss the pro
blem with Bishop Maigrot * On .29 June the latter arrived, and on the fol
lowing day the Legate attended a reception in the imperial gardens at 
which the Emperor again brought up the Rites controversy. But de Tournon 
once more failed to discuss the matter with the K'ang Esi Emperor, Despite 
an imperial request that Maigrot do so also, he declined to make state
ments about the Rites question although he did consent to prepare a treatise 
on differences between Ohristiamity and Gonfuciahismm, Furthermore, Oer- 
billon was. instructed to avoid arguing about the Rites problem; for he was 
told that the Papacy had already settled the. matter,

A clash between Maigrot and the Emperor over the former's state
ment caused already-strained relations between the K'ang Hsi Emperor and 
de Tournon to worsen. For Maigrot, when called to see the Emperor, acted 
ignorantly and intolerantly about Chinese lingual and cultural matters 
before a Chinese and Jesuit audience, that was steeped in Gonfuciaa •



learning„ The Emperor informed de Toumon of his disgusts and it became 
clear that iMaigroVs attitude had not been ideal to represent the anti- 
Jesuit position. Neverthelessthe Emperor still hoped to discuss the 
Rites problem with de Tournon<> but the - Jesuits continued to press their 
■court, position and the Legate remained discouraged about the advantages 
of any fruitful conversation With the Emperor. Thuŝ  he petitioned to 
leave, Peking and on 28 August 1706 departed southward with his inter- . 
preter and Bishop Della Gtiiesa. The break between the Emperor and the 
non-Jesuits was further; manifested with the banishing from China of 
Haigrot and two other French clergymen® Moreover, all remaining mis- , • 
sionaries had to obtain a certificate (p'iao) to remain in the count

The de Tournoh experience in Peking was a wholly unpleasant one® 
The Jesuits continually defended their court position against his own 
blundering attempts to upset it® On several occasions, he reportedly 
spoke harshly to the Emperor; this only raised the prestige of the suave 
Jesuits® On another occasion, he received complaints about exorbitant 
profits made by the Society from rentals and usurious contracts® Be 
acted in face of the charge by declaring all their lending contracts il- 
legal®^ In retaliation, the Jesuits questioned the legate* s authority 
for such action, on the grounds that tie had failed to comply ..with,, the 
padroado system® This argument was, even more bitterly used when de 
Tournon took from P ereyrax and another Jesuit 11 their rank of apostolic 
missionaries®11 It was indeed well for Catholicism in China that de

3%osso, p. 171.6 
^%enkins, p® 67®
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Toumon left Peking when he dlde Unyielding before the Jesuits1 ■ solid 
opposition̂  Intolerant of Chinese civilization, he aroused the Antagonism 
of the Emperor to a very great extent by failing openly to discuss the 
problem, however useless that might have beenĉ  ̂ The Emperor was very 
bitter about both Maigroi and de Tournpnj yet the Jesuits continued to 
remain in his good graces at the court The K’ang Hsi Emperor sent 
two' Jesuit missionaries <> Giuseppe Provana and Jose Raimundo de Arxo to 
Europe in 1707 with documents to present his story of the Legate’s mission
to the Pope6 However> in-view of future papal decisions, they were prob-

41 "a: - . ' . ■ " •

Yet Maillard de Tournon continued to remain a real source of 
difficulty for the Jesuits while he still lived. At Banking, en route 
to Canton from Peking, the Papal Legate publicly challenged the K’ang 
Hsi Emperor’s requirement that all missionaries had to have a certifi- 
,cate before being permitted to preachy for it was also stated in his 
edict that they would have to accept the Chinese God as being the Christian 
God, and ’’that ceremonies in honor of Confucius, and Honours paid to an
cestors, are not incompatible with Christianity,.’1̂ 2 The Jesuits quickly 
accepted the decree and several were examined by the Emperor before re
ceiving the jcfiaq; de Tournon could not. agree to this action. Hence, he 
made statements on 25 January 1707 which generally paralleled the papal

^Haldolm Hay, Failure in the Far last (Wetteren, Belgium; 
Scaldis, Publishers, 1956), p, 132, - ',-■ . .

^%atourette, p, 353® 
iosso, p, iSlo 
lay, p, 133«



, decree of 17©4« Furthermores he "prescribed̂  under pain of excoHEKmiea- 
tion̂  the manner of answering the questions which were made by the Em.” 
peror before granting the p’iao,11̂  The Jesuits refused to accept the 
Legate's orders | moreover̂  the Portuguese Bishop of Macaoj, Joao do 
Gasalj, ordered his flock to disregard the Legate's decree, Finally> 
the Emperor's wrath was so great that he had-de Tournon arrested and 
deported to Macaowhere he arrived on 30 June 1707, His mission to 
the court of the K'ang Hsi Emperor was a singular fallure? and his stay 
in Macao only brought his death and increased his reputation for haying 
an intolerant and uncompromising nature. Even though Gasal was clearly 
hostile# de Tournon maintained "his highest assumptions of power even in 
the midst of his present humiliations*"^

De Tournon was made to suffer greatly during his sojourn in Macao 
but this, condition was encouraged by neither the Emperor#: nor the Jesuitsj 
the Portuguese chose to attack the. vulnerable Legate hoping to reassert 
their power by capitalizing bn the Papacy's flaunting of the Padroado,
The Archbishop of Goa had ordered de Tournon8 s incarceration at Macao, 
Though his movements in the city were restricted# he was at first able. 
to remain in a comfortable h o u s e T h e  Governor of Macao# Diogb do 
Pinho ‘Mxera# was not pro=Jesuit5 his main aim was to augment Portuguese 
policy# and this he did with great success,^ Relations between de Tournon

: '':■''::̂3a0sso#'p, X73, . ' v- ;
^Jenkins# p, 126,
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and the Macao clergy continued to worsen; he excoiBraanicated the head of 
the Jesuits on the island, Francois Pinto* #iem the local government 
leaders openly supported the Portuguese Viceroy’s denial of de Tournon8s 
jurisdiction, the civil officials of Macao: were also excommunicated by the 
legate a ' ' . . -

De fournoB1 s problems were nearly at an eddy however = In 1707 
the Pope awarded him a cardinal9 s. biretta; it was presented at Macao on 
17 January 1710 by six fathers sent by the Propaganda to C h i n a B u t  de 
Tournon died on 8 June I7IO» Anti-,J esuit s claimed he died of poisoning*
But de Tournon9 s physical constitution had always been weak, and he had 
been living in trying conditions, ■

De Tournon had not accomplished what he was supposed toY His 
superior, uncondescending attitude made enemies where none existed and 
made even more bitter enemies of those already opposed to him. The 
Jesuits saw; their entire existence challenged by de Tournon and they 
naturally fought back in order to retain their position* Be Tournon 
never appeared to have fully recognized how: s erious the Jesuits were about 
defending themselves; if he did, he certainly made no effort at placating 
•them in any way*

For the Chinese Christians and their Emperor, the failure of de 
Tournon9 s mission had even greater consequences„ The K9 ang:Hsi Emperor9 s 
decree expelling missionaries who failed to sigh the p8lao seemed to in
dicate that the Emperor was dropping his support of the Jesuits;, hence is 
Fukien province and elsewhere, official persecution of Christians hoke

^%osso^ pe 1840 • • "■ 12:V'' ■ ' ,'.
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out. Despite an imperial proclamation to the provincial governors in 
June 170B to protect those missionaries %bo had permission to remain̂  
harsh treatment- still continued, to some extent. The controversy had be
gun to take its tolls and Roman GatholislStoî  though, sbrong at court 
because of the Jesuits’ influence# had begun to decline.

Yet Catholic activity continued despite the Emperor’s dis
pleasure and irritation over deTournpn Vs and Haigrot’s actions. In 
1711 three of the six missionaries from the Propaganda who had brought 
news of de Tournon’s appointment as cardinal— Matteo Rlpa, Teodorieo 
Pedrinl, and Guillame Fabre Bonjour— were invited to serve the Emperor 
at his courto Pedrini became particularly friendly with the K’ang Rsi 
Emperor and handled some, correspondence between the latter and the Pope; 
it appeared as if the Propaganda missionary were attempting to reconcile 
differences between Glement IX. and the Emperor. But he was harassed by 
the Jesuits ^d Chao Ob’angy an adviser of the Emperor favorable to the 
Society’s cause, and his purposes were'defeatedc,̂

The Emperor was angered again by another papal decree in 1715 0 
In reponse to French demands, the Pope forbade Chinese Christians to use 
the Jesuit-advocated terms for God and to sacrifice to the ancestors or 
Confucius, except under conditions where the tablets to the former ”con
tained only the name of the deceased, and. ... permitted all ceremonies 
which were unquestionably of a civil or political nature.

The K’ang Hsi Emperor reacted harshly to what clearly challenged 
his feelings with regard to the Bites controversy. In response, the

%bid.. p. 191.



Emperor seat a "led Manifesto" ̂ printed in red-ink in Chinesej, Manchu and 
Latin* to Europe overland through Russian territory and by sea with ships 
that were going to Europe. In this document he stated that unless the two 
envoys whom he had earlier sent to Bome. to present his case signed all 
communications from the Papacy* "no matter what letters may be had* cre- 
dance positively cannot be given to them." The priest who brought the 
papal edict * Ex ilia die* to Peking* Father.Carlo Horatij * was imprisoned* 
and Father. Pedrinij, who permitted his entry* was severely criticized by 
the Emperor. Once again* antichristian bureaucrats, took advantage of the 
apparent imperial displeasure with the missionaries to launch attacks in 
the provinces. Only after Submitting four petitions to the Emperor were 
the Jesuits, able to secure a statement favorable to the Christian cause@^ 
Bishop Bella Chiesa of Peking attempted to compromise the Jesuit and anti- 
Jesuit attitudes during this period with a personal addenda to the 1715 
bull* Em ilia die, but his attitude was not well received because of the 
hostile atmosphere which still prevailed.^

Is the Rites quarrel became somewhat less violent as a result of 
the passage of time* the Papacy attempted to reconcile differences once 
again with the Chinese Emperor. Thus Carlo Ambrogio Mezzabarba was sent 
with Portuguese permission. from Lisbon on 25 March 1720. After an un
eventful voyage* the Legate landed at Macao on 26 September 1720j in ad-

^"Red Manifesto. 11 quoted from Ibid.. p. 309.

:

^J» H. Heeren* "Bishop della Chiesa and the story of His Lost 
Crave*" Jcarnal of the Forth China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. LIV 
(1923) * 191̂  : 1 ' , : :. X ;■ • ' - - _. . - ■' .
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vance of his mission two Barnabite priests were sent to Peking to announce 
his arrival o Bat inasmuch as the'Snperor- suspected that his envoys of 
1707 had ;been killed by. the anti-=Jesxiits in Europe,, Mezzabarba! s fore
runners were treated inhospitably*,

Mezzabarba arrived outside of Peking on 25 December 1720 after 
cautiously answering several questions put to him by the Emperor en route 
to the capital regarding past embassies and the Rites question. In the 
. meantime,, the. Emperor was approached by the Propaganda missionaries who ■ 
hoped to prepare the ground for the Legatej the latter had also personally 
communicated with some of the Portuguese Jesuits in Peking, Prior to his 
first audience with the K8ang Hsi Emperor. Mezzabarba issued several minor 
modifications of the papal decree of 1715I thus he was cordially welcomed 
by the Emperor on 31 December0 On 2 January gifts which Mezzabarba had 
brought from the Pope were delavesed to the Emperor, In a second audience 
on 14 January Mezzabarba, though making statements which alluded to im
proper Jesuit practices, acted humble and thus gained the E'ang hsi Em
peror's respect, if not his agreement to abide by the bull Ex ilia die, , 

Despite several more polite audiences which ran throughout the 
months of January and February 1721, little further agreement was reached, 
Though apparently satisfied with the Legate* s. attitude, the K’ang Hsi Em
peror would not withdraw from his basic position with regard to the Rites 
and the terms for the Deity„ The Jesuits continued to snipe at Mezza- 
bafba, disputing the authority of papal documents he presented to the 
Emperor,: and e yen privately impugning the Emperor1s sincerity about 
statements he made to the Legate, Finally, Mezzabarba took leave of the 
Emperor and departed from Peking on 3 March, 1721®
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Mezzabarba had served to revive relations somewhat between the 
I’ ang Hsi Emperor and the Papacy<, Though the Legate remained firm in his 
support of the bull. Ex ilia die» he had attempted to reach some compro
mise in face of the rigid opposition of both the Emperor and the Jesuits, 
At least he had not acted as rudely and improperly as had de Tournon and 
Maigrot, In February 1721, the K'ang Hsi Emperor sent another Jesuit, 
Hieeolo Gianpriako, to Rome through Russia in order to present the Chinese 
position, but he ket with little success,

During the years following the death of the K'amg Hsi-Emperor, the 
Jesuit position continued to decline at the Chinese court. The period of 
the lung Cheng;Emperor (1723-173S) was noted for its harsh ahti-Ghrlstiaa 
measures. The Ghrien Lung En^eror (1736-1796) had great respect for the 
Jesuits and particularly utilized their artistic talents. But within 
Europe, the Society suffered from constant papal repression and in 1773 
it was ordered to disband, '

The K*ang Hsi Emperor had seen that the Society could play a use
ful role in the success of his reign. The Jesuit leaders werej, by and . . 
large, brilliant thinkers and were willing to serve the Emperor in order 
to gain converts for Christianity, Like his tolerant predecessors, the 
E’ang Hsi Emperor saw no harm in Catholicism, as long as it did not 
challenge his temporal authority. The Emperor was even willing to let 
the Jesuits influence some of his policiesi But when the Pope made 
specific demands on the Chinese Christians and the missionaries that 
undermined his authority, the Emperor was left no choice but to defend 
his position,. But because the,Jesuits’ stature declined, and with it 
Christianity, the useful bridge between East and West was destroyed and
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avenues for the peaceful exchange of ideas and scientific developments were 
closedo



VIIIo OTHER ASPECTS OF' THE FOEEISI POLIGI : ' V
/ ' , . OF THE K’MG HSI SMPEBOl ' A:

1« General Introduction ■
The rule of the K’ang Hsl Emperor was marked "by the .commencement 

of a formal policy toward a new problem;for the government of China and 
the continuation of one aspect of traditional Chinese policy in East Asia* 
For during the later years of the reign of the Emperor a start was made to 
deal with the continued approach of European traders to Chinese -ports® 
Although the Emperor was strongly influenced by Jesuit prejudices in some 
respects* he nevertheless caused some activity to take place that was . 
not Jesuit-activated and laid the basis for the development particularly 
of British trade* which had significant repercussions in the years to 
follow. Generally speaking* however* the Chinese still treated the 
Europeans as barbarians (jj * despite certain normalcies which did de
velop,"**. The KVang Hsi Emperor also continued his father's tribute system 
with;China1s East Asiatic neighbors» The Chinese hegemony over the area 
was largely retained without much difficulty; for* as was seen in the eflBte 
of Central Asia* the Ch1ing land army .could be used with great effective
ness to subject any weak neighboring state which failed to conform to the 
traditional patterns,

2. Chinese Trade with the Portuguese \

%eng and Fairbank* p. IS,
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Beeause of the Portuguese relationship with the Jesuits, their 
trade at Macao was probably the most suceessful operation of all those 
undertaken by.European nations during the rule of the K’ang Hsi Emperor<, 
The Portuguese had come first to China' and in 1557 had established their 
position strongly at Macao, an island near Canton® Though challenged 
from time to time by their Iberian neighborŝ  the Spanish in the Philip
pine Islands, as well as by the Dutch, the Portuguese managed in the days 
prior to the Ch•ing dynasty to fortify and develop a thriving Eurasian 
community devoted to trade and religious activity. With the establishment 
of the Padroado system and the Portuguese liason with the Jesuits until • 
the late 17th century, Macao became the main base for missionary activity 
of Ricci and many of his successors, regardless of nationality, .Once on 
the mainland, the Jesuits did not forget their benefactors®

The Portuguese position was often bound up in Chinese internal 
politics® As the.lanchus swept into Peking, remnants Of Ming supporters 
fled southward toward Kwangtung province and Macao, Hence the Portuguese, 
either out of loyalty to the Ming dynasty or because they had no choice in
the matter, were forced to aid Ghu Yu-lang from 1646 to I65O before he fled

f , 1 .  ̂' - , ' 2westward into Kueiehou and Yunnan provinces and thence to northern Burma,
With the continuance of the pro-Ming activity of the Cheng; family, the 
Portuguese carefully attempted to pursue their China trade while not com
pletely amtagomizing the Formosa-based loyalists® Even though the Dutch . 
were more openly pro-Gh1ing than the Haeaoans because of their desire to 
regain Formosa, the Portuguese were able to maintain their court position

% 03ter, p, 35 o
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as a result of Adam Schall8s inflmence -with the Shun Ohih Emperoro Thtaŝ, 
although much of the south China population was removed from the coastal 
arha in 1661 to prevent the people f rom, supplying the Formosan raiders, 
and all sea-trade of any sort was prohibited in the area, the Portuguese 
were exempted from the latter provision and permitted to conduct commerce 
wherever p o s s i b l e ■: :■ v 1 > i. •

However, with the persecution of Schall and his confreres in 
1664, the Portuguese trade was greatly restricted, although neither the 
Chinese merchants nor their European counterparts found this to their 
likingo In an effort to alleviate this unprofitable situation, the 
Senate of Macao requested that the Portuguese viceroy in Goa send an am
bassador to the Chinese court to present the Portuguese problems to the 
K1 ang Hsi Regency eh\ In reponse, Manuel de Saldana was sent to Macao in 
1667o He was forced to spend two years there and in Canton, because the 
Chinese refused to see him on account of the anti-Ohristian,attitude 
still prevalent o But as conditions eased, the envoy finally was per
mitted to leave Canton in January 1670 for Peking, with tribute in form 
of gifts to the Emperor from the MacaoanSeA Arriving at Peking in July • 
or.August of I67O, he was carefully coached in his actions by Fathers 
Verbiest and Buglio« The envoy and his gifts were well received by the 
K1 ang Hsi Emperor, who gave de Saldana some valuable presents,;in return6 

His task tif reopening trade had been greatly facilitated by events in

%u Eo-shu, "The Two Portuguese Embassies to China during the 
K«ang-Hsi PeriodJ* T'oung Pao. ILII. Ho. 1-2 (1954),. 76.

' ' %bid.. p. 82. : . ' ' ' .■ ; ■ :
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China that occurred prior to his arrival s Cheng Ghingj, who had held for
tifications at Amoys had been dislodged and his threat lessened. The 
Jesuits' strength hy 1670 was clearly re-established̂  and these Portu
guese allies were thus in a position to bring about a change in imperial 
policy. Finally, the Emperor had begun to acquiesce to strong south 
Ghinese pressure to resettle many of the areas cleared in face of the 
Formosa threat,̂  As a result of these favorable changes, the Jesuits 
cautioned1 the envoy not to press the issue of reopening trade too 
strongly; for the Emperor was fully cognizant of the. situation in the 
soth and was already taking steps to lessen the problems, De Saldana 
had re-established the Portuguese position ap the court, but actually 
it was not absolutely necessary for him to have made the trip; for the 
Emperor had already begun to alleviate the frustration of both the Chi
nese and the Portuguese, The Emperor had shown a sympathetic interest 
in the. Portuguese problems and thus responded, knowingly to them.

The effects of ¥u San-huei's San-fan Rebellion caused the Por
tuguese to send another embassy to Peking in 1678 to reaffirm their al
legiance to the.K'ang Hsi Emperor, Two anti-Hanehu leaders, Cheng Ching 
and Shang K'o-hsi:, had been active around Macao during that revolt, and as 
a result the Portuguese had no choice in accepting their control over 
trade. Despite Yerbiest's strong court position, all foreign navigation 
in the Kwangtung-Fukien province area had been suspended. Thus, to in
dicate their loyalty fo the K'ang Hsi Emperor, despite allegedly forced 
relations with the rebels, the Portuguese at Macao sent Bento Pereyra de

^Ibid,:,- ppy 86-87, • ; -
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Faria to Peking in late 1676, He arrived there 1? November of that year 
with an African lion as tribute for the Emperor and a letter from the al-> 
ready-deposed King Alfonso IV of Portugal. The envoy readily indicated 
"his submission and fidelity to the Emperorin an audience held on 20 
HoTeniberô  As a r esult of the meetings in which Verhiest served as in
terpreter,, the K'ang Hsi Emperor gave the Portuguese tribute-bearer 
valuable gifts in return for the: lion and granted ,$3aeao a monopoly over 
foreign trade in south China which lasted until 1683• The Emperor a gain 
assured the Portuguese of being the leading European trade power in the 
Middle 'Kingdom. ̂ Though the Emperor lifted the monopoly provisos in 
1683« the Maoaoans refused to let the ships of other nations, dock at 
Macao before arriving at Canton. Thuŝ  they. had.to go directly into 
that portj where they began to develop a ■flourishing business without 
Portuguese assistance— m̂uch to Macao’s envy.

The position of the court with regard to relations between China 
and Portugal continued to be influenced by the Jesuits. As a result of 
the bitter reaction of the:K’ang Hsi Emperor to-Cardinal, de Tournon’s 
mission to China (1708-1710)„ King Joao IV of Portugal thought it wise 
quietly to assure the Emperor of his support in the Bites Controversy 
and thus protect Macao * s: trade a Thus, Father Francisco Caidoso was 
selected to go to Peking as a mathematician to enter the Chinese bureau
cracy . He brought gifts to the Emperor upon his arrival in 1711° Though 
the contents of his conversation are not clear, Macao continued to retain

6Ibid.I pV 89. 
'''ibid.s pp, 90-91«
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the Emperor's grace despite his disgust mth the already-deceased Papal

In the.twilight of his reign the Emperor aided Macao again by 
forbidding British landings at Ganton, In 16835 the Chinese had per- : 
mtted such debarcatlbnj as a result, intercourse at Macao decreased,, 
Hehcê  in 1719 the British -were forced to land at Macao first, though v 
many had been doing so previously already« The increased landings at 
Macao made the years of Antonio de Albuquerque*s governorship at Macao 
most profitable for the cblbnists«9

Portuguese Macao benefitted further from Imperial favor as a 
result of Butch action at Batavia» .Because of an increased demand for • 
Chinese tea in Europe, the Dutch hoped to increase their profit after 
several years of losses on that commoditye Thus, they lowered-the price.. ' 
paid to Chinese junks which brought tea to Batavia, giving the traders 
the choice of selling ongoing home without any money» The Chinese sold 
the t ea, but reported the Dutch tredment to the K' ang' HsI Emperor,- and 
"promised that they would never mohe go to Batavia*11'1-? Possibly ih- / 
fluenced by the Jesuits, the ■Emperor formally banned such Chinese trade , 
with the Dutch in an edict of 1719» - But inasmuch as the latter needed

%.uciano Petech, “Some Remarks on the Portuguese Embassies to 
China in the K'ang-Hsi Period," T'oung Pao» ILIf , Mo. 1-3 (1956), 238.

10 . ■ ■ • ; 'v " : ;: . - •. . ■■■■ ' ' ' . , ■
Kristof G-lamann, Dutch-Asiatic Trade, 1620-17A0 (Copenhagen:
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tea and the Chinese did actually want to sell it to them at a fair price, 
Sino-Dutch trade had to he carried on through Macao«, This of course 
increased the island1s material prosperity to a great exbento^-

; .■ Though' the Portuguese were limited to trade only in”, south Ghihâ
they managed to do a thriving business at FJacao 0 This area limitation 
was not caused simply by the Chinese distaste for any trade whatsoever.
The Kwahgtung province merchants Were particularly jealous of Maintaining 
their monopoly on the European trade; any expansion to other areas would 
have drastically reduced their profits, Hence, the southChinese 
constantly pressured Peking to maintain the status quo,, In return, the 
Emperor caused the Portuguese to acknowledge his supremacy and pay tribute 
to-him, an act which increased his prestige in the eyes of the Chinese 
populaceo Furthermore, by.granting the requests of the Canton merchants 
for the trade to continue, he gained their support for his rule. Also, 
revenues were collected in the form of port dues and taxes, some of which 
went into the imperial treasury, . Ho doubt mostly because of the influence 
of the Jesuits, whose.interest here was; on the side of their Portuguese 
supporters, there ample benefits for the Chinese as well. Hence the Por
tuguese at Macao were permitted to trade with the Cantonese merchants.

■3. Chinese Trade with the Dutch ' '. ■ ' .
The Dutch trade with the Chinese, carried on mainly by the Dutch 

East India Company, was severely restricted throughout ■ the rule of the 
K!ang Hsi Emperor. This was no doubt a result of strong Jesuit pressure 
constantly: brought to bear on the Emperor; he was told that the Protestant
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Dutch; were pirates and that if they were legally permitted to trade in. 
China5 this would spur them to even greater rapacity» Furthermorê  be
cause they were heretics, permission given to the Dutch would damage the 
Jesuit cause both in Europe and in the East,, Hences though some pro
vincial governors permitted the Hollanders to land periodically# they 
were forced to transact the vast majority of their business with Chinese 
who came hy junk to. Batavia. ;  ̂ - : ;r , i-y '':.'-

The Dutch had hoped to -regain their Formosa stronghold hy allying 
with;the Ch'ing against Koxinga8s heir».However# a joint attempt in 1663 ,- 
to overcome the rebels failed* Ihen the" Ch1ing assaulted the islands 
at the K*ang Hsi Emperor’s insistence in 1683# the Dutch were not needed; 
furthermore# the Hollanders’ position had suffered as a result of the 
; strong influence of the Jesuits, . ■

Dutch mainland trade never operated on a large scale# even prior 
to the K’ang Hsi Emperor11 s ruleo The Portuguese in 16$6 influenced the 
Shun Ghih Emperor to grant the Dutch the right to send a tribute mission 
to Peking only once every eight years<,̂-3 After their unsuccessful attempts, 
to re-take Formosa# the Dutch ships raided, Fukien province# hoping to gain : 
some trade privileges there <, These were provisionally granted by the local 
governor* Encouraged# the Dutch sent a mission to Peking in 1666#^ and 
as a result of Schall’ s troubles, the envoy# Fan Hoorn# was well treated#1 

and he performed the k’ou-t’ouo^ But following Tang ICuang-hsienb dis- :

; y ^̂ tiramel# p« 653i ' /y:^ ' - /
. ^Hugh Murray# et. al, II# 239« : vy -, - / '

^Lewis A, Maverick. China: A Model for Europe (San Antonio*
Texas: - Paul Anderson .Company# 194&) # P« 10 = . ■
' '’1%urray# ppe 254-550 y '1 i ; . : :y " " ' ’v'' :y



missal, the Dutch position was weakened in face of renewed. Jesuit strength 
.However, intermittent tribute mission^ were sent to Peking and in 168$,
. along with the British and Portuguese, the Dutch were permitted to es
tablish a small factory at Ganton^^ ’

The most profitable aspects of Dutch. East India Company trade 
with Chinese merchants took place at the Javanese center of Batavia*
There, Chinese junks from Canton, Amoy and Ningpo brought tea and re
ceived pepper and cinnamon in retum* 1 Chinese silk was a secondary 
commodity therej for the price fluctuated too greatly with the supplies • 
available in Europef rom Italian sources. Also, the Chinese, prices for 
this luxury item were high, and the Company Only purchased it when a 
■ ready profit was visualized® ’ As already npted, even the junk trade 
was banned in 1719s mainly as a,-result of sharp Dutch practices® let, ' 
in 1723, soon after the K'ang Hsi Emperor's death, the trade was resumed 
in its old form, and it continued to be the main source for Chinese com
modities available:to the■Butch East India Company® Thus, although the 
Emperor's policy was limited by the. demands of his Jesuit advisers, . . . ■ ,
there-were other f actors which influenced the Emperor6 s thinking e De
spite the fact that the Dutch could not enter China, they were able to 
obtain many of the goods that they desired as a result of the ambitious 
activity of the. Chinese seamen® Doubtlessly many of these sailors would 
have lost jobs' if the Dutch had been able to trade in their ports® Again,

; :i6Fritchard>;p®:'99g:' ■ 'A'- v-
 ̂ i%iamann, p® 216® : . -  ̂ - ..' ' . .. : ■ ’ ■ ' ' . - V'.;
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■ though the Jesuits' interests were served by the Emperor11 s policyj, there '
: were certain benefits to,vhis, subjects which were gained as a‘ result of ■
■ the treatment given to the Dutchduring the reign of the K’ang Hsi 
■ ”

. A. Ohinese Trade with the French :' ' ' - ;
‘ ■ French commercial activity in China was restricted more by the(,„4,;: ,, ' ;>

French domestic situation than by any policy of the Klahg Hsi Eaperoroh;'■
' in 16855 Father Yerbiest had requested French Jesuits to come to China ' , ;

in order to increase Jesuit manpower. Despite Portuguese opposition# '
’ > which had dated from l6$8̂ , a group; was sent in 1685 by a ■ ship5 the ’ ; / 
"OiseaUg" owned by a French trading company organized for the China 

v . tradê  Compaigne de la Chine „ Spurred on by the successful results of,, .
; that trip) the French Jesuits urged the Company to send continued e%- .

peditions to China, Hence, in 1693V the "Amphitrite" was sent to the 
Middle Kingdom; a second ship was sent some time later, and both reported 

V;; moderate, profits, : She French Jesuit position of such men as Gerbillon sand ■
■ Bouvet; was so honored that the trade could have continued, despite Portu
guese opposition,-*-̂  1 .■ ' ' • ; i

However, strong opposition from porcelain manufacturers in France 
halted the trade by 1698, Ghinoiserie, the fad of imitating Chinese 
porcelain objects, was sweeping France, and the French manufacturers ■

;: quickly began to make imitationsV Hence, they pressured Louis XIY8s
government to eliminate the small trade with China, and this ms done, '

•w..' ' ■ • .■ TO ' , '''F'v/.' • : % ' . . v' ' V'-V.'. -
p̂ ®OT̂ otham,ĵ p.e; 25;8o V■ Vh
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5<, Chinese Trade with the English : . h.
During the mid"!7th centurŷ  English traders also began to ap- 

■• proach the south China, coast in search of trade opportunities» As has
:̂ alrea^'been’ the Gantoh merchants : "wanted trade at all. costs „
and <:•? 3 as a re suit y attempted to bring Europeans into their port as well

‘ . ' - ' ' V/ ' ■ . ■ 20 - - ■,. as send junks ahroad in order to increase their profits. Thus despite
: Portuguese and Dutch antagonism and a certain amount: of Chinese imperial 
bitterness^ the British soon found the trading situation at Canton most 

:: . advantageous. Thus in the years of the reign of the KVang Hsi Emperors
■ : •: a system based on a certain amount of mutual respect and sizeable profits

; developed at Canton. Yet the policy ofthe E'ang Hsi Emperor,' strongly
responsive to the demands of his south China subjects, led to the develop
ment of the anti-commercial situation of the 19th century, largely caused 

. '  by am increased amount of Sino-European tension and a continued,Chine se
demand to preserve a superior position, p . :

V The British were first limited in their'China, trade as a result ■
of their activities during the Koxinga revolt. The Portuguese at Macao 

' refused to permit British traders to-enter their port. Thus they were
forced to look elsewhere for trade opportunities and in 1664 turned to 

, Formosa,^ The British lientered into friendly relations with the
;■ Koxingas Csicl, sold them arms, and were allowed two factories, one in

Taiwan and one in Amoy," let the Manchu court did not greatly penalize

' 20Pritchard, p.; 93o . '
2̂ ¥illiam Fosters England’s Quest of Eastern Trade (London: A, .

. : and G, Black, Ltd,,1933), p. 330, ; ; :  V'- ■ ■ - - ■ - - v : .
v. ^Geoffrey Francis Hudson, Europe and China (London; Edward
:P A r n o l d  and Company, "19310; p, vd.v‘. ; g .-p.: :.x



the -Briifciish for this seti(3p5; permitting them to trade on Formosa for a 
while after Koxinga’s heirs were defeated In 1683=^ V ■

Bnt British trade' during the following years did hot benefit 
from any' grea,t assistanee from the Qhinese court,. On Formosa,s the 
graft of Gh'ihg officials was so oppressive that the English were forced 
to leave shortly after being given permission to trade there. 4̂ British 
traders attempted to land on several occasions at Amoys and though per
mitted to do so Mth frequency* they found themselves greatly restricted - 
in their movements Within the city. Furthermore5 the English found the 
costs which had to be paid the Chinese bureaucrats excessive* and the 
price charged on silk was also high®^ let the factory granted at Gan̂ . 
ton in 1885 was hot'profitable in,the beginning because of the Portuguese 
.oppbsitioni thus the British were forced to continue at Amoy until they 
finally gained a successful arrangement at Canton in 1699» .Vi v vh-i ' 

The British had attempted for several years to become strongly 
situated at Canton* but without . successIn 1689* the crew meinbers of 
one ship* the "Defence*"firedon some Chinese* "killing one* and., 
woundihg another Chinamen on the spott [sic] « . « *!t thus causing a 
strong anti-British reactionBut after several years.of revitalizing 
the British East India Company and overcoming Dutch and Portuguese hos
tility* British traders were hospitably admitted to Canton. However* ■

' 24^ >. p>>' 49.0: >
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the British East India Company was not in the vanguard. Rathers a rival 
group3 the English Companŷ  sent the *Maeclesford" to Canton, in l699o 
Finding the officials "very friendly/' its traders obtained tea, silk 
and pepper from the Cantonese merchantSoThe English Company was also 
able to ©pen trade relations at Chusan in 1?00 and to continue their 
activity at Amoy0 As a result of a merger between the two rival com
panies in 1702, the British effort was revitalized in face of continued 
Portuguese-inspired Chinese opposition. Conditions at Canton, though 
well-organized compared to the arrangement at Amoy, were still character
ized by “uncertainty » V = bargaining , . ■ „ and quarreling" with the local 
officialso Nevertheless, the K'ang Hsi Emperor was decidedly favorable 
to foreign trade at this time, and that attitude kept the commerce active, 
despite the excessive demands of local officials for financial remunera
tion, As a result of that condition, Chusan was abandoned in 1703 for 
trade purposes, and British arrivals at Amoy greatly reduced. Only Can
ton, with its good port facilities and reliable merchants, continued to 
be the major English trade center, depsite the high exactions of Chinese 
officials.

By 1716, the trading procedure at the south China port had in 
fact become greatly conventionalized to the satisfaction of the British 
traders. Boats would stop at Macao if they desired and there made trade 
arranpnent with the imperial government representative who dominated the 
trade, the imperial customs officer (the Hoppo), Though charges were

27por the remainder of this section dealing with Sino-English 
trade, all materials from Pritchard, pp, 55-110, unless otherwise cited.

Ibid,. p. 73o .



often irregular,,' the trade was profit able j theBritish were able to sell , 
the Chinese "broadclothŝ , long ellŝ  other types of woollenŝ  lead and 
silver,tl; in exchange for the highly-de sired tea and silk»

Although the commerce was operating fairly smoothly, poor trading 
methods on the part'of the Ostend Company, organized in the Austrian 
Netherlands and an infrequent visitor to the China coast, caused the 
Chinese merehants to protect one another and ostensibly the Europeans 
against improper, actions on either sides Thus, in late December 1720 
• the Canton merchants, 'with the •Emperor' s permission̂  organized a guild , - 
to regulate the trade more fairly,' Though doubtlessly made with a certain 
amount of good intent, this new arrangement, in which the,British traders 
had to bargain with the merchant guild as a whole, not individually, and 
subject themselves to the tight <control of the guild, only served to in
crease friction between Chinese and English

Yet during the period of the K'ahg Hsi Emperor1s reign, English 
traders first came into solid.contact; with-commercial opportunities in 
Chiha, ■':.The 'buî htioicaey south' China and the Canton merchants bene- ;•'/ .d;
fitted financially from this intercourse. The; strong anti-fOmgn feeling 
which developed in the next century, was ■ more an outgrowth of, anti-Jesuit . 
sentiment than any antipathy toward the Cantom, During the
reign of the K'ang Hsi Enperor, although; the British sent no tribute 
missions to Peking as did'their Portuguese and Dutch rivals, they never
theless benefitted from a tolerant attitude manifested by the K'ang; Hsi ;

29lbide, P, 87,: 
30Morse, p„ 165e



Emperor. Thus the commencement -of ; concentrated. English commercial activity, ■; -: 
which stimulated such dynamic change in China in the 19th century# took 
place during the reign of: the K'ang Hsi Emperor. : ,

6. Tribute Relations Tfjjth Lesser Asiatic States During the Reign of the •
K:t ang H si Emperor: - vX :\'T' v ■ .:T :;v-v':1;:;;

; :. ; .Ghina., s relations: with; her non-Central Asian neighbors in the Far -t t't:
East:were peaceful and generally non-controversial during the reign of the. ;
K1 arig H si Emperor. Trihute was brought to the court at Peking from various .
states near China# and thus the political and cultural hegemony of the 

; . Middle Kingdom was acknowledged;. Moreover, the vassal states gained the . 
right, to trade while in China. ■ ' v ; . .

' . Burma# though not paying tribute to the Gh? ing dynasty until , :
1750. still served the Manchus usefully.31 The Ming pretender. Chu 
. Xu-lang, had fled to Burma to escape Wu San-kuei's onrushing forces.
Wu entered northern Burma and demanded that Chu be surrendered even 
though he had been granted asylum. Fearing Manehu reprisals# the Burmese ' I'l 
turned Ch Tu-lang oyer to the Ghinese# who executed him in 1662. But no 

/ tribute'was sent to .Peking# and during the reign of the..K*ang Hsi Em
peror# this remained a relatively quiet area# lacking in combative ae- . \
tivities. However, trade was often carried on between Burma and Yunnan .
province# particularly encouraged by the Chinese; followers' of Chu who ■/:; ■
.had not been massacred by the Burmese after their leader1s execution,̂ !

- , 31sir J0 Scott# Burma (New York; Alfred A. Knopf Inc.# 1924)#

32Kuei Tsung-fei# !,A Brief History of the Trade Routes between 
Burma. Indochina and Yunnan.". T8ien Hsla Monthly, Eli (August-September#
• 1941)» 27..
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Koi^a1 s'̂ Mâ îge'otQ̂ the'Ŝ 'liagv.d^a^y^s.'established prior to .;. 
the K’ang Hsi Emperor* s rule and,was continued throughout the Maiichu lea
dership. Korea was forced to submit to the Manchus in 1637# when the 
? Korean King.: Li Ts1 ung, (1623-S649;)$ ms defeated in combat5 but he ms 

, permitted to r etain his position,, During the Manchu conquest of China.5 ' 
the •Koreans supplied - the. hew masters of China with grain, and in. re
turn the Shun Ghih Emperor reduced the amount of tribute the Koreans'had 
to pay, some hostages were also returned who; had been taken to prerent 
Korean disloyalty in l637e-̂;. ; ' : , ' . •  ̂: ■
• • t Tribute missions, which came to China annually, were not forced
to pay much to the K!ang;Hsi Emperor, although they received important 
benefits from his rule0̂  Besides enjoying self-government and having 
their risers’ confirmed without q u e s t i o n ,35 the Koreans bbtaihed grain 
from the Manchu granaries during periodic famines,. Troops were also 
sent into Korea to assist the- king against rebel insurrections* ;

■; ' However . the; K* ang. Hsi :Bmperor on occasion' called oh the Koreans 
for assistance, particularly during the later years of his rule c In 1713 
the Korean King was ordered to punish dxiy Chinese, caught fishing or

■ ^Edward,Harper Parker, "The Manchu Relations with Corea," Trans-
' actions of the Asiatic Society- of Japan, XV (1687), 93* ' ' ;''i

^Fairbank and Teng, "On the Gh’ing Tributary System," Harvard 
Journal of ■Asiatic Studieŝ  171 (June 1941), 175» ■ ■■.; , • :V .; ;

- ^%ockhill, China8 s Intercourse with. Korea from the Xfth Century
to 1895, 0. 5° l   ̂ :r< :; - 'I-':'ryllh':



sauggling:iri Korean waters,Through the Board of Rites, the K’ang Hsi ■ 
Emperor , in 1717 notified, his Korean vassal that if Chinese dame to Korea,

for purposed of business, the -King .of Korea'Shall have them 
;; : seiaeds judged, a laws, of the
' Kingdoms the Korean authorities reporting to the Board of

' ' .Rites what 'they have done in. the; matter,38. .;/"v
Thus the Koreans and Chinese.carried on a normal tributary relationship, 
with each party meeting responsibilities and obligations as required® 

v/ One distinct advantage that the K8 ang Hsi Emperor had in his 
dealings with the Central Asian problems was the fact that he faced no
threat to imperial rule from the eastern seacoast and the Japanese*
Tribute relations did not take place during the K*ang Hsi Emperor*s .
reign, for the Japanese,- with slight exceptions, continued to enforce ' ;' 
their self-imposed anti-foreigner Seclusion Decree of the late 16308 sa 
Furthermore, the Japanese had long felt that their tribute missions to 
China were unprofitable .and henee ought to be d i s c o n t i n u e d ^ ?  in return, 

the Chinese felt a particular disgust with the Japanese for their two un
successful attemptsbetween 1592 and 1598 to conquer China itself via'

, Koreai^there' was also: ill will toward the Japanese because of their ■ 
pirate activities along, the Chinese coast®Thus there was ample reason

:#%bld^ bJ m*'
Translated from ,Ta Gh'ing Hui-tien. Bk. 399. as quoted in' 

itido9 p. 33. . : ' . •
^^Wang.Ii-t1ing. Official Relations between China and Japan. 1368° 

1549 (Cambridger Harvard University Presŝ  1953) f P. lllo

/ °̂John Hall, “Dotes on the Early Chiing Copper Trade with Japan,11 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies. XIV (December 19493* 447®
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for a lack of.foraalized relabions* ‘ : : ■ ;
Nevertheless, both countries qm.etly permitted some trade# even 

; though they avoided any formal inter-governmental system of activity«
. For years, the Chinese monetary system had relied upon Japanese copper 
as a currency base, but mih the Gheng family in control'of the China 
coastal area ‘which traditionally purchased the copper, Chinese supplies 
were restricted until l684v‘ This greatly reduced the amount of money 

: available and over-taxed-native Chinese resources, . As a,result, de- : ;
.spite the lack of formal relations between China and Japan, the K!ang 
H si Emperor in 1684 personally ordered junks from Ampy and Foochow to - ■ 
go to Nagasaki to obtain copper. Thirteen shipswere sent in IS85 and . 
bne hundred, in lo86| the copper with which they returned did much to sta- 
bilize the currency system,^ However, Chinese demands so depleted the 
' avaiiable Japanese 'supply that in 1715 the Shogun limited to thirty the 
number of ships permitted to enter the Japanese port of Nagasakia This 
'change'in;Japanese policy caused the Chinese to turn hurriedly to their 
own undeveloped mines. Shortly after the E8ang Hsi Emperor̂ s death,;sup= 
plies in Yunnan province stabilized the amount needed with that available 
from Japanese sources«43 ,

The isolation which Japan impbsed on herself was1 thus followed . 
almost without exception. For besides the Chinese copper trade, only 
the Butch were guardedly permitted id enter Japanese waters. Traders. /

..........................................................



were rigidly searchedj neTerbhelesss they came io Japan mainly for copper 
and satisfied their own needs., while providing Japan with, an additional 
source, of’ income and news of occurrences in other parts of the world,.

• Tribute missions came to China from other countries* also. The 
Liu-ch'iu (Ryukyu) Islands* axi independent kingdom south of Japan* sent C 
■ tribute once ewa^. two years, - 'From- Southeast; Asia* missions came ©nee d; 
every three years to Peking from both Annam. and Siam,w  The KLhg of ; 
Siam often sent elephants* which were received with great pleasure by 
the Gh'ing ruler6^ - In Annam* the Chinese usually supported the ruling 
■elan* the Later Le* although that group took advantage of the Manchu 
inability to concerh itself with Annamese affairs during ¥u San-kuei1s 
revolt * and seized lands from'their opponents* the Mae family. The 
K'ang Hsi Bmperdr did not thwart this move. The Chinese policy* par
ticularly in Southeast Asia* was determined by two factors,, First* it 
was" considered wise to have constant contact particularly with Annam 
■because there were many Chinese living there, . If they were ever per
secuted for any reason* the Chinese government would/have immediate 
grounds for reprisals, Secondly* it was helpful to have these areas 
friendly to the Ch'ing dynasty; any attempt by a Chinese rebel force to 
flee there or to commence" aobivities ̂ frc«a; outside "the borders of the y 
Middle Kingdom could thus, be discovered and dealt with. Although these 
people were "almost totally dissimilar from the Chinese in race* language

v . ̂ -Vairbank and Teng* Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, VI (June 
19A1)* 175V : - ; p.- ̂ . i. . U  ; . . v ! .  , v;
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andcult̂ tirê  were regarded almost exclusiTely from a strategic
■ - standpoiijt v‘

The K'ang Isi Emperor in dealing mth the Europeans and his ■ 
less powerful Asian neighbors exercised careful statesmanship in order 

" to keep them under his controls The Europeans were given trade rights 
particularly when this Was beneficial to the Chinesej alsô , they wr© - 1 
closely watched.and not permitted to gain too strong a.position in China 
itself» The neighboring states were kept under loose control, but it 
was clearly evident to them during the reign,of the K!ang Hsi Emperor 
that military force could be used successfully to obtain suzerainty 
if need be« However, the le.sser states recognized the superiority of 

;• the rule of the Manchus and generally presented tribute unhesitatingly 
to' the K’ang Hsi Emperor* '.t it: ' ’ ... ;I ■

. ■ ; • ̂ Harold G, Hinton, China' s. Relations with Burma' and Vietnam
(New York:, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1958), p0 8„ . . .
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fb,e -̂ ‘ang Hsi Emperor had preserved the frontiers and eminence 
, of .the Kd Kingdom dmriiig his iWg and. evemtfml reign. . The Mongols 
had been eontainedj if not entirely subdued̂  and Tibet, the crucial 
source of Central Asian power, was safely in Manehu hands e The Russians 
were dominated in East Asia, as the Emperor had been able to keep their 
advance to the south checked, and in so doing, limited the entire east
ward approach of the Muscovites; Theleign had also been characterized 
-by .a; deep inirol^ment, in. European religious problems, but - here the-; : -b:
Emperor’ failed to exert his will as successfully as he had with other . 
challenge So ; ■■ v. ■. ;

, f; The Emperor1 s reputation was r espected and admired by '¥estern; 
European visitors who ‘came to hid court e After Evart Ides was in Peking 
•he. wrote that the Emperor was " very agreeable s » „ Sand .had]! black eyes- - 
• e » o £knd3 his nose was sometdiat raisedj he wore small black Mustachio ’ s 
•Csicl» but had very little or no beard » „" The French Jesuit de
Mailla, wrote that the Emperor was “fully ocpupied between affairs of 
. state, - military a'chievements., and'th#.study . o pursdit sy benê^̂^̂ :̂’''̂̂̂-...̂
f icent, brave, generous, wise, active and vigilant in policy, of pro
found and extended genius, having nothing of.the pomp or indolence of 
Asiatic Courts, although his power and wealth were both immense „ *

v / -•: ;•’• ’":/%des,: pt :73-<,- ■ F̂ather de Mailla, as cited in Hay, p. 153® ■ ’ '
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Even late in the reign* John Bell* travelling with the Eussian ambassador 
IzmailoV. could not "omit taking notice of the good nature and affability 
of this ancient monarch on all pecasipns. Though he was now in the 80th '
■ year of his age IT si cl „ .andbOth of his reign*. he still retained a sound 
judgment, and senses entirejand, » « » seemed more sprightly than many 
of the princes* his sons;''3 ■ Though some of these statements may have been 
colored in order to praise the Emperor* they give some indication of the . 
high opinion in which held even by those who were not his subjects*

.-h Yet at least one Western European viewed the Emperor criticallŷ  ■; 
Father Ripa eommented that* though the K'ang Hsi Emperor felt himself to 
be a good mathematieiah and musician* he^knew nothing of music*:and 
scarcely understood the first elements of mathematicsWhen he would , 
touch a cymbal,or spinet* his bystanders went "into ecstasies of ad
miration c o He "was ehildishiy vain ^ich wasj attributed to. the 
flattery that had been .continually lavished upon him since the 8th year 
of his'age* when he began to reign.When one considers that Bipa and 
his -confreres had suffered because of their activities as missionaries 
from the Propaganda* it is no wonder that he may have been adverse to • 
viewing the Emperor in as good a light as did the Jesuits. •
.' . ■ The Emperor had worked hard during the reign to serve ; and conci- '
liate the Chinese people. Thus' he wrote in an essay composed late in his

' .. ■■ ... '. ■

Having been on the throne for more than fifty years and almost

.. f: ': %ell, Travels from St . Petersburg in Russia to Various Parts 
of Asia. II* 58.
/ '^ipa* pp. 63-64.
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at the age of eighty, I find that my country is peaceful and 
my people contented, though not exactly in an ideal condition 
of economic sufficiency and political satisfaction. I have 
worked all these long years carefully, patiently, and faith
fully, as if for a day. The word ’hard1 is not enough to 
describe the nature of my work. Some emperors of the past 
died youngt historical critics usually attribute their early 
death to luxuries and dissipation, even if they know the 
criticized monarchs were good emperors. This is academic 
cynicism. I want to vindicate the past emperors; in fact, they 
died from state affairs . . » A minister can enter or retire 
'from government service as he pleases, but the emperor has no 
end to his work . . .Some hold the theory that the Emperor 
should attend to only very important affairs and leave the 
routine to the officials. I do not agree with this theory.
For a tiny mistake in a little thing may give troubles to the 
whole country and a moment’s carelessness may bring unhappiness 
to people of hundreds of generations. Therefore, whenever any
thing comes to me for decision, I always go over it very carefully. 
If I leave on® or two things undone today, 1 will have that much 
more to be done tomorrow. So I always clear it at once. And 
then whether the thing is important or not, I never.handle it 
carelessly. Even a word in a mistaken position I cause it to be 
corrected. It is my nature to be careful, hence I do not mean 
intentionally to reject the advice of "leaving the unimportant 
affairs in the hands of the officials.1!

I am physically strong since childhood. I could bend a 
fifteen-strength bow and shoot long and heavy arrows. I am 
excellent in military tactics ... The suppression of the 
"Three feudal princes" and the revolt in lorthern Mongolia were 
results of my own tactics. The silver reserve in the treasury 
has never been used by me except for military campaigns and 
famine relief . All the above statements form a true picture 
of my hard work and an expression of my sincerity. "Whenever I 
read a petition of an old official .for the privilege of retirê  
ment, I wept. You all have an opportunity to retire, but when 
can I have mine? I am now seventy-five. A few white hairs have 
just appeared. Some advised me to have them dyed, but I declined 
their advice with a smile, because there have not been many em
perors who could live long enough to have white hair.

If I am to have both my hair and my beard snow-white, will 
it not be romantic? But alas I Ihen I look back to my old 
colleagues who worked with me.at the beginning of my reign, none 
can be found.5

%sing Chao Chuan Sse. Chapter 33. P. 102 ff., cited in Hsieh,
The Government of China, 1644-1911. PP. 33-34. (At the time of his death, 
the K8ang Hsi Emperor was in fact sixty-six years old. lot having access 
to the Chinese text, I am unable to determine whether the years as stated 
are correctly translated from the original.)
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fhe K̂ apg Hsi.Emperor was vigorous to the end; while hunting in 
December 1722, he became, ill= Returning to his palace at Gh’ang Oh'un 
Yuan near Peking5 the Emperor died, on 20 December 1722. • He was buried 
by his subjectss led by his successors the Yung Cheng Emperore

■Malonef p. 44.
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of the Ch8 ing administrative system̂  The introductory section of Teng 
Ssu=-yu and John K„ Fairbank8 s China' s Response to the West is an excel= 
lent though brief .statement of the general a ctiitity of the early Gh8 ing 
period, partieulariy emphasizing Manchu relations with the Chinese as well 

v as with Western .Europeans. =; In Korea and the ■ Old Orders in Eastern Asia, 
Frederick Nelson shows China8 s•relationship to her less powerful neighbors 
particularly in the frame .of reference of Sinô Korean relations,, By far ; 
the most valuable single source for the important details as well: as a 
good overview of the K’ang Hsi Emperor8s foreign policy, is Eminent 
Chinese of the Ch.8 ing Period, (1644-1911), edited by Arthur W» Hummel 3

The early period of Oh8ing rule,! partieulariy as regards the '■
, solidification of Manchu power dver the Chinese, is ;often casually dis-
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missed by general works „ let it seems as if this whole area. of. study 
needs more careful investigation„ The internal revolts prior to the.
Ksang Hsi Emperor's reign have only been discussed' in English-language 
materials in the articles cited within thet ext, in addition to Eminent ■
Chinese and Donald E0 Keene's excellent detailed study of Kbxinga8 s acti
vity s The Battles of Coxingae Only Wu San-kuei1s massive rebellion in 
south China dangerously threatened the Mancha supremacy over the Middle 
Kingdom until the 19th century; yet this wide-scale revolt has hardly 
been discussed in We st em-language materials. This lack of material ac
counts for only a short section dealing with that rebellion in this thesiŝ  
despite the large area it covered and the large number of people it in
volved, Eminent Chinese was the only reliable and extensive source; yet 
even this work fails to consider the revolt's actual importance in terms 
. of Wu's far-reaching policieŝ  the people affected by them, and the 
causes of the rebellion's sudden failure.

The early K'ang Hsi period is well treated concerning some as
pects, yet weakly so in others. The control of the regency has received 
virtually no study whatsoever. Similarly, the results of the K'ang Hsi 
Emperor's literary policy, in this writer's opinion a main reason for 
long-term Ch'ing governmental control, has been only slightly studied. 
Though a full survey of the K'ang Hsi Emperor's economic policies has 
not been made, the cumulative effort of the works of Chen Shao-kwan 
(The System of Taxation in China in the Tsing Dynasty, 1661-1911),
Chi Ghao-ting (Key Economic Areas in Chinese History as revealed in the 
development of public works for water-control), Hu Gh'ang-tu ("The Yellow 
River Administration in the Ch'ing Dynasty," Far Eastern Quarterly, XI?,
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August 1955) j Huang Han-liang (The Land Tax In China)and Mabel Ping Hua 
Lee (The Economic History of China) point put.the strong influence of a 
tolerant economic policy in keeping the Chinese people contented under 
the Manchu rule. The -works of Chenj, -Chi# Huang and Lee are all particu
larly valuable for giving an understanding of the imperial agricultural 
policy during the reign of the K’ang Hsi Emperor, An overview of this 
range of materials makes it apparent why the Chinese were kept generally 
satisfied particularly during the early years of the Ch'ing period.

No one general work treats Sino-Mongolian relations in any great 
depths although Henry Howorth1 s History of the Mongols, Vol, I, is a de
tailed study of Mongolian tribal organisations, with ample study of con
flicts between the Mongols and the Chinese, Owen Lattimore's Inner Asian 
Frontiers of China is the major interpretative work in this field of study, 
and indicates a thorough grasp of the various historical situations in
herent in the Central Asian area. Besides presenting a worthwhile discus
sion of Sino-Russian relations, Michel B, Pavlovksy8 s Ohinese-Bussian 
Relations has some important material pertaining to the Mongol challenge 
as relating to both Russia and China, D, Pokotilov8 s short study of pre- 
Oh8 ing Chinese relations in Central Asia, History of the Eastern Mongols 
during the Ming Dynasty from 1368 to 1634, adequately shows the relation
ship between the Khalkas and China during that period; however, it is too 
-brief in dealing with the last years of the Ming period,

Sino-Tibetan relations' are best treated in Luciano Peteehss China 
and Tibet in the Early 18th Century; this work is a careful discussion of 
Sino-Tibetan relations, utilizing both Chinese and Tibetan sources. Less 
adequate, but nevertheless important works are Li Tieh-tseng8 s The Historical



Status of Tibet and W» ¥» Bocldaili's loag .article, "The Dalai Lamas of 
Lhasa and Their Belations with the Manchu Emperors of China, l6z!4-1908,tl 
in T'oung Pao. Vol, X, 1910. An Account of Tibet— The -Travels- of Ippo- - 
lito Desideri of Pistoia, S. J., 1712-1727 hhs a vivid account of the 
Dsungar overthrow of Latzaa Khan, yet because of Father De sideri1 s Mas 
in fayor of the Khan and the Chinese, this work must be carefully, used.

Sino-Russian r elations during the K'ang Hsi period are generally 
well-documented, although the quantity of excellent materials is limited 
to some extent. The Bussian mgve to the East, its motivations, successes 
and failures,, is best explained in Robert Kerner8 s The Urge to the Seas 
The Course of Bussiah History— The Role of .Rivers. Portages. Qstrdgs. ; ,
Monasteries, and Furs; though a short work, its analysis of Bussiah ex
pansion into Siberia IS excellent. Supplementing Kerner1s book, George 
Lantzeff?s Siberia in the Seventeenth Century and Raymond Fisher1s The 
Bussian Fur Trade, 1550-1770 both expand upon aspects of the'Russian 
settlemeht of Siberia. .An earlier work in the field of Sino-Bussiah , ■ 
relations is Frank Colder* s Bussian Expansion on the Pacific, 1611-1850:
An account of the Earliest and Later Expeditions Made b.y the Russians 
alohg .the Pacific Coast of Asia and Rorth America, including: Some Belated 
Expeditions to the Arctic Regions. This well-documented book devotes a 
: great d eal of emphasis to; the Sino-Russian . clash, concentrating oh the ■' 
preM6#9' applets of-the. %scovite: advance*. ■■
A • : Journals pf travelers. to China from Russia during the K’ang isi,
period proVide ah important source of informatiowabout conditions within 
China, , as well'as the treatment accorded Russians while in the Middle ' 
Kingdom.. The journals of Spafarii (in Baddeley1s Russia, Mongolian China,



Vol„ II)} IdeSj John Bell (who accompanied Izmailov to China at the end 
of the K’ang Hsi Emperor.’ s zeign) and Laurence de Lange3 the Russian resi
dent in Peking until 1?223 are all valuable for a wider understanding of . 
the Russian phase of the K'ang Hsi Emperor’s foreign policy» •: ; '• - ■■■?

Certain secondary sources provide the •best material for the whole ■ 
span of SinorBussian relationsThe basic work is Gaston Cahen® s Some • 
: Early. Rus so°°Ghinese Relations „ Which although undocumentated in the 
English translatlohj,' is eompletely so in the Frencĥ  aecprding to the V 
translator, Carl B, O’Brien, in Russia Under Two Tsars, 1682=1689, pro- ' 
vides the best description of the negotiations of the Treaty of Merdhinsk 
from the Russian point Of View, John F. Baddeley’s rare Russiâ  Mongolia., 
China. (2 volumes) is an excellent source for relations between those , areas 
in the late Mng and early Ch’ing period. It is particularly useful be
cause of its vast presentation of detail and its carefully prepared maps»
, - Sources pertaining to the Christian missionary experiences that 

treat the subject •with any detail are few. let those that are available 
are well-written and fully documented „ However, the general: reliance 
upon European, rather than Chinese-language materials, leaves an important 
gap yet to be filled. The activities of the Jesuits within China away 
from the capital at Peking,; and the effects of their proselytizing upon 
the; Chinese populace i is. another very inadequately treated subject.
. Kenneth Scott Latourette ’ s Three Centuries.' of Advance (¥ol, III of A . 

Histbry of the Expansion of Christianity) places the activity of the 
Jesuits and .others in a-proper world-wide perspective, Missionary: and 
.Mandarin; The Jesuitsat the Court of China, by Arnold ¥, ROwbotham, - ;



is the most comprehensive treatment of the Jesuits in China in English- 
: language materials, The papal legations to the Middle Kingdom are treated • 
well in jbitoHio Sistp Rosso1s Apostolic Legations to China of the Eight- : v 

. eenth Century and Robert Jenkins’ earlier work,, The Jesuits in China and * ' :
the Legation of Cardinal de Tournon» Both have good baekground material3 , ; .
Father Rosso1 s book, though biased against the Jesuits to some extent̂  V" R

. ' and containing several factual errors? is nevertheless helpful because . .
of the translations of various Chinese documents provided, , : .
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APPMDIX A - SACRED ■ EDICT OF THE K* AM& HSI. EMP1EOR1
1. Practice filial piety and fraternity to improve human relationships;
2 C Respect kindred, in order to display the excellence of harmony;
3. harmonize your neighbors in order to avoid litigation;
4„ Emphasize farming and silk-eulture in order to provide for economic 

sufficiency; ' "-r ^ ̂
5, Practice econonQr in order to reduce consumption;
6 o : Honor the schools so that the traditions of the .students mil he in- 
' spired; ; ; . ' . ■ ' 'V \ ' f.';
7e Reject heresies in order to uphold the orthodox learning;
Se Explain laws in order to warn the foolish and the mcked; :
9»; Be courteous and humble in order to better the customs; ;
10v Attend to your own business, in order to staHLize society;
110 Instruct your sons and brothers so that they will not commit any

wrong;' , v. ' ' ' v . . ■ ■ A ''  ̂ -
12, Stop false accusation so that good people would not be harmed; . .
13o Take precaution against runaways and the hidden; in order to avoid 

punishment on account;of mutual responsibility; ' ' /
14, Make.prompt payment of taxes in order to avoid the press of the 
.a' collectors; . . ;. A ; : : A A '' - ' i . 7 ,,.. ;' : AAV A \ : :;A:
15» Cooperate with your neighboring villages to defend yourself against 
; bandits; / ' a^-Vva; A a"-̂  ;A '
16, Forgive wrongs and anger' to lengthen- your life«, . ' A

; .. v Ĥsiehj The Government of China (1644-1911) s pp« 14S-149,:



APPENDIX B - THE TREATY OF HERGH1HSK, 1689^

' .( Article X 0 The river Gorbitsâ , which joins the Schilka from its
left side near the river Teherrxaya? is to form the boundary between the 
two Empires. The boundary from the source of that river to the sea mil 
run along the top of the mountain chain. The jurisdiction of the tw© 
Empires m i l  be divided in such a Way that all the rivers or streams 
flpmng from the southern slope of these mountains to join the Amur 
shall belong to the Empire of China, while all the rivers flowing dotm 
from the other side of these mountains shall, be similarly under the rule 
of His' Majesty,, the Ogar of the Russian Empire = As to the other rivers. .
which lie between the Russian river Qud and the aforesaid mountains™- \ 
running near the Amur and emending to the sea— Which are now under . 
Chinese rule, the question of the jurisdiction over this is to remain . 
open. Oh this point,: the Ambassadors are without explicit instructions, 
from the Czar, Hereafter, When, the Ambassadors on both sides.shall have 
returned, the:Czar and the Emperor of China will decide the question on 
terms of amity, either by sending Plenipotentiaries or by. written' cbf- ’ 
respohdemoe, \  ̂'A .. -, ' ' A'

:;v": Article II. Similarly, the river Argun, which flows intd the ' ;,-
Amur, will form the frontier along its whole length. All territory, on 1
the left bank is to be under the rule of the Emperor of China| all on 
'.the right bank Will be included in the Empire of the Czar. All habita
tions on the south side will be trahsferfed to the other® h'-'

: Article III. The fortified .town, of Albazin, built by his Majesty
the Czar, is to be completely demolished, and the people residing there,. 
With all military and other s tores and equipment, are to be moved into 
Russian territory. Those moved can take all their property with them, . •
and they are not to be allowed to suffer loss. ■ :

Article lit;./ Fugitives from either side who may have settled in 
the other'.S ;country previous to the date of this Treaty may remain. No 
Claims for their rendition will be made on either, side. But those who may 
take refuge in either country after the ,date- of this Treaty of Amity are 
to be sent without delay to the frontier and at once handed over to the :
:chief/local officials*. : -  ̂ ■

Article ?= It is to be; understood by both Governments that .from 
the time when this Treaty of Amity is made, the subjects of either nation 
being provided'with, proper passports, may come and go on their private; ■

': Ijohn M. Maki^ Selected Documents ™ Far Eastern International Re
lations (1689-1951). Seattle; University of Seattle.Press, 1957, PR. 1™2.

■ m r  ...  "
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business and may carry on:Commerce® : :
Article VI® All differences which may have occurred between the 

' subjects on the frontier up to the date of this Treaty will be forgotten 
■, and' hot be entertained. But if hereafter any of, the subjects of either 

nationality pass the frontier for private business and commit crimes of 
violence to property and life/ they are at once to be,arrested and sent 
to the frontier of their own country and handed over to the chief local 
authoritywho will inflict on them the death penalty as a punishment of 
their crimes® Grimes and excesses committed by private people on the 
frontier must not be made•the cause of war and bloodshed' by either side, 

■rotten cases; of this kind arise, they are to be reported by the side on 
/ ;:Which they occur to the Sovereigns of both Powers, for settlement by 

diplomatic negotiation in an amicable manner.
If the Emperor of China desires to engrave the Articles of the 

w above Treaty agreed upon by the Envoys for the determination of the
t frontiers and to place the same -on the frontier as a record, he is at .

liberty to do so, ihether this is to be done or not is left entirely
' to the discretion of His Majesty the Emperor of China, y ’■ . -


